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C)IIIat.y it is a matter of time. M~t ~tt1e. ~ties
" . haft,,"t had mUchataying power. Which lIlfhytbe itatf
ofPoetrt ispatticularlyproud of jtl:.~ ofthirty-lix}eUI
;wi~out; JDbang a month-though'we'd rather nOt think
about the times 'WC've~had. to delay the deadli~ to '1fO~
about the.printei.bilL And .pemapc .~..~. be coli..
aidered: Poetrl$ c:irculatiol1··bu gIOWJ1 weight; times the
'numba' of copia ~·the tint illue.D~OD,too,ought
to be • ·&ctor,.and Poe", intlOduced to audiences in this·
country the"WOI'b ofPouncL Eliott, SaI1db~,· Wallace;
Srcvem, Marianne Moote, LouiIe lJogan, Robert Fitzgerald,
~ Shapiro, an4 JIlUy othera.
'

P

/

·N. the other hand. the '~of the 4;bigmagazine" teems
O••'to
be money, and on that tcoie· PiRtIy can ·cJain?little.
ink 1Je ever had was un.
aIIOCiateeditot jUltafter World .W... L .In

1Uccest.. The. only bottlcof blue

placed by an
',
spite of in~ drtulation ~ ~ . Tolunie of . "
~dvertising, POIJ"ts, ends are a little fm1hetfrom 1neeting.
than they have .~. bee11., Yetollr contnDutol'J,wbo have
'always been paid, are DOW paid a higher tate tlw1. ever before, and we spend more. money on printing. ~YiPg.
and binding. The fair condUlion ~to be that 'we are
becoJDing. a .bigger and bigger· little magazine. • ..That
describes the ·contents of our JDagaZine too. Mote and more
poets, both the established ones and newccxneil, find Poetry
the .JilOet. dependable medium (01' their new '~d, in
the long run, the

Dl()St

,.

widely read.

I year $5 • 2 years $8.50 ., 3 l years $I~
232 e. eri~ st.,
..cbicago II, .illinois
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NEW MEXICO-QUARTERLY REVIEW
J

0 $

Er H, W ARR EN B EA C H - Baroque: The Poetry of Edith Sitw~ll
RAM 0 N J. SEN DE" - Faustian Germany and Thomas Mann
R 0. 5S CAL V I N - Some Southwestern Naturalists
EDWIN HONIG - ToaEuropean Man of Letters

.

W. P. ALBR.ECHT - TimeasUnityinThomas:Wol£e
DE X T ~R H. RE Y N 0

L DS -

Can New Mexico Be Industrialized?

u:

POE T S I G NAT R Eo. ~ J:egU1ar feature to stan in the Summer issue.
Monographic· presentations of selected work of young poets, with critiques
by Edwin Honig: I. ERNEST KIlOLL.
NEW ME X I CO AUT H 0 R S. A series of critiques with check lists.
Harvey Fergusson by Lorene Pearson; Paul Horgan by Roland F. Dickey;
Oliver La Farge by Robert Bunker; Frank Waters by VernonYoung;Ema'
Fergusson by Sam Schulman; and others.
The Summer issue will be ornamented by JOHN SLOAN, with critique by
Walter Pach.
.

FALL: the first issue of Epoch, the quarterly of short
stories • . • and poems . . .

WINTER:

Ray West, Jr:s, Ascent, included in th.e
O. Henry :Memorial Award PrizttStories of I94 8 •.••

EPOCH
SPRING: Robert Gorham Davis' Challenge to the
short story:\"Fiction as Thinking"

SUMMER: Foreground merged

with Epoch

FA.LL: Epoch~sponsored series of lectures at Cornell Univef'sity,jnaugurated by Kenneth Rexroth.
EPOCH: 252 GOLDWYN SMITH HALL, COIlNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y.
THREE DOLLARS A YEAR, AND AT OUTSTANDING BOOKSTOIlES
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All

always eager to see ,the work. of serious

young writers of fiction and non-fiction alike.
The following are three first books from thecurrent Borzoi -list. Each is a distinguished work.
Others will follow.
•

'Ik-.~~

R8WDAY

I, "f/:.

9'. fReIJ

Out of Jamaica has come a fresh and new talent displayed
in a ,lyrical novel of extraordinary breadth, depth, and quality. Victor Stafford Reid has written a chronicle original in
both conceptiQD and performance.' It is likely to be hailed
as thC'''findu of 1949.
$3.00

ACORKBR
OPTBBWOaLD
Iy fRJet/9/tofilen. ,/
This is the first fruit of an extraordinary new story-telling
talent. Much like Maugham, Shaplen finds an exciting and
alluring background in "a comer of the world," the Far East,
where he rediscovers man's hope an~ his fate.
$1.75 .

THBODORE DRBISBR'
~, ~/3e 8/106
Dreiser, the man, the artist, the critic of society, is here revealed in a definitive biogl'2phy based on Mr. Elias's acquaintance with him the last eight years of his life. A most readable \
work clarifying the values that have made Dreiser one of the
significant figures of modem literature. Illustrated.
$4-00

(j

Wherever books are sold
,

,

Published by ALFRED A. KNOPF, New York 22 .
'Yho will send you his spring catalogue on request
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Dudley Wynn

-

.

THE HUMANITIES·

\

IN THE SOUTHWEST
"

Dl~SPITE. our wishing that it might be lothe~jse,
the outlook for almos.t ,everything in the South~", western ,regio,n of the. United Sta,tesIS, probably
~
about the' same'as the outlook in the world
. .. at
.Onemay believe" as I
the
~tw, f\' hUmanltl~s. have a better, chance 10 the
Southwest th~ in some, other regions of .the
...
United States without abandoning the conviction that if ·the
whole picture is viewed there is still a great deal of S9ulsearching to do, and that there are a great many conditions
which work directly in opposition to the growth 'ofthe spirit
of not only the humanities but of liberal education generally.
One's being asked to write upon such a 'subject indicates that
, we are, on the whole, still in our wartime humor of seeking a
better justification of ourselves, educatjonallyandculturally"
When all our campu~s were turned into modified military
camps and our major efforts were concentrated upon the tnan1Pulation of complicated new devices'of detection and destruction,
, our' consciences kept saying, "Where do the liberal stl1dies go
from here? What is the place ,of humane learning, of the arts, of
the disinterested search for truth in ,a world where one branch
of truth, science!'seems to lend itself so successfully to_ the practical job of defeating an enemy 'and saving our lives?YJ, These .

~.

,

l~.,

do;~at,

.

5
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were good q1:1estions, and still are, although perhaps they are
getting less ~onestanswers now than when the preSsures of actual
war were on.
The pressures of a cold war are destructive of humane values,
too, and a great deal more insidious. The necessi.ty' of sheer
physical survival in' World War II was ~ energizing force
which, paradoxically, left a great deal of room for thinking about'
aims and ends. The enemy, German fascism, was tangible, and
its defeat by superior force was always conceivable. The new
enemy, who creates. fear of an ideology as well as fear of a potentially great force, is more intangible. The tendency to abandon
all thiriking, to get ready to fig~t force with force, to prt;pare the
nation's ~nner $~ength as it is called, tQ make a monolithic social
, structure that will be absolptely impregnable, presents a ,major
crisis in our American history and, indeed, in the world's history. Insofar as this psychological effort does abandon thlrtk~ng
about possible alternatives and insofar ~s it makes itself into a
bitter and vindictive effort to squash all reasonableness'and all
disinterestedness, it 'is nothing less than a, loss of nerve. Thinking
is in danger of becoll)ing more of a luxury now than during
1941-45. The reliance upon force alone is getting to be more the
order of the day than in the war years. The loss of Ilerve makes"
our heritage of ideas less usable than when we were actually
in a shooting war.
This is not a good situation for the liberal studies, for it means
that we now wish to limit instead of enlarge our basic national
ideal. ~t the very moment when we are <?1st, willy-nilly, into a
position of world leadership, we display to the world a great
deal of hysteria instead of the basically sound ideas th~t we are
posseSsed of and should be promoting. Above all, this'suspidous
glaring at potential enemies across the hemispheres and over the
shortened air-routes only puts and k'eeps the emphasis on more
·technology, more production, morepower,tmore saber-rattling.
This fear, expressing itsel~ partly in"'witch-hunts at home, does,
I

~

I

J
d
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not ~prC?ve oUr actual position ab~()ad, but. rather:pUt5US, in .
the eyes ~f the world at large, .in the positionaf ·the .£eat"-s~icken
miser who does not und~rstandhiS own strength'and .aCilVanta:ges
but who is·4eteriniiled· to hold 'what he has..
world loobto
us fOf ideas as well as do!1ar~ and force, and we do .ilot;supply<the
leadership that oUr heritage and'history indicate we should be
supplying.
:.
In thisgerieral aura of paucity ofideas and musclc"bound'feat, .
will we ·give enough attention to the developing of our. cultural
'"
.'" . .
resOurces, the clarifying ofour.. aims,. the educationaf the great
democratic body politic?Our~ularity, ,onte .our strength i05OJar as it kept US- away from an futerest inimperia1~tic dabbling,
i now becomes·our weakness
'we are forced into world leadership. Insularity, let us remember, makes us 11I).willingto think
I
in terms- of""real leadership.
Insularity isign,oranteofhistory.
\
.
19norance of one's-own cultural origins and. heritage. It is
complacency. Insularity is always in danger of equating- what
one is with· what one ought to be. It attaches. emotion to words
such as democracy. and then assumes that democracy, is solely
what the newspapers and the radio eo.mmentatorsandthepropagandists say it is-what
have h~ and now, Perfect and undianging, a magical "American way of life" that admits of no
improvement. . In\the midst of ~old war and the half-hearted hq.t neverthe- less.abundant preparation for ,a shooting war, vocationalism~d
technology are inevitibly emphasized~ Modem society requires
h. . its hundreds of th:0usands fJf weU:-trained specialists, and many
of the specialties are difficult, allowing little titlte for -general or
liberal education. We annot in a democratic state commit our.selves to.the propOsition that li~raleducatibnisitselfaspecial~\
oPen to only an el~te, and yet we have not solved the problem
of making liberal.education the gateway through which stude~ts
move to specialization. Our heart is'not.yet in that task,and we
get little maral suppOrt from ~iety at large, which is .still so

The

as

we

a

.I

,-

,

,

<
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enamored of, the success of professional, vocational, and technological education that it dOes not see 'the need,of afinner liberal .
base. Yet here is the great problem of education in a democracy.
, that has become highly technological. There is simply no answer,
in.retreat from professional and t~chnological training. It is a
question of humanizing and liberalizing engineers, accountants',
lawyers, radar operators, and not at all any longer a question of
neglecting training because a few personsthidk it is lowbrow, ,
overpractical, or wrong. The Pifficulty of this ever-present prob-.
lem'is augmented in an era o~ rapid technological. progress motivated and stimulated by the pemonstrated fact that technology
has quite apparent advantage$ in any struggle for power or even
for survival.
'
. And, against this world background of fear and uncertainty
coupled with thedemonsttable advantages of specific tTaining,
what could liberal education do, assuming that it were given
abu~dant opportunity to go ahead on its own lines?
'Vhen one attempts answers to .big. questions like this, the
answers are inevitably full of wishful thinking, and ideological
in the' worse sense, that is, out ,of touch with the realities pf .
human,nature,a,nd the day-by-day difficulties of any process~ And
yet, in general terms, and keeping in mind the two difficulties
~lready mentiolled-namely, our insularity and itsaccompaJlying .
complacen~, and the terrific pressure of technology-perh~ps
I
considera~le agreement cQuld be reached on a sort of two-point
.
J
progratq. A good' first point would be somewhat as foll<lws, I
believe. Attack insularity by working at the. problem of what
~re the basic democratic values in contradistinction to the more
or less accidental and impe~nent accompaniments of democ-'
racy in our land and our time. Our values come frpm Greece.
from the Hebrews, the Ro.mans" from Christianity, from the
bourgeois revolution of Ute eighteenth and nineteenth c.entu~ies,
from our own American culture and h~story~ T~ey boil down 'to
the dignity' and worth of the individual, the necessity of co-opera-

I, •

. . .
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don andaucommon will" and a moral structure in human
- society, the nee~, fO,•.rev?,-widening co~~p~f)f~Om,."!ldduty \.
to release creativeness In human affairs, the ~lIghl,mportanceof\}
, unselfish and ilisinterested thought, the presence of '3, constandy~
alert critical ,spirit to keep any status quo, from thinking itself
perfect.
In one ,vay of looking, a~ the question-and such matters are .'
inevitably and Unavoidably coptroversial-some of the accqmpaniments to democracy in. our t~e'lelements which 'are. acc~
d~ntal and impermanent by contrast wit:h more basic ,,values,,
and 'Yhich inhibit one -or the other of -tl\e more permanent
. values, could be listed as follo~s:' the Ameri~n system of free
enterprise.as conceived by the Na~onal Association of Manufac-.
turers~ the' concept that an :amoral competitiveness can bring
the greatest good;' the idea ~at all major organs of tulture'must '
~e commercialized, and ,follo,v the 'pattern of private profit;- the
, idea that the masses are vulgar and can 'only want the lvulgar
ttti~gs that commercWinterests wis~ to giveth~m;theidea that
. Christ was a great salesman and Socrates a pathetic Quixote;
the idea that all artists, are crazY; die notion that anyone who
never me,t a payroll could not possibty have a p~cticalid~; the
, notion thatmpstscientistsare aisloyal; the notion that the Ameriea that is best r~presented by the Time-Fortune-Life complex is
the only civilized nation on earth and the only one fit to lead
the world in the century ahead; the 14ea that every man has his
price; the idea that anything that you -can,and· do get, by with
is,u,ltiinateJY justified because it worked; the idea that education
is supposed to. give an individual the capacity to adjust to things
'as they are instead of turning the critical spirit, .loqse upon
& things; and soon,and'on.
"
These are the questions or the kindS of questions we have
got'to think a~ut simply t>epuse they are the issues upon which
we' as a nation and ci people arC: to be judged in, the world. Int~lligent Frenchmen, Englishmen, ltalians, Latin' Americans, .

~,

~,
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Chinese .are probably not going to have their sympathies deeply
enlisted in any bare struggle for power between an American
imperialism and a Russian expansioni~. TheYlVould be inevitably on our.side if we stood for something positive, if they felt
that behind our bristling there was a national character, an
ideal, 'a human heritage being carried forward. They do not see
our basic ideals and values in pictures .of Life going to a partyt
huge stadiums, give-away radio programs, grandiloquent talk
about "the highest standard of living in the world" and' "the
American way of life:'
A second point in our hypothetical program would be to
attack the problem of a necessary emphasis upon training and
techno!ogy in oqr time by working towards some' creative idea
of the ,ultimately proper relationship of technology, production,
things to humane ends. In short, atta~ ~e problem of America's leadership in the world
in the. coming decades, and work at
r
that problem convincirlgly enough and creatively eno~gh to
dispel the world's ~.ears that all ~iat America is np to is economic
exploitation of the globe. We sh uld make no mistake ~bout one
matter: American imperialism' stands in the minds of a great
~y people in the w9rld as a threat just about equal in danger
to the threat of Russian 'physical exllansion. The childish way
to meet this situation is to affirm noisily that the American way
and Russian way are miles apart, or better still, as a very promising businessman recently did, affirm with sanctimonious absot
lutism iliat the coming struggle is to be between a godless Russia
and a God-fearing America. The mature, intelligent way to
handle any misapprehension the rest o~ the.world may pave is to
show that an effort is being made to cl~rify die American aim,
to set the American culture in order, to operate along the lines
of a truly American heritage.
'ib
For there is great opportunity here. American technology is'
revolutionizing the world, and American ideas are not keeping
pac~. (See, for example, the excellent statement of this idea by
I
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Isabel ,Carr
Lundberg in H~tper's Magazine, Decem~r,
"1948.)
.
.
I
One great American idea is that things are not anti~spiritua1,
anti-cultural. For the first ·time in maJl~slhistory'the'notion is
loose in the world that the basic things necessary for the 'good life
'are theoretically within the reach of' aU-men. If inaddit!on' tohaving the things, the material goods, .with which to live die good
life, we more nearly lived the good life, that would be leadership
in the worldl- We have in our heritage and in our history a very
fine set of aims and ends, but they get lost in the hullabaloo over
- protecting and conserving the impermanent features of our way
of life. In short, we l~k to the world too much like barbarians .
who have been tOO lucky. for our own good as human beings.
.Arid how will the world get at our-aims and en~the dignity
and worth of the individual, the import,ance of the critical spirit
and disinte~ested thinking, the proper relationship of things.
to the good life-unless we start meaning in our own everyday
life that all individuals do have dignity and worth (and the right
of the ballotl) and that man is not fuanwhen he merely consumes and does not -live creatively ,and humanely? .
, ' This is where the humanities as one part of liberal or, humane
education, come in. Intangibtes' come in her.e,
F~r what the
humanities have to offer will always seem highly indefinite and
intangibie where the overall sense of·human values has been lost,
where the gap between the contemporary and the whole of the
'past is so wide as it now is amdbg so many sectors of the American public, where the emphasis. has ·been ~ thoroughly on
things without regard to ends; where the ~onsid~ration has been
merely the performing of cer~i~ functions' without any very
proper sense of the kind of huwan beings by whom and' f~r
whom the funttions are to be carried out.
'This sounds snobbish and conservative, as if the Writer were
looking at a past that was productive of eternal and tim~less
values and com,paring it with a thin present whose values are all
wrong. Humanists are always ~ling jnto this~error. I do not
t

.

.

..

too.

.
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believe' that the past embodies a set of indestructibl~ values
which can be taken out whole and given in capsules to the
young_ Nor do I agree with a certain tendency of thought today
~hich holds that, since the humanities are the only major area
which'does not strive to be a science,.and since science is admittedly uncertain about values, 'then valqes are the.proper prov""'mce and concern of the humanities .a1one. This is the' great ·
etroI: of many non-humanists, reflecting. a pathetic interest' in
values without very much understanding, it seems to me, of how
values are formed:"The humanities cannot save us and, cannot
restore to us values out of the past. It is in working towards some
goal, even with ~empo~ (:ommitments, that values are born;
and, theSe commitments have to do the best they can in correlating the gist-of. man's' experience with ideas of what man might
now' be in terms of the conditions he is confronted with a~ the
reasonable hopes that may arise out of those condit~ons.
The' humanities are not a repository of values, at least not an
entirely usable repository. But they are a repository of the most
deeply felt experience: They point the way most directly to what
man at his best is" what"he ought to want, how he has conceived
of human dignity and worth, what human sensitiveness is. They"
are perhaps the only protection agai~st meaningless .abstraction
and ideology run wild, against the inevitable thinness that results,
from taking all values from one narrow epoch. They are th~ l'
only guarantee that man will know, concretely, specifically,emotionally, what good and evil are, and what wholeness in an indi. vidual life means. They open up a view of man's limitations and
his potentialities. To:be a little more specific, the (humanities
bring awareness of the impingement of abstract s'ocial forces
upon -personal lives, increased ~nsitiveness to ~alues, the pos- "
sibility of richer -inner lives, the enlargement of human nature.
And for all our success in the world, our triumphant and almost arrogant self-confidence, does not our notable weakness as a
people lie here? I have no wish to sound like a- visiting British
I

, I
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'

leeturer" but is it not tragic that a people so ab~dantlysuccessful in the handling' of mat~rial things are ashut.Dan beings: sO
lacking' in, fine temper" in flexibilIty" .in the criticalspirit,'i in
aWareness of the depths and complexities of human nature? Qut
failure, in the world" if we fail" will lie in these matters"' these
intangibles. Our fail~e to' grapple' with the intangibles of persona! 'culture ¥tows in direct and easily understO(Klconse'
quenees, a few of which are as follows: the tragic'illiteracy()f
~ college freshmen~ the general high insensitiveness to-raucousness" the widespread tolerance of the conimercial din" the, emo~
tional immaturity of so many adults" the low level of thepopuIar '
or mass arts. It is not a question of whether our economy and.
our way of Ufe ,has or has not done1vell in~providing the opportunity for a few to lead ..the good lifeu if they wish to. We are
abundantly su~(essful in this way" as in the matter ofiheprovi.
" ~ion ,of the.physical accouterments of culture:- museums,
libraries, sympho~y orchestraS.. The"American gentury,,". under
the ministrations.of benevolent industrialists, like the era of
Renaissance princes, could conceivably provide an astounding
"cultural" activity in the older sellS<7 of'the wor4. Th¢ point is
that, for a peOple who are supposed to believe in democracy"
lve l1ave not proVided a,very solid or very wide base for a demo~atic-humanistic
culture.'
• <:
'., '

humanities in the Southwest, sol;'neof the problems
and difficulties are intensified and some are eased•.In great
stretches of this thinly populated region, ~e sheer inadequacy of
the physical means, of culture constitutes a very great problem.
Stt!!!ents here a~e less likely to have seen some plays on the legiti. mate .stage, heard concerts" heard books discussed" seen and
known ideas in play and undet challenge. Also,
Southwest
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lives in and benefits by the industrial age without having all the
. penalties and less d~sirable ~y-products thrown in its f~ce. The, '
result is that resi$tance to the dominant mbres is.less articu,late
and more poorly.organized than in the industrial centers. Actually, one suspe<;tsthat college students, let us say, in Cleve~and,
Ohio, do not attend plays or communitY forums very much more
or Tucson; but somehow the
ardently- than in ·Albuquerque
,
Cleveland student, if1 inclined to be
. somewhat intellectual, will
not feel ~imself to be quite so queer or ~'irregular.'~
.And there 'is always the fetish of the· frontier and the freedom of the great open spaces. It would be sheer blindness not to relish the frontier and freedom for wha~ they ~re worth. But having
seen high School youngsters in Amarillo racing up
. and down the
neon-lighted streets atone o'Clock in the morning yelling "Beat
Lubbock," I would choose to reserve judgment as to the reCllity
,.9f the better aspects -of a ,frontier h~~itage in that area. Such a,
book ~ J. Evet~ Haley's on Jeff MiltQn, that ug¥ gun man,"
serves to,remind one that very recently ,there were Achilleses and
Ulysseses all over this magnificent land, uncomplicated,. heroic
figures doser to Homer in spirit. than to Dos Passos. But when
one notes the malignancy that J. Frank Dobie stirred up in an
effort to bring true frontier individualism into play in a struggle
between the people of Texas and die tugged individuals who'
run Texas' corporations, one wonders if the ufrontier" spirit is, (
not, on the whole, simply perverted .into an attitude which
defends the worst aspef;ts of modem economic buccaneering.
The frontier and a rugged individualism of the most astounding
variety were realities in a quite recent past, but what does this
glamorized immediate past do to the culture of the Southwest
now? Here, one may reasonably suspect, is one of America's
worst cases of hindering. blinding, nostalgia. Insofar as the frontier remains a reality in the Southwest, we must remember that
it liked things practical and direct and with a quick upay-off:'
And the humanities take the long way around. are not. on the
,

.
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whole, very much ~f an enco~ragement to the ~xploitativepsy~.
chology of the~ontier.
.
The humanities are not only:a matter of th~ cIassroomand,
the specific agencies of CCculture:' Very impo~t in the SOuthwest, and particularly in New Mexico and Arizona, isthecideaa matter for <:onsiderable self-congratulation-thatin this region
there isa .kind of standirigasidefrom·the·fury of tI,.e world, an
unconcel'Jl with the major o1?sessioD5 of Americans, a quieter..
~asier, more leisure-loving, more gracious•. way of life that may . ,
JPve in iuomething·of prom:ise to America as a whole. ,~TJ;tis is
what Mary Austin, foryne, thought; and there were:a great many
. people who thought-as ~he did in her time and who probably still
think. so. But among the Anglo" whose mark i~ $'eady.all.over .
the area, a large part of -the ~cialsuppon for 'this pleasanter
way of life comes from Eastern\incomes.Gracious living, as far
as most of the Anglos are concerned, isa matter of transplanting
Bohemia and Suburbia to desert and mesa, with a touch of dude
ran~h thrown in.
.
.
.
The Southwest has ,a high propOrtion of people who have .escaped to it for the cu~e of lungs~ nerves~joints, orsinllSes, The
. search for health undoubtedly helps ~traighten one's values out.
Mere breathing, staying alive, becomes a kirid of adventure that
~ take the place of a great deal of money-makingcaDd other
\.'entur~me activities. There are probably JilorepictureE
painted per capita in New Mexico than in any ()th~ state of the
Union. The.amateur spirit in living hasa'chance. One ,finds in
the Southwest, I believe, less self-consciousness about the arts and
abOut living fOl" living's sake than anywhere else in America.
The Southwest still has the knack of making.its own ent~in
ment .instead of taking it "canned." The presence of tWo older
cultures,-Indian and Spanish-American, has tangible and intangible values.· The influence upon pairiting; at:chitecture, and
ceramics is direct and tangible and valuabie. The intangible.
influence is that a standard of comparison is always present, anTHE
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other set of cultural values, having at least age and dignity. to
temper the furiousness of progress. This influence. ho~ever,
operates mainly upon the more sensitive of the transplanted
Anglos; for the others, it probably only encourages a deeper
arrogance as to the rightness of the dominant American way of
life.
Albuquerque and Tucson are rapidly becoming appendages
of Southern California, suburbs on the highway. The neonr
light marches on. The atomic bomb created iIi the city
of Los
.
Alamos was successfully tested in the desert near Alamogordo.
The bomb moved to New Mexico because there was space there,
just as a great many people who are beginning to know how to
live moved there for very much the same reason~space, and
n~t too many people. Whether there is any answer in this fact
to the problem of the re-introduction of hum~e values into
a teepting, complicated world of technolo~ remains to be seen.
But there is dash in the life here-space, freedom, and an
excellent unsettledness. The sun and space are breeders of laziness, and laziness under other proper conditions is. a good
breeder of the creative spirit. Creativeness will not stand forcing, and the Southwest still has a measure of freedom from some
of the forcing towards inanity that goes on elsewhere.
Sunshine and adobesI How easy it is to fall uncritically into
the escapist frame of mindl No harm, perhaps, if the critical- f
sense only remembers that escape can take at least two· forms,
a shrugging of the shoulders and a closing of the eyes, or a retreat
for the .purpose of straightening oneself out inside. Maybe it
will be a ~outhwestem university that will have enough rugged independence to abolish intercollegiate football and Write itself.a
progr~ of liberal education,· ~ot abolishing techn6logy and
training but putting them in their proper humanistic frame.
Maybe it will be in the Southwest that a county or a state will
really attack the problem of res()Urces, limited f9Purces, and
their relationship to a good life for all the people. May~e it will

.
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'. be the Southwest that the whole population first qmtssneer~ .
ing at the color Q£ other people's skins. Maybe democraqand_
intelligence·do have a chancel They have always had to '·rUn in .'
harc;l races. ..
,

DISILL USION
She'heal'd the ~hing .
In hemlock underbrush
.. Beneath ~e gIlostly wood
And ducked the lintel
Of our cabin in a mighty rush., .
," "We have bear and moose .
Around usnow'" she cried,
While I bravely stood my ground
To relish once the savor
Of carnivora on the loose.

I bear witness that her myth,
Inflated considerably beyond size~
Snapped among the twigs ~erewith
When one insouciant chipmunk
Cracked a nut and looked around.
i

'1

'
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ERNEST L. BLUMENSCHEIN
The Artist in His Environment

a .

By Howard' Cook

.

means of ex.preSSion whi~h distinguishes
the painting of Ernest Blumensch~in stems directly
from his knowledge of and love for the Southwest. And,
because of his awareness of the necessity of strong underlying
design sb'Ucture which suggests a' contributing abstract quality,
his work forms a conJ;lecting link ,between today and the traditional art of the past; From the static envelope of the past he
has succeeded in his' purposeful search for the. richer values of
creative form, into the fascinating realms animated by imaginative, complicated rhythms with design asymmetrical, or subtly ..
balanced, and color as rich as the earth of old Spanish and'Indian civilizations.
Stem cariyons, great mountain ranges, desert space have

T
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,moulded the character o~ this artist whoi$.so sensiti"ely -n,.tned
to/nature·sm~.and have ultimatelyshapedth~:symb()1sand
the manner ofexpressing.;them ()ncanva5.H~~wenttOI1ature
direCtly, spendingtyear.s carnpmg,fishmg,and hunting. :loving
'the harsh,exdting color afidelemental$trtlcrure of the quiei,
monumental"country. These ,experienced'associa.tions'havebetn
absorbed into his spirit, and he has j>aintedwith a touch of their
precious, mystical Fding.,
These sources also provide the. dev~lopment ofa c9nv!ncing
architectonic order bringing unity into his work. A desire for
strict control of ordered statenientis seen eVen ,-in his earliest
wopk, and it is not surpr.ising that _he settled
in' ;the-So:utliwest where for, his life's work the landscape could nourislrpirectioD$ inherent in hiS nature. Another faetor responsible .for
shaping his expression, particularly m. relation to huuseofcolor
-its patterning, play of ~ounterpointand emotional stimulation
..l.is the backgro~nd of music "which runs all 'through his life
from his earliest days of orchestral activity., Itisevident'thata ,
devoted Study of musical form ~nd an innate 'feeling for musical
harmony have contributed much to me va\ue of his paintings.
, Hi~ association with the people,S and landscape~ofNew Mex,i~o. Arizona. and, lately. California, has posed differingsnbject
material with which, he has dealt' in a -manner 'appropriate to
each new idea. He has maintained an elastic mehtal ~PPrQaclt
,that 'accounts for the dynamic life quality jn' his pictures. This
does not 'mean ~at the outward eresentati~n'of his ideas· have
changed gready~ but increasmgly of late the pictures reveal an
approach to universal values. and the elementsJn simplification
tend'ever more toward unification'in a firm. working design..
For a moment travel back along1;he road o~ Blumenschein's'
subj~ct matter. Think of his early Indianpain~gsl ~enof the,
period of richly tapestried, decQrative, hig;w.y colored and styl-'
ized allegorical subjects. the beginning of hjs decorative ap":
proach to landscape. a beginning which grew to his present

.
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powerful interpretations, in contemporary rhythm, of the Southwest. Then come the Indian rtligious rituals, followed' hya
change of ~ene producing the railroad paintings, fanciful epi-'
sodes in pub~ic parks, and urban aspects in California. In be_l
tween, portrai~ ~d a few mural designs-not a staqc moment
during, his long, hard-working life. Never a repetition for the
sake of capitalizing on popular acclaim.
Thus he endeavors to keep to his ideals o,f deepest integrity
and faithful adherence to the great traditions of painting. This
earnestness of intention is witnessed in the early work which first
came out of the Southwest. He has seta purposeful,straightforward course, determined to grasp the full reality of the
deeper emotional qualities of life as revealed to hiin in significant symbols-the human warmth that is felt in his paintings of
people and the reverence which he feels for the things of nature.
His method of painting reveals an extraordinary determina- .
.tion, a tremendous effort of will to achieve final perfection,
causing him oftentimes to revise a canvas painted ten or even
twenty years ago ~hen parts of it offend him, sometim~s painting over almost the whole canvas. This intention reveals a qual/ity of self-investigation and self-criticism which is altogether admirable. Such soul-searching'reassures us that ~ach picture that·
goes out to the public will be as close to perfection as possible.
It is responsible for the smaller n:umber of pictures ~inted but
guarantees more lasting qualities tor the benefit of the future.
An indication of Blumenschein's contemporary feeling is his
interest in. fostering younger talent. Many 3!e the younger '
painters who have received encodragement from him to persevere in their individual idiom. After wielding a verbal whiplash, he urges in his junior companions integrity and the love
for secure values. It is fine to feel his appreciative and keen
attempt& at analysis of another"s work, his reaching out for a
common understanding of the fundamentals of artistic expression. II) reverse proportion to his years, his outlook on creative
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art has steadily rejuvenated itself, growing more alive with ,the '
years, resolute and courageous, as well as fiercely Independent':'" ',
a dominant characteristic~ Thus. it isthElt we who are personally"
-,close to him take pleasure in witnessing this !ecognition of JUs
, place in the art of the Southwest. This, especially, while he is
, able to' enjoy the sincerity of, the acclaim. '"
_
:, In mentioning a few examples of h~ painting, 'let me start
)with the large partrait of "The German Tr~gedian,udatedI907,
'owned by the Herron Art Institute of Indianapolis. Here is seen
the influence of the Whistler school: fla,t si1h()Uette,subdued
color, 'characterization focused intensely on the head and h~ds.
Observe the indication, so early, of a promise of architectural
design- in the careful ordering or-,the parts -in relation to the
whole. Also the dever~ote of the :white wing-collar underly~g
and pointing up the bulky head, the _inimitable touch of tile
cane. Wit in the Shakespearean character" cannot be ,missed.'
This is' accomplished portraiture which ~comes renewed again
in later years with the development of more significant f~nn..
Passing on to one of the earliest canyases done in the new environment of the Southwest, we find "The Chief Spe3.ks" of 1917
(Cincinnati Art Museum). Although this seems still limited to
the Batter decorative aspects of" the early period where ~~lor
appears hesitant, it reveals a promise of powerful fulfillment 'in
·the experily painted, strongly conceived head of the central
Indian. There is an' open courageousness about this early canvas, too, that pomts brightly to the future.
The promise is fulfilled a .few, years later in the ~vas of
"The Plasterer'" (owned by Mr. Rupert Hug~es of Los Angeles)
,representing Blumenschein's high mark in the treatment of
genre. Surprisingly modern in feeling of bask design, the paint-'
ing'utilizes contained rhythms of movement throu~h the objects,
and a cohesive balance of composition. Completed in 1921, the
canvas gIO\\TS with a' delicious ~el1ow color harmony arid the
essential detail is lovingly executed.
'
,

'
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In portraiture uThePlasterer" and uNew Mexi~ Peon"
(owned by Mrs.· Marian Huntington of San Francisco) .reveal
a compassion for the quietly· dignified, .and often tragic, life of .
the people who belong to the land. There is a profound attempt .
to portray basic truths using individual man ~ a symbol in his
relation to universal values. Qualities saber,' contemplative, and
a ~gnified religious fervor attach to the expression of nobility.
in man.
In . the canvas uMoon.Morning Star~d Evening Star" .
(Thomas Gilcrease ;Foundation, Tulsa, Oklahoma), an intri,cately pa~terned main group of Indian dancers provides fasCinating opportunity to explore the exquisitely painted delicate
littls figures which constitute a mosaic C?f colorM notes, each
sparkling from one side of the group to another~ In this com..
pressed stylization of Indian symbol and mystic ritual, rhythms
of associated movement carry' across and through the design,
binding the unit with a continuous inne·r life of its own.
Mood and emotional force dominateuEnchanted Forest"
(Gilcrease Foundation) whose dancers, grouped in the ,lower .
. segmen~ of the picture, seem de-individualized to emphasize the .
weird mystic paths. that carry the imagination up through a
funnel-shaped. opening in the forest into unlimited realms 'of
imaginative play. This is one of the pictures which underwent
metamorphosis in the artist's hands after it returned from long
. absences in exhibition circles.
,.
Probably Blumenschein's greatest figure painting is ,the large
"Jury for Tri~ of a Sheepherder for Murder:' owned by the
Museum of Modem Art of New York. A classic grace distinguishes the group of forceful characters, while the construction
of the painting is founded on a Solid background of precise abStract planning~ The rich, deep color in the ga~ents, giving
sOmbre emotional quality. unites harmoniously into a flowing I
background for the br~ghter notes of the faces. One is reminded .
of the early lta,lians··use of large color \'ol~mes and their feeling

.
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for spatial design -io,stimulate, emotivectiaracter'ization. Thisu "
indeed'the artisis peak, as'a mast~rfuldeSigner and a painter 'o~
sympathetic humanattribut~: It uapicture rewardingcareM
study and calIs for: Inuch retUflling to.
~
'Commg upon that re~rkabJegr~uppainting,of his friends,
artists~ and.,neighbors gathered,around hisfamily:.seated •itt his
stu~o 'in Taos-"Ourselves and, Taos Neighbors......;.we 'linda
record of the epic dayslvlienTao$ wasinthefuU bloom of its
pioneer members. With ,the exception,of D. H.Lawrencc'and
Walter Vfer,' who badalreadydied,.the work was' completed <
from the friendstheniselvesasthey strolled.' int()t.he ,stuclioand'
,were fitted into a place in the arrangement. A ;gentlehonesty
characterJzes the friendly group ,which is,naturcilly,of ,real
interest and value ,to theregionsincethisperiod~~,soOttto be
'gone forever. 'The spatial setPng and, exaggerci.tiop.' of ,depth
helps to surround the people with the' dignity with which the
artist wished to invest hisfrlends.' .
',
"
Of late we find BlumensChejn painting with as' ~uch verve as
, usuai but now in a different 'vein~, Among ,these,pictures,~JAlas ,
-.
Proud Mansion" 'is 'in a tragic, mood, due perhaps toi~ being .
started while the artist was recoveringfromase~oUsoperation~
in Los Angeles. The brooding form of .the cormorant 'spreads
dominant over the decaying wall$ of the building, 'but color is
lavished,richly on surface texture~ of v~vid 'plumage, lDellOW .
stone, walls, tree and threatening sky. Paths 'ofmovelllent weave .
, through the pictorial forms as they;do in so m~y·other.pre~ious
,designs.
"Clown's Holiday" sparkles with all the
of a playful
mood in aLas Angeles public park. Painted~nly l~t ye~r its
gaiety and humor sparkle brightly and are reflected in a ~i.ghter
color scale as weli as a mote open-textured handling of pigulent.,
It 'is good fun.
, For 'con~st, the railroad pictures of recent years-~CBoxCars'
and Rail~oad Tracks," ccRailr03:d Yards," etc.-please us with
.
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theh'· co~v~ ·form' and intelligent handling· ofasubject' .as~
co"lotful as nostalgic•. Challenging here is the successfulnrd~r
mg·of linear.pattern. the setting of objects in space in such a way .
that an emotional calm results and a s~ong Sense of place feeling is' established. What a long distance has been traveled in
paintings such as these from the more academic. decorative Indiaris of
ago.
.
. At last we come to the "Mojave Desert'~ (Gilcrease Foundation) ~ a majestic picture large and mural in feeling. It is an
epic experience~ a· thoroughly ·reaUzed creative .expression· of
the inner spiritual beauty of the desert, finally summing up all
. ex~rience and thought of the country that Blumen$Chein loves.
Intellectually conceived and designed with sensitive architeCtural form' appropriate to the character of mountain-desert, here"
is a tremendously moving symbol of the forces of nature; as tIley
thrust out rock shapes to meet the line of receding,'hills. The
canvas is illuminated
with' a deep reverence for these
forces of
' .
the infinite. It is a religious tribute to the mysteries~ and the
glorious wond~r of the world about us.
A man has to hav~ music and reverence in his soul'and a
touch of· poetic genius to paint a stirring picture like this.. In
the CCMojave Desert" Ernest Blumenschein demonstrates just
those qualities. Altogether the total of his work constitutes a r
convincing record of great value to true regional culture in the
painting of the Snuthwest. Today. this artist's stature is se~re
justification of his fortitude and faith during the half century
of his artistic growth in this his beloved land.

years
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JURY TRIAL OF A SHEEPHERDER FOR MURDER..

46". Painted 1936. Photograph
n-n Art Coll~ct;on.
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ALAS PROUD MA SIO
(left, above). Oil 20" x
Painted 1947-48. Courusy Museum of ew Mexico.
Box

~o".

CARS A D RAILROAD TRAC&S (left below) . Oil 25"
~o". Painted 194~. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico.

x

SUPERSTITIO' (above). Oil 40" x 50". Painted 1921.
Thomas Gilcrease Foundation.
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MOR I 'C STAll AND EVE. 'I.·C STAR. Oil 40" x
PaintM 1922. Thomas Gilcr~a~ Foundation.
Courtesy Museum of ew Mexico.

50".
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ESTEBAN PAZ~)

was an In~ancarpen
ter in Guatemala. Hema.decban-s·and
..
..
tables from a· poot ~pe of pine~fittedt~ .
gether without nails. Inolj.

,

.

'.~.
. .'. derto

fS,'

~),'

find Cl!St.omers.J,he. 'had to take them. ttO'm To-

toniCap3.nto Gua.~.ala, Ci~. '. on~,.
hundred,and twentymil~ of
~ . 'mountain road ataltitudesra~gmg
d9WD. from eight thousand to four thousand feet. Hecarriedotl
his shoulders and back the table and'six chairs suspended from
a tump-strap pre~d against his.. forehea~. He had to take 'his '
foc;xl.a1ong and would spend the nights in caves or underirees
near the road. It took him eight days to reach the capital,seyeral
days to sell his goods on a spedali:narket: md another wee~ to
teturn home. He used to get three dollars for the table and the
chairs or forty cents for each chair if sold separately. He ~arged
for the lumber and his work only, not for the time ~penten
\' route. When he returned home, he had usually just enough left
to buy more lumber and su~tain himself and his family ~ntil
his next sale.
During a few weeks every year, Esteban and hisfamlly mea to .
go Hown to the western slopes
of the volcanic mountain
range,
.
.

-ij.gL:..
~"

~

.. ,
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at about 8QOO feet ;lltitude,to pick coffee beans on a laf~ plan..
,tauOIt owned by' Gennans. He received twenty cents a day and,
his (hildren, who were working With him in the field, ten' cents··
a clay.. They lived in a large $hack. together 'With d~tens of other
.
' .
.li
families:ofseasonaI workers. EaCh "family prepared its meals.
consisting mostly 'of corn and beans, ,over oPen fires fuside.,the.
building. They slept on homemade woolen blankets spread on
.theditt floor. There was no futliiture of any kind. The women
got their waterfrotn a brook half a mile' away_ Nature served as
an open-air toilet. The In.dian workers greeted the Gennanadniinistratorsor their fatnllies, when thde bappenedto aoss
theirpatb, with hate heads and fuldedatDls. If tbewc>tkers broke .
any of the rules tbey~ere denied payment Ore put in the stock ~ .
. for a night ortlonger~.
'
.
Four yeats ago. an agent ofth~ United. Fruit Company came ..
to &tehan's home town near Totonicapan to hire ~orkers for
the banana plantations around Tiquisate, inthe.lowlan~of the
west cOast. Heoffer~ seventrcents a day, free housing. 'food at
lower pncQthan it could be bad. in the stores, and the use of a
plot of landfor a1lywork~who wanted to grow food of his own•
. It soun~&ntastic Esteban, but be accepted.
Now he loads banana stems on railway lorries from six o'clock
in thcmorning two o'clock in the afternoon. Sometimes. he
works ovet#meand is paid fifty per cent
In the afternOQn f
he works for a few hours on his lot, if he feels like it. He and his
fanlilyoccupya medium-sized room in a low, long wooden bUild·
~g housing several families. They have a kitchen' of their own
and share a toilet with their neighbors. They have electric light.
They can buy rations of staple foods in the company commis-.. sary, at prices lower than those in regular stores. Their children
go to a ~ear·by school prQvided by the company,. >a5 requited by
the law of the country.. The company fights the.....-maJaria-carrying
mosquitoes and provides safe water supply. The company bos--

to

to

exua.

..
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- .pital, the second lar~st inthe'c~tintty;-gives-ftee~ice tc{the
workers
their. families.
- -. and
....
'.... . .
. . ' .. : .
. But Estebanunot bappy~For.iQne. thiJlg,. he.andbis.family
have .never liked' the' hot,humidclitnate of the 'lowlands•. lie
~ows that be; his wue,andbis.·thUdreithave inorei'thingsto
IT H-£

.1.

_

,J

.. ,

•

!.<~

eat ~nd'a~t~~:placeto live than befQ~e. However~tc> jettbese
things he b~dtoleavehi~ village where'generati()lis()~~£,aU1jly
had spent their lives. HisndghbotSatecolD~tive .$U'al:i~
not related to hul;t by bloOd, (ustoUl br evenlanguage.£geban
does rtot speak Spariishvery well.and hisne~ghbot'$,havingqJDle
from other parts ofthecountry,do'nofs~akbis1anguage. which
is Quich~. He had to discard bisaWrigilwdress,with its.~f."
'temsand colors distinctive of bis naHve.village. ,He.now·llveson
... ~n outlyingftnc4s verydifferent.froDlltis old,tigbt littIenome
toWn who~people had been organized for c:enturiesinkillships,
~coir4d{as {civic hereditaryJratemities)"and'iparishes.There
'everybody knew~ltbough notne(:essarijyspo.k~. ~verybodY
.else, and there eyeryQne's position In th~. conun~tywassttictly
defined by ua.ditiQtt.
}
Tiquisate is vety different indeed from thosc'pirts of Guatemala where Esteban spent his earlier life. Thel'e at'enoold build..
ings; everything seems to'him ·tOQ
lll'fatt.the enrlt'e town.
and the outlyingplantat,ions were established<~nlyfifteel\yeat$
ago when the .fruit con,tpany:shifted partQf itso~4onsft()m
_~theAt1antic; to the Pacific coast~because: ofi)lantdise~s and
soil exhaustion. There :wasthen'very little population. and very
little' of, anytbing-exceptdimateandsoil.. Work~r$like Esteban
had to be hired in the highlands, where too ~y PeopletJ:y>.to
eke o~t a livingftom tbin soiI On ~teephillsi4es~ Housing,trans-.

new.

v.'

..

...'

,:

'. : _ " . :.• ,.

_\~

,._''1.

portation. comm~nicatio~, sanitation$irrigation)schools~ hos.

.t . pital, entertainment bad to. beprovided~y. the c:oDlPany...People.
from various countries.,speaking-differen~,rlanguages,professi~g

eyen different\ religions,'
havingdiffetent
traditions atld
icustolDS'
.
.
.I
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-andverydiffetent living 'standardhcaJllf: to live' here.
Esteban, and some ten thousand workers like him, with their
fatnUies,:ch~gedfr()Dla form of life which had remainea e~n·,
tially fixed for centuries, almost unaffected by outside in8~ences,
in whiCh people bad obeyed traditional institutions and leaders,'
toa new.. planned. form of life which was ()r~~ed bya foreign
.corporation for the one purpose of producing and maJ,"keting a '
profitable commodity.. The company is an anonymoli$ .entity
of which they know nothing except that it is controlled 'by an
indefinite number ·of foreigners, somewhere in the Un.ited
States, nobody knows exactly how. They have '~ever seen those
peOple and never will.. SQme foreigners. they· do see: the North .
Atnericans who manage and supervise local operations. The
. Guatemalan wo:r::kers dq not bow with folded arms tathem. Nor
ate they put in the stock for infractions. Still. they are not closer
.to th~ than they' were to their German ·bosses. The .americanos·
live in a small town of their own. divided from. the "native~·
town by . a barbed wire fence•. .They have their own'school, com..
.missary, club house, swimming poOl, and pleasant one-family
bungalows on well-kept grounds. Esteban and most of his fellow
workers do not see much of the americanos~ because the time
keepers and foremen are Guatemalans; but they knQw that those
americanos are the bosses.· Or, rather, that th~y represent the r
real ,bosses who live in a faraway country where everything seems
to be plentiful, and whence they send orders which may m~an
great changes for every one of the thirty thousand or more people
of Tiquisate, even .the loss of their jobs. Formerly, Esteban had
lived in his own house, poor as it was, and most o~ the time he
had been his own boss; engaged in a fairly -steady trade, even if
it paid him only a barest living.
.
.
, Thus. Esteban is tom. between gratification and dissatisfaction. He is bewildered. He is not s~re that the advantages of ,his .
new life outweigh its disadvantages. In spite of the fact ·that .he
earns more than he ever did before, he sometimes feels that he
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. is not paid enough. He knows of JJeighborswho<earnasmuch as
one quetzal (equaJ. to a dol4tr)~ or()nequetzaland.f'ortycents
·a,«b.y.They are skiQedworkers:', sptaye~or banana pickets,
mechanics, .or -drivers••.They. 'have ·tnastered;crert.ain.. iechniques .
and knoW' bow 10 .handle some of. the innumetablewolsand
·\····machines·wbich were unknown: to them and most ~oftbeir tel:: loWS until they cametoworkfoi-:the North .AD1eric;:ans.
better pai,dskil1ed'Work~rs havel.gonetoschool andcanrea.«t ,
.write,an4 useelementatyaritlunetic. 'Their nl1Ol!Jeris increasing steadily, as more effident,.Dlorehigh1ymechaniz~dmethods
o{ ~rOductionand transportation are being introduced and elementary school instrUction is becoming J;D.ore.cotnIJlon.Esteb~'s
.. children will probably belong·to thelll.'.
.
,
. Strangely .~hougb,th~ skilledworkers~re
mdredissatisfied
than Esteban. It istheywhoaremostactivein~e1abor
unions
which were founded (juring the .last few years_takiDgadvantage
- of the liJ>eraI laws adopted aftertheo'Ver~row of the dictator-'
Ship in 1944r It is theywhodemanf,1 higher.cwages, betterworkiltg
conditions, free transportation on- .\l'a.cation 'trips, mOre•sChool
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these people
leamed~~g1ishso~atthey.'can
:read
-- have
, even
..
the compants r~pons on its.eainings. They now. c1aiJntbatthe
foreign oWners of the company are taking ,too, much money out
oftbe country and that they should be forced to leave greater
benefits to th~ nationals, by paying' higher' wages and .offering
more social services of all kinds. They.are not "impressed with
the arguments th~t the company alreadypaysthebe$~wages'
in the country~ arid that Esteban and his fellows would still be
living the tniserable~ unhealthy•.undemQurished, and. illiterate
life of the past if it had not been .·{or the .manymillion$of,dol. lars.of North American.capital invested bythecompany's~k- ,
holders. .Some of the leaders
of the.union
of which'Esteban
isa \
.
..
-,
.member, though not.a very active one~ even' say that they, the,'
-.-...
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Guatemalans" can ~eover the banana ind~try' if the North
," Americans want to pull out of the ~ountty-just as the Guate.
, malans have,taken charge of the German coffee and sugar plan-c/
, tations since the last war.
I "
Esteban and bi$ fellow workers have moved from a stationary
wayofIite toa way of life where change-teChnological, eco~om.. ,
ie, social, geographic-is the rule. They are JIot yet adjusted to it,
but they are becoming accustomed to change. In fact~ they may
want to operate changes of~eir own, againSf the powerful corPoration. which has exposed them to this new way of life. Up to
now,. change has been planned and administered by the businessmen and engineers from the United States. New techniques.
machinery, and skills were taught by these ~ple to'the natives
of an economically backward country. Material', inducements
were offered to' them for working in new places and 'unaccu~
totiled enterprises. Now the principle of cllange is going farther
than its original sponsors had intended. Social status and income
are flo longer determined by tradition and th~ acd~ent of birth
and, therefore, no longer accepted without criticism or ambition
forimptovement, as they were for centuries. On the other hand,
the new factors on which one's place in life now depends are'
uncertain. and no~ clearly understood.
Ifi ambition and change are good and should take the place
of conformitY and tradition, for the sake of progress and a better
life, why ~ot push change until Esteban and all Guatemalans
will enjoy the good things which are now reserved to the gringos
and a few Guatemalans? If children of illiterate Guatemalan
peasants can learn how to operate a railway engine, repair a
truck, service an airplane, and do double-entry bookkeeping,
things which only foreigners did thirty years ago, why can't they
alsO learn to run all of Tiquisate-for their own benefit? And if
the ability to operate machines and to plan and administer. the
work of many men is not limited to the members of certainm~
ter races or superior nations or ruling classes-why ·not change

.
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.'. the· u:aditional division of property.under .windia few families
,have' owned most of the good lan&and exploited.the 'majority
of the landless people who have bad to'wotk for them? Why put
~ up any lon~wiih the. tui~ ofprivileKedcliques in politics and
public administration? If Esteban's childrencanleamthings he.
never leamed~ as they do right nowinsclloolandshops~ thiJ;ags
which, until recendywere con$id~edthe prerogative of~e'overlords~ 'what willstopthemJ ortheitchildren, from taking the
place of those overlords?
.
.
i
Esteban Pazujis representat$venot only of some thou.sandsof.
fellow workers on the ban~ .plan~tions of Guate_lIlala but of
millions .of people working in. many pam of the world. They are
all going through essentially the $lIne experience. Soon ther~
will be eveIimore Estebans:
Someone in a discussion ot th~ evils ofculturaldis'place11lent
uttered this baroque epigram whiCh SUIl1$ ,upapdtthe risks·of
the situation: "The uprooted and,the roots of the .uprooted are •
roots of revolution:.
}
.

'

"

. ' .
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t
The Annenian woman who is my wifeJsgoodfriend
Acts frightened when I come into tlteroom, .' As if I might bea Turk. or a demon. or.'the Last End'
Personified in a house-jacket to prove her doom.

Yet everynight on the other side of the wall' )
That divides our tenements. but not in all,
So that some sound and intimacy is carried.
We hear the low voices of men to whoDl she is,not
married.'

THE. PRANK,

I .-

I '

'\

Among these m~'untainsdwell the elves oEold,
ADd in their caverns gnomes as welldo dw~ll.
Tales of their shape and line I once was told.
But was made swear that I would never tell.
\

There went three picnickers to, share a lunch
Of 'wine air-warm and chicken choice and cold.
Within the hills they heard the saplings crunch' ,
And the rocks slide; .some little pebbles rolled
Quietly from the gravel bank upright
,Beh~nd them where they sat beside a stream.
The two men stared, with each his guilt in sight;
The only woman fetched a soundless scream.
Impending from ~thwart both north and south
Hung the bent cliffs, improper to misdeem.
_
The three stood hidden from the canyon-mouth,
And mutually clear as in a dream.
MYRON
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born in St. La.uis,Missouri,
married to William Penhallow Henderson, the artist, in
1905, and mother of one daughter, Mrs. Edgar L. Ros-- (
sin, published her first book, Adam's Dream, and Two Otha '
,Miracle Plays for Children, in 1907, and the second, The Spin'ning Woman of the Sky, a volume of POems, in 1912: At "this
time she also became active in the literary world as fello~
founder and associate editor with Harriet Monroe of Poetry: a
Magazine of Verse. In her editorial post, which she hel.d until
1916, she was largely instrumental in the discovery and enCouragement of Midwestern and other verse since become famous•.
Sheco~piled with Harriet Monroe The New Poetry, an anthology published'in 1917. Not only POets who were then local, like
Carl Sandburg, Edgar Lee Masters, and Vachel "Lindsay, owe
LICE COllBIN HENnERSON,

A.

·34
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Utuch to her ardent interest;, aPoetasremore-£rQmthe$eotherS '
as Ezra Pound, iconoclast ~dexpatri~tej. has. gi,ven nequent
testimony of debt to her.
<After her resignation from editorial w()rkand ,her move to .
New. MexicQ 1>ecause,of'1J.l health,she::publishedtwo'boo~;ot
v~rse, .Red Earth in 1920,. and, The S~n,T1lrtUWistin J933,
during which. timesheaIso coDlpiledan antho}ogyofNew
f',
"
Mexico Poetnt
,
The
Tur,quoise
Trail~p'ublished
in 19~8.Broth~
~~.
.. ~
et's of Light-r the Penitentes of th~'Southwest~'herfustbook,of
,prose, an authentic and Ilotablerontrlbuti0!l to both history
and literature. was publishe4 in;1937.
Mrs. Henderson is now liviIfg at Tesuque, New Mexico, ,near
, <SatttaFe, ~here for over·thirtyyears·she has been a vital and
'"
, loved leader
in ~e conimunity and ~- cOnstanttspouser bfgood
causes.
" .
. '

A'LICE AND
Witter"Bynner

.

,

-,

,

I~

wiser age one abs~ both from .givingand
., fr~m attending lee:ture~. In my compara?ve yo,uth, the date .
hemg .1921, I arrIved m Santa Fe to, g'lve 'one. ,The town

,!NTIREDER or

.'

wasofE iny professional bea~; b~t ! hadask¢a l'elu~t agent
toswipg me here, unpI:ofitably, petweenOklahoina:and Colo-'
rado and to let me have a weelCs respite ~sides.Becauseof inJluenza, in one of those years when influenza was not justa
, told, I took morethan\th~ week's respite, had to stay in·Santa fe
six weeks to recover and have been tecu~tingbere eversiIice. ,
,The person who was to blame for, all 'this is A:liceCorbin.
In an earlier year of lecturiI!g-1916 I think-I had'been
heckled froDl the 8oor. at Chicago. My subject was
. c'Col:ltempo.
;rctry American ~oetry!t; ~d, before the ,secret had broken f:hat.
Arthur'Davispn Ficke and I ~ere respectively Anne Knish.and
E~uel Morgan, founders and wielders ofthe Spectric School
/

I.

,

i
i

I
-'
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of Poetry,. I 'Was telling my auditnce ho~ superior Spectric verse
was to Imagist verse. I was. advancing the Spectric theory. The
~t is imbued with a subject .or faceS onesuddeilly. Ill$tead of
emotionalizing or intellectualizing his approach to it, he blanks
hisconscloU5 heart. 'his- deliberate mind. and lets. the' subject
submerge hiin both from inside and from outside. He' acts as.
a medium and records the force and range of his theme in. a
mode $eemingly beyond his control. It might have been called
the Ouija School'of Poetry; but on a braSh platform I was taking
our "school" more solemnly than my conscience shoqld have
pel"htitted. ·1 wa preferring the specter to the image and prob..
ably confusing image with ~magery, w~eil an interruption came
from the audience. A woman~s voice gave us the Imagists'.insist..
ence that an image was not a mere figure of speech but a clearly'
seen picture of. an idea. In a sharp but friendly interchange be.. '
tween auditor and lecturer, waS the fanner unwittingly siding
,with eaJ7Iier artists who would nowadays be called representa·
tional, and the latter unwittingly siding with present-day artists
'who believe the inner consciousness chooses better pictures than
the outer consciousness? Brittle though our talk was, each of us
was thinking he had' the better of the tilt, a liking sparked between us; and after the lecture Alice Corbin and I shook hands
and planned to join again. \Ve did join shortly afterwards at the
HenderSQns' studio in Chicago, where I met Alice's painterhusband, William Penhallow Henderson. and their diminutive
daughter.
I was wandering in those days, still young. still lecturing. the
commercialized troubadour, and from time to time I saw the
Hendersons in Chicago. Some years. later I heard that Alice was
ill, that she was in Santa Fe for her health, and I wrote her. In
answering she proposed that I coine to Santa 'Fe on one of my
tours. And so I came.
It had not occurred. to me that, she was seriously ill. I had
thought merely that Santa Fe was a better climate for her. And
'
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when 1 stepped off the 'pnmitive car which a spur track.
" brought from Lamy ,into a toWn of nine thousand, 1 thought I
was gJ:eeting wi$ a kiss the Alice thad sparred ~th" in'Cb;icago'
and thought I was giving my luggagetoa -broad-hatted co'!ooy
hand from Some froiltier hotel. Not until we bad almost reaChed
the sanitarium did, I realize"that the A1icealongsi~em.e was· the .
diminutive daughter; now grown to fifteen, that' tbecowlJoy·
..;' hand in'the front seat :with my luggage, who had" not till now said
a word, .waS WiIliamPenhallow Henderson and that the elder
,Alic~waSabeddbd invalid.
"" Though it troubled me at first' to ,stay· in a building which
was half hotel, half sanitariUm for tuberculars, I was soon 1>0:suaded that I w~ safer at Sunmol.!nt than in New Y-ork trolley "
car and I remained beyond the six weeks needed for recovery
fro~ 'influenza. Alice Corbin~~ room, perhaps purposely, was
opposite the dOt:tor's office. Sh~ was not onlra bed-patient: but
under strict watch as ·to,rest and diet. Doctors, nurses, servants,
and patients were all, in those _years, easy'comradesan.dso were
such guests as lived'long enough in the haphazard
hotel section
/ ,
to become fell<?w Santa Feans. WaitreSses would bring coffee,for
groups in this'or that private room instead of serving it at this
or that table 'in ~e long dining.hall. Later Ance -brewed. her6wn
coffee, and we would gather nightly in h~r room for gay, swift
talk and forbidden cigarettes. Now and tIleli we would enjoy in
our coffee cUps a fill or two of Taos Lig1)tning,that_fiery com
whiskey-which we keg-rolled in the backs of our cars. '\Villy
.would be there, Litde Alice would be there, a nurse wouid be
there. Finally even the head doctor would be tb~e and almost
grant that these trespasses upon rule were doing his p3.tientgood~
In spite.or because of such trespass, Alice presepdyemerged
from the sanitarium, well enough to move to the litde house on "
Camino del ~onte Sol which her fifteen-year-QI~daughterand
Nella, their canny Spanish-American maid, had been. running
with the authority of Mothers Superior. .Amusing moments en· SQ.:

a

,

' .

•

."'.
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suedwhen,neither of them wished to yield 'any of that authority
.to the lay mother; but soon life continued around Big:Alice very
much as it had done farther up the hill: intimate gatherings,
tea, coffee, cigarettes, white mule, and talk, talk; talk. At.the
sanitarium,' we had oken read poetry to one another, poetry
established an~,poetry our own. Now, with mainly practitioners
present,
aild' painting took fuller sway.
It was a small, pleasant, primitive adobe house, with an oUt.door priVy and with horses corralled alongside. I remember well
when little Starlight was foaled on a cold night. Visitors would
come across distances which now demand motoring; but we came
ob horseback then by day or at night on foot with lanterns an~
would kick snow' off our overshoes in the welcoming glow of the
room with its comer adobe firepla~. Painters from ne~r:,tiy ,
houses on the Camino would be there, Applegate, Bakos,Shus- '
ter, Nash, sOmetimes Sloan and Davey from streets fartheralVay,
often Indian painters .like Awa-tsireh from the Pueblos and
occasionally a visiting writer, Lindsay with his chants~ Sandburg
with his guitar, Frost with his wit, Lummis with a red bandanna
. round his gray temples, or neighboring Jack Thorpe with his
brother.
The Hendersons and I attended many Pueblo ceremonials
together in those days; but we liked to watch singly candtoabsorb the dances, or to be absorbed by them, rather than to'make
them the social occasions they are now; and when the Easter
dance or the August dance came at Santo Domingo, each lasting
three days, we would last the three days with them, sleeping on
the schoolhouse floor, and be up at dawn to see the first Koshare.
with Alice Corbin as alert and hardy as any of us. Sometimes
we were the only white watchers~ Sometimes we took with us a
, visiting writer like Bliss Carman or Edna Millay, or a composer
like Ernest Bloch.
Resident writers in 1923 were few. Elizabeth Shepley Sar-

poenr

,

.
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.
ge~t was here" telling in Harper's about her "mlld house"-whence dated, I thirik, the ·1<>ea:1 dubbin-i qf us ··paintersaJ;ld
writers as «"mud-hut nuts.~' ManlletChavez was. here, but not yet
called Fray Aitgelico.~ Mabel Sterne w~ in~os but not yet.
. . known. for her memOirs. Ema' FerguSSODwasm Albuquerqlle
but. was (~nducting.tourists to the Indian. (ountry, not .yet a ,
courier in prinL. Ruth Laughlin's pen was not yet nQtabI'f,' busy.
Mary. Austin, Haniel Long, Lynn Riggs, EmestSeto~, ·Oliver
La Farge, Alfred Kreymbc?.m, Paul 'Rosenfeld, Arthur Davison
Ficke, Raymond Holden; Louise BOgan,. 'Clifton. Fadiman, 10hn .
Gould Fletcher, .and others came later. to~ttle or sojourn in
Santa Fe. But Spud Johitson shared my house in 1922,~d it
was then that the D. 1:1. Lawrencesmade. their first Santa Fe
visit•. Mabel Sterne, now Mabel. L~an, 'was bringingtbem.
~ough town from Lamy on.their way to visit her in T;iOS, bu.t
it was too late for them to undertake what used to be along:and .
tough drive. At quick notice she~ could find nC) Santa Fe roof~r
~em but inine~ although at that ~e it covered only three small
rooms,' porous to the win<l~
But what a sudden warm~ we Whipped together-Lor~nzo
and Frieda, Mabel and Tony l..uban, Alice Corbin, Willy Henderson and Little Alice, Spud and I. Mabel and Tony left early; ..
but the rest ofus talked by the fireplace into the snuggest of the
small hours, all of us bobbing at Alice as c4ildren bob at apples
on Hallowe'en. She looked like an apple, ·with her round; rosy
.cheeks. And Willy was drawling his nairatives of earlier Western
days. And Little Alice. was correcting ~th parents.at intervals.
The Lawrences, tired· a~ter their journey from the ·Coast but
relieved to find a mnple household, were soo~ recc:)Unti~g global
adventures and they were, as· much like children as were the
rest of us. With the Hendersons' help we gave them a late supper, and Spud and I were up e,arly.next morning to wash the
dishes and feed our guests; llut the Lawrences, let me record~'
AN
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were· up before us and every dish was either clean or holding
part of a good,. hot breakfast which they bad prepared and ex..
acdy t;imed for their hosts.
Later,. when other writers and multiplying s~mmer visi~ors
came to Santa Fe, Ali<:e Corbin was a main organizer of the
annual Poets' Round~Up, to raise funds for'Indian causes; and,
in closer bound and bond" she brought a small group .of us residents ~ogether to read and Criticize one another's poems and to
stimulate new writing: Spud Johnson, Haniel Long, Clifford.
Mcearthy,. Lynn. Riggs, Robert Hunt and me, with others
occasionally joining. Sometimes there would be personal poems
betwixt us, a challenge and an answer; an~, since Alice COrbin
is not to know beforehand that we offer her herewith a garland
of respectful affection and therefore can not be asked to grant me
the right to print a sonnet of hers, I venture, without her per- .
mission to enter a brace of eXchange which dates from those
poetry meetings. Alice wrote:
EL CONQUISTADOR
You are so much to every·~asual friendThe butcher and the baker and the rest, ,
And anyone who"has a mood to spend
May spend' it in the hollow of your breast:
Lowitsky has a share in you and all,
All, all possess you-and I only groan
To see you thus made common carnival,
And nothing left for me to call my own!

.-

o Hal, 0

Hell-what is the use to sue
The insubstantial, evanescent you!
Harlot sf sympathies although you be,
I search and hope and never may be sure
If what you give me differs from the lure
That holds Lowitsky and that maddens me!
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I replied at the next $essionofour group:

\,

TO ONE WHO EXCLAIMS AT
MY FRIENDSHip WITH A
SECOND-Ii'AND ,.I)EALER '
("You always like anyone:')
Lowitskybrea~eshis portion ofthe sky,
\

o

l,

.

He too a curious vessel in the sun,
Of bright afBatus and opinion,
With as~"veins to hold them in as I.
Why then pretend that.heca.n only buy
And sell mean objects and perfon::e be done
With other thinking andwith other fun?
Man has second hand if the first die.

a

All men are made of earth to comprehend
Sun,'moon and stars and thoughts: diameters
Cros.\iing the wheel. CillCUIDference encloSes
You, me, Lowitsky too. Uritoone end"
We move together, ,!hile the circle stirs
With all its knowledge and With all its noses.
This sort of int~rchange was good teasing, good questioningJgOod fun. I wis~ it had continued longer. Alice~s' wnnet,femi..
ninely .playful, 'and min:e, masculinely pontifical, wereno,t,for
others, of any special import in "content or expression but" for
us, in personal and literary~timubis, they were oE timelyimport; and that sort of give and take enlivened our enjoymen~and
experiment. It was good for us; and Alice managed continuance of our meetings as long as she coulffi It was not\Jler fault
that they ceased, nor was it ours. Towns grow too large. 'Nor -,
should this particular verse exchange have ended where it did.\' ,
My p~lpit sonnet was not fair. Alice's understanding of every
sort of person, her sympathetic entrance into the feelings and
0

4
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reasons of others~ have been a lifelong characteristic. Years ago.
, as everyone knows, Shew .Assqclate Editor,. with Harriet Monroe'as Editor. of Poetry: a l\fogozineofJ'e.rse-in fact she was c0founder of it.. And in that golden period of Ameri~pletry'
her vivid, sympathetic spirit meant much to most of the. poets
who made it golden, as it has meant much .to all of us who
have'encountered her in ,poetry or'in life.,
Among my letters through the years from Ezra Pound I have
found a pertinent passage:
,
"Alice was only intellige~t element (in that frying pan) 1911-12
or whenever-only means ~f getting an idea into dear ole •Arriet's hi~ory bl~. In short Alice my only comfort during that
struggle.. Blessings upon her."
Blessings upon her, say we all.

A NOTE 'ON ALICE CORBIN
HENDERSON AND POETRY
Geo1°ge Dillon
poets-hate editors.... Alice Corbin Henderson once
observed in an editorial. "And they are, right. When a poet
becomes tolerant of an editor,
or an editor of a poet, it is not
.
a healthy sign; both have ceased to be alert. • • • But the established poet, whose reputation is not only made but embalmed.
and the editor w~o has no more plasticity th~ a hitching postthere is no friction between them. They are lD:utually tolerant
,of one another. Why not? The relation between them is simply
that of a manufacturer and a retailer of any reasonable staple
commodity, like sugar or mo.lasses or green cheese. . • . All tbe
.poet in me hates the editor. The editor in me swears that I" am
a very bad poet; the poet" knows that the editor is a fool. And
neither one is entirely wrong."
No doubt it was characteristic of Mrs. Henderson that, hav~n~
schemed, labored, and exhorted for several years to stir up a ,new;'
,II

ALL YOUNG

~
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poetry movement, she was quite ready to abandon berdomjnant
. role. as an editor as $Q01l: as the movement showed signso~ being
"popular" success., For so' it did; momentarily, altbouglt young
poets today find it hard -to believetbat anythin,.goftheSOrt hap.
pened-thevogue extended in~o the 1920·s,he.lped~ongb.Ythe
same '~ind of fad excitement that,has more.recently opera'ted·'·
towards the poptilarizatj.on~fmodem painting. It seetned, 'foT a
while, 'that publiShers .were \bringing.·outseveral' ~'leading'''or
"Dlajor" poets every month; ~dall this uneritical·farifaremust
have been profoundly boring to Mrs. Henderson. who had rec-'
ognized and encouraged, when they were alt<>getherunknown, ,
such poets as Pound, Eliot. D.H. Lawrence, Sandbl,lrg,and.
Lindsay.
There were; to be sure, other factors tendingto-witbdrawher
from the editorial work, among them..her change. of. residence
to New Mexico and her increasinga~sorptionin theJives and
cul~ure of the Southwestem Indians. That interest was to find
expression in a number of singularly real and moving poems.
poems deeper and stronger ye'tsimplet:, wan any she had'written
before. They proved. that Mrs. Hen'iierson, :whQ~ agUe min~
arid exceptional background enabled her to analyze the master,,:,
pieces of literature and tQ debate subtleties· with\'the '~critics
.'
".
'alive. had nevertheless found a ~rior charm andrei:llity in-that
relatively untouched fiel<!of experience. As a poet-she fulfilled
her ta1~nt in writing about that little-understood minority. Such
poems as "On the .Acequia Mc$lre"and"Una An~ria .MOOCana" have a more lasting quality, ~tseems to me,thancl,great .,
. deal of contempo~ work which today ismuchb~tterknown.
~t is clear, at any rate, that she bad no wiSh to become ··hitch-:
ing post for establishe(1 poets." The editorialfrolll which I ltave
. ,quoted was written in 1916, after fou~ years of intensive service
as an editor,
. during which she, equally w~tP. Harriet Monroe and
Etra Pound, had worked to make'Poetry .the protagonist of the
new movement. She had also collaborated with Mi~ Monroe on'

a

l-.

•
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a
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an an.thologywhich was to become a sort of -hieratic best-seller
for many yea~. That she had. however, no illusions about the
D;lomentaryboom in poetry is evident from -a letter sent from
New Mexico~ at about this time, to her fellow editor:
(COut here, again$t these hills: and in qllietness~one is apt to get
a perspective on many things. (I've tried to forget the magazine,
but I don't,succeed.) I very much fear that Cinderella is going
back. to her ashes, and that she may feel more comfortable there
than in her automobile-that this sUplJ >sed popuIat'ity of the ,
, art is a
deal of dust, or rather, that when the dust clears
~waYf Dot much may remain. By that I mean especially that one
sees so' much stuff passing itself off as 'poetry that is nothing of
the sort. The need for a perfectly fearless high standard was
never greater than it is at the m~ment:' And though -she expressed pleasure in the new anthology,· a copy of which had just
arrived. she was candid enough to Tecognize (Csome stuff that .
has no business
there at all (including some of mine):'
,
Mrs. Henderson left Chicago thfrty-three years ago, which was
just seven years before I came here as a student. I did not know
her. Yet as I 1Yrite the wor~I am hardly convinced by them, for
in those days I was impressionable, and her memory was a recent
3;I1d vivid one among some of the peOple i knew-at the magazine and at the university Poetry Club, at Mrs. William Vaughn
, Moodts, and among those who had been active in the Chicago
Litde Theatre. I had then no clear appreciation of what she
-had accomplished-the very large gift of love and intellect which '
she ~rought to the establishment of a poet·s review. But I was
, certainly aware of her as a personality;..,she existed in
imagination (along with Elizabeth Roberts, Glenway Westcott, and
Yvor Winters) as one of the talented ,writers who had recently
come and gone. Eunice Tietjens spoke of her with devotion.
Maurice Lesemann, the young poet whom I 'most admired,
used to read her poems in the unnerving sostenuto which we

goOd

i

my
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all..tried to imitilt~-forhe,
bigb, unrequited'
way,
had
. ,
'
I,
fallen in love with .her.
.
And in the' ma8azinecollection ther~ wer~sevenU ,photographs of h~r, looking, rather angry and decidedIy.a.ttractiv~,
which ha,ve always startled me with their aliveness.
After leaviJlg Chicago'she contiilU~ 'for six years,until'lg22, ..
to be avery frequelltcontribu!or, of editorials-and criticism, and
a constant adviser to' Poetry. During these years the continued
appearance of her name .on th~ masthead, which bt?th.sheand
Harriet Moriroeseemed to regard as an honorary sign, was ,in
fact brilliantly justified. ~her letters to MissM.onroe (a rieb
file, now part of the UniversityofChicag~collection) one can .
see how frequeittlysbewascoDSulted on manuscripts, books,
details of policy; and from the ma~ no,tesm 'MisS Monroe~~'
handwriting one sees how iinpo~t her infiuencewas.Even 'her
most lightly humorous remarks were aimed at bpboldingthe
uptrfectly fearless high standard." There were to be no comP!omisesl u,KeepPoetry up, uprshe wrote. 'U!he need is all
the greatet'Pecause the other titagazinesar~so'poor"TYou don't
want to be classed with them.i I shiver when I think of the leftovers in the filel Are there many?"
Here and the.re, in the letters, certain. especially incisive passages have beeninarked ,by ~iSs Monroe asid~ for ~ture .
development, and in reading themagazin~ one. finds that Mrs.
Henderson did develop some of them in tbe£o~ofeditorials; .
'for instance, h'er ,excellent piece on impressioni~tlc criticism,
itA Jitney Bus among Masterpieces."' Those early volumes of
Poetry make good reading today, a considerable amount of their
liveliness being due to the articles signed E. P"and A.C.H. In '
the light of subsequent 'history they are often fascinating: one
is struck by so many, accurate judgJ11ents of Writers, including
British and French poets, who were then unknown· 9rmiseval..
uated--judgJ11ents, ,and cOJJ~parisonsJ ,which must bave~ been
A'N
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regarded· as daring and extreme, ifnot eccentric, at the~ time,
but which now.ap~ar to have been simply oracular. The continued life of··these.atticles is also a matter of personality. Both
Pound and ·l\Jrs. Henderson commanded a vigorous, informal
style which has the quality of good talk; it would be equally'
refreshing in any of the current literary magazines. At that time
Pound was really enjoying himself, writing his keene~t cri9cism,
and from the articles and letters of the two writers, it seems Clear,
that he was very greatly stimulated by the young editor's inter.est. It was a case. of mutual stimulation.
Edith Franklin Wyatt recalls. that Mrs. Henderson'~' admiration of Pound was closely related to her still earlier enthusiasm
. for Whistler. She felt that Pound would ~r£orm the same kind
~f service for literature that \Vhistler had done for painting;
and she saw various personal analogies between the two men.
I imagine that anyone who has edited Poetry in the later years
must have come to know the writings of Mrs. Henderson rather
lve turn voluntarily (in conwell. She is one of those to whom
r
trast to most of our dutiful peering into the archives, which. has
come to be such a large part of the work here). We have turned
to her in moments of difficulty and in moments of leisure. We
have found courage, the kind we often need, in her criticismbeginning with her early slam of a Masefield book (then widely
praised) on the score of facile melodrama. That criticism, of a
poet whose best work she admired, is the model of a courageous
slam. It appeared in the same issue with·Pound's review of A
Boy's Will., We have also had good counsel.from her on the subject of criticism itself. "Criticism, at she wrote, cuthat weighs and
balances only after the event is, indeed, of little consequence
to the artist. The only criticism of value [to him] is contemp>r~
aneaus criticism, the kind that is perfectly able to' navigate in
an uncharted sea, take soundings, and proclaim new depths and
shores:' We have been entertained by her informal notes and .
comments (as, for instance, when she quotes -several poems
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· from an Others anthology,rand e,onc1udes: "We regret to, say the
printer announces~ereare no more I'sinthe font.") . Andwe',
have been cheered a~dstrengdlepedbyher consistentrerosalto
ex~stulate~ith,or be baited by; the type of mentality that proposes to edify thearts.l~announciIlg .~. 'prize offered byihe
Life magazine for ~fasong of modem1)emocracy, typifying the spirit of Liberty, Frateinity~ Equality and the A11ies,"'she
marked simply, IIIsn't.tbatenough to.Jrighten'the Muset·· The
comineot serves for all slichattemptsat:forcible inspuation, Pt.eluding the latest I have just heard about: an offetof oneth~u~\
and dollars fora poem on Ulndividu;al and International. Moral..
Ity."
But SQ9n I shall be 'pulling down, one after another, the volumes of Poetry in, their worn green bindings-thecolo1"Mrs;
Henderson chose for them, against angryprotes~.Imust not
begin to do that, however, tor·fl selection·.of, even .' the most
memorable passa~ ,from-,lier editorialwiitings would fill another volu-.ne. It "Will be the task of the biographer and Ijterarx
historiatl to rediscoirer all that material and evaluate her con- '
. tribution to the modem poeirymovemehtand to themagazine. As far as I am concerned, it is quite inestimable. Though
she has been away sO long, I hoPe she ptay find i~ ~greeable to
reflect that. her mind 'is a living presence in this office, and will
surely continue to be, so long as the doors of Poetry remain
open..
,
.
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ALICE CORBIN AN-D' IMAGISM
John Gould Fletcher
,

f

or

of poetry is 110t to teach,
to'refleCt, but to.
state-so thought, a small group' 9f~ts- who assembled under;
the instigation, guidance, and control of the twenty-six--yearold
student.of philosophy 'and art, Thomas Ernest ~ulDie,' at a restaurant in Central London in the early mo~ths of the year 1909.
Eight years late~: Hulme hhnseIf Was. dead-in Fran(e, his major

THE BUSINESS
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'Work unwritten or existing only in brilliant fragments; ~e
notion ofpoetry that he had been the first to develop bad been
e~borated and~en up under the name of Imagism by a whole
school, ltd by lzla. Pound in England and Amy LOwell in
America; ~. magazine founded in Cliicago by Harriet Monroe'
had. for five years,. ~ the leading exponent of the revolutionary ideuand technique of Imagism; and the first a$SOCiate edi-,
tor of that magazine, the subject of this article. had come to New
Mexico to recover from tuberculOsis and to write a book of
poems which still, in its oWn way, i~ a classic example of what
was. originally meant by Imagism.
Such, _and summarily, is the story of A1ic~ Corbin, whose
1J:oo~ along with those of Mary Austin. must forever stand-at
the for~frontof any discussion or critical study that can be made
of Amed~ literature as -it has de:velo~ in New Mexico. To
transpose the range and feeling of New Mexico· into the English,
l~ge required a handling of style and vocabulary that· is not
particularly familiar to most Anglo-Saxon writers. It is quite
possible toassett-and perhaps it has been asserted bysome-that
-all literature in New Mexico should really be written in Spanish,
but inasmuch as the Anglo-Saxon variety of Americans have
controlled this region, politically and economically, for a cent~, to complain that New -Mexican literature has largely been
written in English is like complaining tha~ w. B. Yeats in
Ireland did not write in Gaelic. Two women, both previously developed as writers by other
environments, bOth highly sensitized as individuals,
and neither
.
.
particularly strong phfsically, led the way i~to the foreignrhythmed,wide-horizoned region of New Mexico. Later on- an
uprooted Englishman, D. H. Lawrence. who was also intensely
sensitive to the feminine side of experience•.followed them. It
may be said that all three were in a measure influenced by
Imagism; or, in the case of Mary Austin, by'such direct, objectrive parallels to Imagism as can be found in American Indian
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poetry. All three-said something about New Mexi'cothatfinally
.had to be said. '.'
_
.
.
.Mother. earth-tierra., madre-is what the .Spailish~&nerieaDs
call it; arid intha~ phrase is sa much that most Anglo-SaxollS
cannot understand: In New Mexico, 'motherearthi$ most often .
.a harsh mother, since so .much is desert-endless gray ·chamisa
and sage looming beyond then~owspa~es ofdilch-watere4 .
.alfalfa,therouildorange-gold of pumpkins, thew-hite. plumes
of
Beyond that, the pifionand juniper standing in dense,
dark green d~mps, .still on the desert, but leadfugthe eye to
seek for the vast pueblo ruin on.the mesa-edge beyond. This
last stands as a reminder that th~e is something here that waS
-.old ,long- before the Spaniards ~Sea their crosses and low adobe .
_ chapels and farmhouses .by the edge' of 1Jthestream.....a people
. in whose myths the earth was never created at alJ; but haS, despite floods and disasters, always existed.Beyoll:dth~'piiionand
the juniper,- the high upland oftheTOCks an(l:pipe~andthose
strange. trees, the aspens, with dull green leav~s.~orever:qJliver
ing by sUyery-grey stems-and. then, the bare roclO in the cloud,
and the s~ow. Layer on layer 'of mother~rth .andall;:ofit
strange: as strange, faraway, r~.o.te, anc! fiercely individual as
China or North Africa~ And never, despite the throngs forever
. coming on, of sensation-gaping ,Eastel1,l.tourists, or of untalka.. tive, oddly-detached atomit scientists, coming in from the great
laboratory at Los Alamos, can New Mexico be anything else
than \mother-earth in this sense. Break a branch ofpiiion and
let its.resinous sap stick to yoqr fingers, 01' dig a newwater-ditclt
·through this crumbling red Jil if you would know why··New
Mexico earth is mother-earth. It clings as it,yields.
-Alice Corbin became, along with Mary AuStin, lnieof the
_ . two h!st interpreters-except for a few an~ropologisis' ·Uke
Cushing ~d Washington Matthews, who had stuck· to the In- '
dian and avoided the Spanish-American element~f New Mexican life in American literature, because Alice Corbin had tried

com.
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. for so long to be a poet, had been takenupJn .1912 by' }Jarriet
MODJ;oe (a splendid organizer. but not- the most. sensitive or
intellectUally dating of editors). as ,her' chief counsellor and
~tant; and because Alice COrbin had thus ~fallen under .the .
inftuence of Imagism. without haVing .met anyone directly con;;.
nected..withthe movement. In letter after letter,'obje<:tion piled
on objec::tioni PO,etry'£ first foreign correspondenti the most radical and most disturbing of all the expatriates, Ezra Pou1,ld~ had
hammered away at the new magazine (the first in American his-'
tory to give prizes to poets) with arguments insisting that everything must be treated directly, objectively, without circumlocutions or inversions of any kind, shorn of,aIi decorative adjectives
and 'windy rhetoric. Although Pound himself went later out of
oJ his way to commend the workofanoth~rexpatriate, T. S. Eliot, .
whose early poetry seemed' to reflect, ina more worId-we~
fashion, the hyper-aestheticism of the "art-for-art's-sake" people, and such poets as the forgotten Donald Evans, through an atmosphere of even stronger fin-de-s,iecle, disillusion, yet Pound's own
poetry was not of that sort-but rather tensely primitive or savagely satiric. And Alice Corbin bad responded, as later. on Miss .
Monroe's second associate, Eunice Tietje~, also respon4ed, ,in
kind. Perhaps the two most remarkable offshoots of the Imagist movement, apart from D. H. Lawrence, whodeveloped'and.,
practised his own kind of imagism, are to this day the. books,
Profiles- from China, which Miss Tietjens later published, and
Alice Corbin's Red Eanh 1 which appeared in 1920.. And both
are by-products of .the atmosphere manifest in Poetry's Chicago
office.
Red Earth is a book of individual portraits~ as the prose
Brothers of Light 2 later on is a book ofscenes and backgrounds.
There is nothing in it that does not belong to New Mexico, and
it stands to this day as the best book of direct, objective New
1

.
f

Red Earlh, by Alice Corbin, Ralph Fletcher Seymour. Chicago. 19lO.

2 Brothers Of Light, Alice Corbin Henderson. Harcour~. Brace and Company, Nc:w

York, 1937.
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Mexican poetry mitten in Englisb. Itt bas aU thesh~piless.of '
" tha,tUnforgettable landmaTk'.am9ng.t\meri~·~try bobKs!
Edgar, Lee Masters' Spoon River ':'Anthology.; :Butit~~better
written,. ~ith .'a deeper sense of the' poetical apprehenSionnf
e~rience,and.less externalism. and "Surface reportin$~ A' few
eXamples reveal how closeltis to' its. S()urces.in.~magistpoetry. .
"In the Desert"
- starts like. this:
. .

.

~

1

I have seen you, o king of the dead,
,More beautiful than sunlight.
Your kiss is like quicksilver:
But I turned myfac~ aside'
Lest you should touch1 my. lips.

,)

In the field with the flowers
'. You st()Oddarkly.
,

0

This is, in rhythm and inhaitdlmg (note the development of
the cadeQce and the absence of adjectives) clearly deriredfrom
the Imagist H. D.: .
You are clear,
o rose, cut in rock; _ .
Hard as the descent of hail.
andalso:e
The light beats upon me,
I am startled.
A split leaf crackles onthe paved floor;
I am anguished-defeated..
"Juan Quin~~" pursues the same line of approi~; ~long
with a quality of folk-portrayal taken from Yeats and nom other
Irish poets, such as Padraic Colum,. of Yeats'followiIig:
The goat~herdfollows ~is fled
Over the sandy plain,
___
And the goats nibble the rabbit-brush
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Acrid with desert rain.
Old Juan Quintana's coat
.Is a fad~ purple blue,
.
And his hat is a worn brown;
And his trousers a tawny hue.
He is sunburnt like the hills,
And his eyes hav~ a strange goat look.
Yeats hiJD~lf would have recognized that as a poem of his own
vintage, far more easily than he did the outwardly more ambitious but inwardly far more self-consciously orchestral folkballadry of Vachel Lindsay.
; "Una Andana Mexicana is in blankve~, with conversational overtones that recall some of Ezra Pound's own best
early poems as well as those of Robert Frost:
ll

rve seen her pass with eyes upon the roadAn old·bent woman in a br~nze-black shawl,
With skin as brown and wrinkled as a mummy'~
As brown as a cigar-box, and her voice
Like the low, vibrant strings of a guitar.
Here. in three different poeti~ modes (cadenced verse, ballad,
blank verse) is the gist of Alice Corbin"s vision of New Mexico
-a vision strangely objective. direct, unwavering, without etther
speculative self-analysis or sentimental self-pity:

..

When it"s all over and there's none to care,
I mean to be like her and take my share
Of comfort when the bright day's done.
And smoke away the nights and see the sun
. Through eyes that open inward and look back.
Which again recalls Yeats in his most realistic vein as well as
Pound.
,
What was it, then, that bad attracted Alice Corbin so powerfully to the "New Poetry" practiced 'by mid-western ~ealistsJ
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IlisP folk'; and myth;.singers, and, to the as yet as .~ aslin~
known group of Imagists devetopingunder. Hulinearid~ound
and Flint in London? 'She had taken the liberty ,o~ writing to
Pound direct in~e su:mmerof -lg1a (eight yea~ before Red
Earth was published) and bad asked .him to contribute' ,to the '
new magazine ~hich Harriet Monroe was now pUblishing.. How
had she even heard of the name-unforgettable now, wheaper
for good ~r evil-of Ezra Pound, who so far badscarcely'even
been published in the 'United states, and who had come back
to this country :but briefly in 19i1-12, since his first departure in
19o8fS Is it possible thatshehad'heardlof Pound through Yeats,
who may,· have been interested from. ~edays when Pound~ in
1909, had shaken the complacency of EdwardiaIi Londott .with
his Personae and Exhortations? I do not mow the answer to that
question, and perhaps' Alice Corbin doeSiDot recall how it bappened that the Imagists entered the columns of Poetry from ,the
date of the first number inl:912.4 In any case, all wecan~yis,
that without their' inflqence, without the influence of Pound,
H. D., Aldington, Flint-the .poems. contained in Red Earth.
could not have been written. Nor would Poetry have marked ~
sharp a break from Victorian tradition.
New Mexico itself, with· its sharp contrasts ~f landscape
of life, gave the technique which produc;:ed one of the best
regional books written in America over the last thirty years.

,.

and

I ProvenfD, a selection from Pound's early volumes, 'had appeared under the im·
print of Small, Maynard in Boston in 1912. It attra~ed no attention. Ripostes,
which continued Ezra's sensational career in London in 1913, also apeared in the

same year in Boston.,
' .
,
4 Mr. Fletcher seems to be making 'a mystery of a simple matter. Alice Corbin
says that she was well acquainted with Pound's writing, among othen',;md that
"we wrote to 'em all and told 'em to coine on in:' Mr. Fletcher seeD,1J ctohave
forgotten across. what wide spaces artists SP.Dpathetic to a new. movement learn
of each otJier, in all the arts. People living in Chicago are quite tapableof 'getting
hold of London publications, not to mention Boston ones. Incidentally, it may 'be
remarked that it is scarcely a "libertf' for artists to communicate witli. .each .
other without introdumon in the intet'e3ts of a COQlIllon ~rtistic cause-at least
this is ,true for painten and writers, as well as for. scientists, and .theret'<»re, I
presume,' for poets. It is especially no liberty when the one who writes fiat is
offering publication in a·new, excellent,kd greatly needed periodica1.-o. La F.
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That, such a' development of Imagism as Red Earth $bows that
Imagism was,' after all. capable of producing poetry of only
limited range is a uuism today.. The poetry that has bad a wider
following since that time has sprung from a disquiet concerning
man and hisdestiny that was set going by Eliot's Waste Land· in·
1922, and which moves back to such sources in speculation and
in poetry as Marlowe, Webster, Donne, Pascal, Baudelaire, and
Rimbaud. None of the critics who have soyoluminously and
exhaustively argued about this newer, more "metaphysical"
type of poetry, have as.. yet been able to say whether the metaphor
wttich ~es the centrclI place in this type of verse, as ..the ~mage"
did in the earlier verse as an "objective correlativeu of the emotion, is actually a kind of· knowledge, non-scientific but com- .
plete, or merely a personal game of the poet, playing with his
oWn private association of thought. Thus the earlier, more imagistic poetry, which aimed at less, and actually achieved more,
may be said to possess a more valid claim to permanence.
and texture, which have
-These considerations of structure
,
made present-day American poetry more formal OD the surface,
but far mC?re complex in its desperate shifts from abstract logic
to far-fetched detail, were foreign ta all- dl~ first Imagists, ta
Hulme, ta Paund, ta H. D., ta Flint, ta AIdington, ta myself.
The business of the poet then was not to teach, nat to pravide
an ""apprehension of experience" or an "objettive correlation
of emotion:' but to observe and Jestate historic and objec,tive
reality. The laD:guage and the thing were then one, in such
poetry as Alice Cor:bin wrote in her Red Earth. And her Brothel's of Light, the prose ~k she did on the Penitentes, has "
equally the objectivity, the directness of good Imagism. Compared wi.th these, the poems collected in The Sun Turns WestS
reveal a writer with a deeper quality of mysticism, with mote
inwardness possibly, but also one less sure of her ground, more
given to Celtic indefiniteness.
IS The

Sun Turns West.. Alice COrbin. Writen' Editions, Santa F~, i933.
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THREE
POEMS
.
Alice Corbin
.

.

LINES
Love and remorse
Struggle to keep me'
Wondering why
Peace cannot come without sorrowAn4 sorrow drown
Remembrance.'
•

TESUQUE GARDEN
Now is the season of
bending down
To the earth,>
the ,sweet earth- '
Planting, the seed,
feeling the bud..;;.
Coaxing with love
the pliant earthNow is the season
ofearth and love.

EDGAR
The sunlight w~about him aIway~:
And a~ high'noon. ,
,,
He was'lifted like a ray to the Source
of all Light • • •
,
Remembering, we remembeIi ever "
How the air always brightened where be walked:
Remembering, we remembeiever
H,Qwbe lived in that Light. ' .
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Carl San.dburg
where art thou?" runs a query often in the
minds and memories of the Old Guard who witnessed the
launching of Poetry: a Magazine of Verse in 19l2. She had a
gallant hean and a gay smile and the great expectations requitedfor, the sailing of that daundess little ship. A poet, a eteative
critic and editor, she has a definite and highlighted place in the '
story of American literature of that period~ When some of us
arrive at where we can with ease look backward and record with
care and deliberation certain adventures we have seen and
shared, Alice Corbin will stand forth in elements of both the an· •
gelic and the demoniac. 'Only one having both those -elements
could have the range of affectionate understanding, compassion
through 'identity, necessary to ride herd on Vachel and Cad,
Edgar Lee and Ezra, Robinson and Hal Bynner, H. D. and Amy,
John Gould Fletcher and Edwin' Arlington Robinson, those two
lawyers Archie MacLeish and· Wally Stevens-and God knows
who all, by the way~f clowns, acrobats, trapeze artists, sword
swallowers and fire eaters. "Alice Corbin, where art thou?"
Whithersoever thou art, if you ain't got sweet reminiscences,
who has?
'f
U

ALICE CORBINJ

ALICE. CORBIN
Padraic Colum
I now measure time by movements. So
it was at Pte time when Chicago was the center of American literary activity, when Poetry was making Poets and Poems important, and when Vachel Lindsay, still with Nicholas preceding his
. name, was making , crowds join in those recitations of his so
enchantingly filled with sound and, color, when visitors could
find signs that works and figures of Renaissance, proportions
were going to have their birth:s in Chicago, that, in a studio or
REVERSING AR.ISTOTLE
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drawing room I would become awareofay~ung womcUfs looks
. and words.
.
As she was one of the, editors of Poetry and the wife. of a
,~ter with ideas, what she 'said 'generally wa~expectedly
, authoritative. But that was not remembered"by ~e. Then.sometimes she would say ,something with an odd intentness and an .
odd reserve. It is by these momenthry withdrawals and tentative
movements tha~ Alice Corbin stays in my mind as ~meone who
had ·known somethfug the_ r~collection of which. would bring
gentleness into her looks.
)n a poem that Ezra Pound quoted as one of the best written
in, that epoch,' the text of which I cannot now find, What was
r~collected by her came to me. It was a short' poem' about ~me
bare, sun-dried place and the lost b;ope·andglory that beIQn~ed ,
to'one who looked over it, one of those ,Castilians whom nothing in our civilization can help us to understand. But she understood, and could s~ak for the man. What she had to say was not
about'the glory of the Conquistador but about 'a ~eam ,that was
eclipsed, not by- soldiery from 'another side but by the days of
the modem and the iray of the world. 1Her recollection is of a
dream that is eclipsed.
Her lost dream has a Spaniard to characterize it:
AN

,

AP PR.ECIA.TION

/

,

~

The old songs
Die'And the lips that sang them.
Wreathed, withered and dusty,
Cuff-buttons with royal insignia
There, in the musty museum,
Are all that is left of Sarasate.1
Somewhere, somehow, sometime, Alice Corbin got the endowment that· is so rare in Ametican poets, the endowment' o~
reverie, and it is reveri,e that gives distinction to certain of her
1 From "Music" in The New Poetry, Edited by Harriet Monroe and Alice .corbin
Henderson. The Macmillan Company. New York. '19S4. p. 9S.
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poems and brings them close to the folk-song with itsthought",_
fulness:
But would you stay as now you are
Or asa year ago?
Oh, not as then, f(lrthen how small
The wisdom we did owel
Or if forever today
How litde we could knowl 2

as

When I read the poem that this verse is in over to . myself, I
understand how ~at young woman with brown hair and brown
eyes and a heart-shaped face moved me by some words ,said t~·
tatively, said intendy, said with reserve.

SANTA FE IN THE TWENTIES
Ruth Laughlin
of the William Penhallow Hendersonsassmil..
ing; of Whippie stalking along in high.;heeled boots, eyes twinkling under his big sombrero, ·,small moustache widened in a
grin and a merry quip for me as we passed; of the smile that
lifted Alice Corbin's round, red cheeks and shone deeply in ber
brown eyes. Through a friendship of more than thirty years it
is good to recall those smiling faces.. The smiles were never
fatuous or merely polite. They expressed deep humor and courage and the inner resources of creative artists who faced life ,
with high challenge and a gay curiosity as to what would happen
next.
One day last fall, when the cottonwoods on the Tesuque hillside below her house were shining gold, Alice Corbin and I
laughed over the memories of Santa Fe in the 1920'S.
"Years ago you told me that only the newcomer should write i
of the Southwest," I reminded Alice. "You said that first im·

I ALWAYS THINK.

2 From ','Two Voices"

n, The New Poetry, op. cit•• P. 88.
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pressions were clear, vivid and e'xciting but tbat after six months
the scene became t()()familiar and lost its sharp focusr "
"I've ~ged my time limit ontbat," she laughed,U~ough
'the memory of my -first Christmas in -Santa- Fe' is so vivid.that I
can almost feel the crisp cold air now,_ We eatnehere in 1916
-and I have wdtten abo~t the ilQpaet of New Mex.icoevers~ce.
rhere is still much that I want to say. .. .::'
"YoUr poems in the Turq~!,ise Trail ~d Red Ea~lhexpress
what allof uswould like to say about tbiscountry,'r I said.
"Weloved this Red Earth country from the beginnmg, even
though we came here for my bealth," Alic~' explained."We
wanted to see all of it . • • every pueblo, every Indiandapce,
every Spani,sh village. We rode ·horseback. .toChimayo and
stayed all night .with Mr. Chavez whose family built the Sanctuario long ago as their private chapel. That was during the
FirstlWorld War and the little statue of S~tiagQ wore ettin
lemon sieve on his head, 'bent to look like a war helmet. His arm
was broken and Willie mended it 'with, tissue paper .andglue~'J
That act of -helping to save a prized. relic was typical of the
Hendersons. They valued the bistorictraditioIisof Santa Fe an~
worked ,to preserve them. They took a vital interest in the town
and supported every worthy civic proj~t whether it Was concerned ;With· art, architecture, writing, me Fiesta, ota water
trough for thirsty borseshitched near ~e plaza.
Alice Corbin spe;nt ber first year at Sunmount Sanitarium, and
Whippie and the small daughter Alice lived ina near-by adobe
house on -the lorna. south of town. When Alice moved down to
join them she discovered that the rutted 4irt toad in';front of .
their home was called Telephone Road in honor of the proud
new telephone poles marching up the hill. She changed that to
the original Spanish name, EI Camino del Monte SOl, the Road
to the Sun Mountain. Other ai'tists and writers soon built their
studios near the Hendersons and, the Camino became famous,'
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but I always think of the name as a monument to the poetic sensitiveness of Alice ,Corbin.
In our busy lives the years pass rapidly and mosdy without
specific dates or events. It was my visit with Alice Corbin ~d ,
my realization of what she had meaIit to Santa Fe that bJ"Ought
me a fresh evaluation of the last three decades. At the close of the
1940'S I realize that many members of the original ar.t colony
have passed on, others have reached distinguished, maturity in·
spite of the devastating years of World War II, and a new group
is now adding vitality to the old town. I think of the 1930'S as
the depression years when· many plans were thwarted but also
as a period when the art colony setded in and became an integral
of Santa Fe. I look back to the 1920'S as an astonishing decade that flourished with initial impetus, creative urge and signi- ~
ficant civic development.
Early in the twentieth century the fame of the Taos Art Colony encouraged many young artists to come to the Southw~t
instead of Paris. Santa Fe's pioneer artists were Kenneth Chap-·
man and. Carlos Vierra, followe4 in 1912 by Gerald and Ina
Sizer Cassidy. During the next eighteen years. pr~bably no art
colony in the United States had a more 'active roster than Santa
Fe. The artists in permanent residence included W. P. Henderson, Warren Rollins, Albert Schmidt, Sheldon Parsons, Gustave Baumann, Olive Rush, Raymond jonson, B. j. O. Norfeldt,
Dorothy Stewart, Henry Balink~ Preston McCrossen, Datus
Myers, Andr~w Dasburg, Vernon Hunter, Theodore Van
Soelen, john Sloan, Randall Davey. julius Rohlshoven, McHarg
Davenport, William Lumpkins, Frank Applegate, josef Bakos,
Freemont Ellis, Willard Nash, Will Shuster. Walter Mruck and
three sCulptors, Eugenie Shonnard, Allan Clark and George
Blodgett. Among the writers were Alice Corbin, Mary Austin,
Witter Bynner, Willard johnson, Haniel Long,. Ida Raugb,
Glenway Westcott, Lynn Riggs. Isabel Campbell, Elizabeth De
Huff, Ruth Laughlin, Omar Barker, Roark. Bradford. Earl and
,

,

Part

.""

l:
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Marion Scott, Dorothy Hughes, John Curds Underwood»Pond Church, Ray Otis, Phillip E~ Stevenson, Thomas Wpod
Stevens and Helen Stevens.
In the 19~0'S Santa Fe was a small, friendly town where everyone knew everyone elSe and each individual's work was avaluable asset to the community. Whippie Henderson p~intedthe
murals for ~e Country Club where we danced, and Gerald Cassidy painted the murals for the movie theatre. The Little Thea- .
tre ha~ enthusiastic membersincluding Jane Baumann, Anna V. '
liuey, Hazel Pond, Norman Mage¢, Edwin Brooks, John Evans,
Jim Macmillan and Robert Brown. Ashley Pond slid down a
pole from his bedroom to his garage to jumpin his car, race to a
burning building and lead the. Volunteer Fire' Department
whose staff numbered severctl artists and professional men.
During those years Lynn Riggs wrote his first one-act pl~y.
called Knives From Syria with-:--the encouragement of . Ida
Raugh. Glenway '\Yestcott and Ted Stevenson struggled with
their first novel~,Mary Austin wrote books and articles, exhorted audiences and presided in Bu~dha-like maj~~ty over a
young crop of writers jokingly called the Genius Club~ Marsden
. Hartley found inspiration in New Mexico's primitive religious
art -and wrote sensitive ~nterpretations of Indian ceremonies.
Poets gathered around Alice Corbin and Witter Bynner, an9
~pud Johnson published their poems in his tempe~mentally
gaited literary magazine" The Laughing Horse.
Frank Applegate stopped over on a cross-country trek ~d
stayed the rest of his life. J{is versatile gifts included ceramics,
painting, writing, and collecting primitive art in bultos and
santos. ~ebought land on the· Camino opposite the Hender-·
sons and encouraged a group of young artists to mix adobes
and build their homes on that hillside. They called themselves
the Cinco Pintores, 'the five painters being Will Shuster, Josef
Freemon!: Ellis and Walter Mmck. These
Bakos, Willard
, Nash,
.
artists delighted in the, plastic lines of adobe architecture but
.

1
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.the sloping lintels of Mntck's house even went beyond Jhe
local vagaries. For years his place was known as the "Adam and
Eve House" on account of the colossal nude ~gures moulded on
thestre~t side of his fireplace. AcrOss the Toad Mary Austin
began to build her uBelov~ House" and below her Alice and
Datus Myers completed a spacious home with tiled walls, patios
and fountains, -studios and library. By this time the Hendersons
had added Tooms and studios to their va~guard adobe home~
OutSide these simple mud houses conformed to tradition~l
S)laDish-Indian lines, but inside the artists expressed their individual tastes. Witter Bynner instal~ed his fine Chinese carvings,
paintings and jade in his adobe home. John Sloan painted the
geometric lines ot Indian design on his floors and ceilings. Gus
Baumann carved lintels and d~rways with the skill he had long
used. for wood-block prints. The etcher in B. J. O. Nordfelt
found expression in the carved and gilded panels ·set into his
ceiling. Randall Davey restored a Spanish balcony on his house
at the end of Canyon Road, and Theodore Van Soe1en and
Albert Schmidt built homes at Tesuque. Olive Rush, 'Sheldon
Parsons, and Gerald and Ina Cassidy bought historic houses on
Canyon Road and added carved beams, church panels and patio
gardens.
No one took as intense an interest in Spanish-Indianarchitecture as Carlos Vierra: He studied and photographed every old
briildinghe could find and preached his gospel of the long
heritage of native architecture so vehemently that it became
known as the "Santa Fe Style," although 'buildings at the State
University in Albuquerque had been designed along. Indian
lines some years before.
The archaeologist, Sylvanus Griswold Morley, was the fir~t to
restore an Cold adobe for his home and show that native construction and carving was more attractive than the new-fangied
.red brick bungalows. Fired by the enthusiasm of Sylvanus Morley and Carlos Vierra that generous patron of the arts, the
""-."
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Honorable Frank Sprilig~,gave-·th~· first large contribution.
toward a State Art Museum to be b~ilt along the lines of New
Mexico's venerable missiQn churches. Later Mr. Springer com,missioned Carlos Vierra to· build a new house' along -weald·
,lines which remains to this day one of ~e best ,examples of-its
kind. .
, .
"

A young architect, who was then a patient at Sutlttlount, spent
days with Carlos Vierra Studying oid photographs andpIanS.
/ His' name was john Gaw Meem and by 1923 he had designed his
mstUSanta Fe Style" homes. A few years later the Santa Fe rail,road chose him to remodel anc;lenlarge La Fonda Hotel. Sitice '
then his name has become. synonymous with the .best- designs of
southwestern architecture.
This was the era of the world-wide reoclissarice of native
crafts. It was a' revolt agains~ the mechanized 4estruction ofWorld War I, a nostalgic longing for peaceandfa. hunger~or
~autyprodu~edby. a man's own hands. NewM~Xlco'~~ndian
and Spanish handicrafts assumed new importance in this ,revival.
·Theart colony led movements to sustain and preserve such
indigenous crafts as pottery, silveIiandtinsmithing, embroidery
,and weaving.
. ,
The Henderson!, Mary Austin, Frank Applegate, the Senior
and junior 'Leonora Curtins, Mary Wheelwright, Frank ~d·
Harry Mera, john Gaw Meem and CaJ;-los Vierra, were leaders
in organizing the Spanish Colonial Arts So¢iety and the Indian
Arts Fund.: Through the latter ancient Indian pottery was Saved
and the best examples of new pottery wer-e added to form a collection that has become an inspiration to intematiorial designers
and to the modem Indian craftsmen.
Th~ Indian Arts Fupd collection of pottery, blanket:s, baskets
and silver was the inspiration for building the Laboratory
of Anthropology with financial aid from ,the Rockefeller Foun.datio~ and.on land south of town 'donated by Amelia, Elizabeth
White and Fnncis Wilson.

\
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Near the Laborattlry Mary. Wheelwright planned a unique
museum for Navajo Ceremonial Arts. William Penhallow Heild~rson designed this museum on the lines of a Navajo hogan,
and Alice Corbin wrote the text for the Navajo legends explaining the Navajo sand paintings.
Th~ art colony did not closet itself iii an adobe tower to paint
or write but became articulate and intensely interested citizens.
These people had discovered an Old World charm and tranquility in Santa Fe and were determined to p~eserve it. They
fought against tearing down old houses and replacing them with
filling stations, against reducing Santa Fe to that ugly American sameness that is labeled Progress, against Texas Club
W9~en ~\7ho innocently planned a Culture Center. They' were' .
individualists who argued violently with each other but united
against too much change in their adopted home. Whippie Henderson felt this so strongly that he began to design. buildings
and planned the restoration of Sena Plaza for Amelia Elizabeth
White. Alice Corbin always spoke up at any meeting where the
original character of Santa Fe was imperiled.
Human rights as well as civic problems gained a Champion
in Alice Corbin. She was an original member of ~n orgclnization fonned to defeat the Bursum bill and its threat, to pueblo
lands. For twenty-five years she has worked with the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs to help the Indians and encourage their ~rts and crafts.
As a writer her influence was also widespread and vital. Although she had resigned as associate editor of Poetry when she
left Chicago, she continued to serve as long-distance a~viser
. and was in touch with numerous poets who submitted their
work to that important magazine. When Harriet Monroe, editor
of Poetry, visited Alice in Santa Fe the local group gathered
around the Henderson fireplace and talked far into the night
about old and new fonns of literature.
Other ~ends of Alice Corbin came to find out why she was
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enthusiastic about
. an off-the-railroad western 'town~ Witter'
. Bynner planned, a three-day stop to see_Alice and give a lecttlre1
, an4 became a permanent resident. Bynner took over the. adobe·
house o~ Paul Be,lin, the' pamter,and his wife Natalie Curtis,
~ho wrote of <Inclian music. Among others who lived .heretor
part of; the yearl were Arthur Dayison Ficke, Edna St. Vincent
Millay, Robert Henri, Geoi-ge Bellows and Nicolas Roeriek.
Willa Cather came 'here to check material for her classic Death
Comes' for the Archbishop_ Alma Glu.~ sang at informal eveningsat the Hendersons, Ernest Biock composed his American
Symphony, and Adolf Bohlm interpr~ted Russian dances. Sinclair Lewis wandered in and out of. s~udios, Carl Sandburg
chanted ballads to his guitar, and Vachel Lindsay gave his. in- .
imitable "Chinese Nightingale" as a special treat for his friend
Alice Corbin.
.IF
Although automobiles did not have modern high-speed
motors, other New Mexico writers. and artists'ctraveled the dirt
roads to join the Santa Fe parties. Mabel Dodge Loom and
Tony, D. H. Lawrence and Frieda, Ernest Blumenschein,! yictor Higgins, Howard Cook, BarbaicJ Latham and K;enneth
Adams came down from Taos; Erna and. Harvey Fergusson
came up ~om Albuquerque, Paul Hqrgan from Roswell, and
Oliver La Farge from field work in the Indian country.
Everyon~ looked forward to J900 and Doliy Sloan's annual
celebration August 4. One year the Bohemian crowd was startled
· to see a ,~hite horse join the partY in the studio..Every year the
audience
demanded that. Hal Bynner repeat his sermon by the
·
.
.
Nqpn preacher, Randall Davey give his hilarious interpretations, and John- Sloan go through his act of finding the hairin
the soup.
Visiting, .talking, partying are essential recreations. for artists.
Evenings at the Sloans', Hendersons', Hal Bynner:S, or Mary
Austin's offered exchange of thoughts and oftett.,heated ai-gu:
ments. They served as·cross-pollenization to fertilize the artist's
,· SO.

.

I
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half-formed plans~ I rem~mber one evening when we 'were
allaitting on the floor in front of ·the fireplace and Dollywhispered. UDon't disturb Sloan. I can see that he is getting' aJ1
: idea; for a pieture.."Betweencelebrationsthe art colony did
serious.work and gained national recogDition•
.Alice Cot:bin's appreciation of New M~co grew deeper each
year•. She collected: a. fine library of southwestern books and,
studied New, Mexican history, Indian myths, Penitenterituals
and the folk legends and customs of her Spanish-Ametican ~d
Indian neighbors~ She was always eager to get first hand information· from suchauthotities as Edgar L. Hewett, Paul A. F.
Walter, E. Dana Johnson, Charles F. Lununis, Nina OteroWarren, Kenne~ Chapman and Harry Mera. She delighted in
Howard Thorpe's early reminiscences and encouraged h~ to .
write 'his collections of cowboy stories and ballads. She was an
enthusiastic friend and, admirer of. Eugene Manlove Rhodes
and,' in .later yea~ took the lead in an effort to bring out a
memorial edition of all his books and make his grave a literary
shrine.
Her generous help. for young writers as well as those who
have attained distinction ha~ been a. fine,and lastiJl1g in8uence.
Her interest has deepened with thi~ years' residence and today
she is still eager to add her'smiling :msdom and encouragement .
to any constructive development in the arts- or community life., I
.In Santa Fe we value Alice Corbin as a. good citizen, a distInguished poet and a beloved neighbor.
.

T'HE POETS' ROUND-UP
Haniel Long
late in February, 1925, Santa Fe. I was going
tQ meet Alice' Corbin Henderson for the first time. An old
friend",was taking me across the mile of fields between his little
house and her little house~ It was supposed to be' a short cut,

DUSK OF A DAY
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this marchacrQsS 'the fields, for wew~re late, .butbarbed wire
-fences rose up against us~ The.stars above the white mountains
seemed enormous fruit on a lacework of, dar~ ,limbs and
,
branches. The evening smelt()fce~,burnbtgiil kitchen $to"ves~
Fresh arborvitae' b~med _on the' heartlt at Calypso, ] Temembered•.But i~ 'Was 'notac:ross the fields of parsley we .strode ,
towardS Alice Corbin-it ~ throughthe·bar~dWire of Dlod~
~es. Occasionally myme~d groaned;, he
a, genius for gettfug caught between the~cond and third wires.
" Then' a warm kitchen an~ Alice Corbin and her, daughter,
Little Alice, and her husband, ,UWhippy" (William •PeDhallow
Henderson), ata11 man w.th ~ iron gray 'moustache. and
, twinkling eyes. Nella, the- smiling maid had m:adec:offe~ lots
, of it, and there was bread and butter" '} had long known of Alice
Corbin because she was one of the founders"ofPoe.try: a Magazine of 'Verse. With mywife-(an~tbetAlice, I was ina.wor1dof
.Alices) , I had been studying abroad, and in a French ~gazine
had read some of Alice Corllin'sBed Ea'tthpoe'ms tranSlated
by Andre Spire, and it had been my first knowledgeofa· boo~
that still inspires awe in me. I look¢d a~ Alice Corbin in the
well lighted, cheerful kitchen and some of the Fre~ch lin~
went through my mind;- she had written them in French, I con- '
d~ived, being confused by the unfamiliar region and . the. new,
mysterious people' I was meet~g. It really doesn'ttpatter inwhat language the Red,Earth poems are written, for they come _
from the beginning of ~ings, like the large stars over the mountains, like the fragral\tarborvitae on the' hearth,~only they are,
infinitely melancholy, with.the loneliness ofthe heart at day's
end. And ~ey.are infinitely remote, ,as though writt~\byone
who saw the world and its- doings froma.long way off~where
only the eternal elements of man's life matter-birth and death,
lo~e, ·suffe~ng. It ~as the mood in which she ~d first seen this
southwestern country, and there was good reason for it. Reading
the Red Earth poems in the atmosphere of postwar Europe, I
\,
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could respond ~o. their underton~s; and reading them today iD
the bleak world of East...West tension, I respond anew to th.~it
impact. The ~ver the iDoment in one's personal Ufeor in one's
world, the more these poems have to give.
'l'he night I s~ak of, Alice Corbin was wearing a dust-colored
riding 'skirt and a white blouse and blu~ sweater, and I mentipu
it because it is the costume I associate her with.-Out of, doors
'she added to it a leather jacket and a small, ~ust-coloredsquar..
ish sombrero, with a thong under 'the chin fastened to two,
Navajo silver buttons she had sewed to her hat-a perfect way
of dressing for the Southwest, windy or sunny or snowy•.
Alice Corbin had a little study .in a field sloping from EI ' '
Camino del Monte Sol, where the painters lived, down into
'the nest to the last valley before the rise of the mountains. A
wonderful thing it was that Witter Bynner, SpudJohnSQn,Lynn
Riggs and I used to walk over there one evening a week to talk
poetry with her, and read new poems. Alice Corbin makes very ,
little difference in the reading of poetry and prose. That was the
way with most of us, but Johnson always read very fast an.d in a
low voice and had to be enticed into reading a poem. again.
. Bynner intoned his poems like a, bishop the prayerbook; we
often asked to read them for ourselves, since it was hardly like~y
that any poem ever' written could be as good as all of his sounded f
as he read them. When he has thus read my verses, I have been
astonished at how well I write, and demanded (osee my manuscripts at once. Riggs read well and with re~ interest in what he
had written, and be often held up the palm of his hand as he
neared the end as though asking us not! to begin sniping till
he was through, since th~, end was the best. He was at that time
writing a sonnet a day; as Johnson said~ making it not a daily
dozen but a daily fourteen.
The small adobe study had a fireplace and a window at each
end and a door' to the east. It was furnished with enough chairs
for us, and had a table. The walls were covered with bookshelvl;s
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~d alltheboobwer~booksQfpoeD1S0rdea1t ~qt.poe~and
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..
.poetry•. Later we met inothe~roo~sina,noth~~rborise·Hender
son wasbuJldingj'butwe .nevergath~r~dat~y~y·else'shoU$(
(or.many .years. 1:. have .alway~. bad a .special. fOItdiless for the '
adobe roomwbere the books were so near, saquicldy picked out
...
· and 'qsed, and where the moon and the large stars and the winds
and, odors offields'were a part ofour'(ieliberations.
I ca~give'my own'account;l.'eDle~bering .th~t tlie ac.count ,of.
any of my associat~s would be different. Riggs aridJohnsOngen· erally.sat a litde apart frmn the rest of lIS and did a good deal
of talking together, when the manuscriptsbeingexamineddic;l.
not interest them. I would call their attitude neutral but.agreeable. They came quickly to' the'!iefenseof.a poem they .thought
wa~getting rough trca:tment. Alice Corbinh~rselfwasa1ways a
gentle criti~ and took the position of allowing. a poem' to grow .
in i~ own righ~' like .~plant~ Her ~ttitude towards anew, poem,
orca new aspeetof friend's psYfhe, 1Va5.one ofwe1come.
Ne~la, the maid,. who produced such good coffee,-:>ftensaid to
her mistress when things went wrong, ~"Put· no tension to it";
but in our poetry.evenings tension 'there was· bound'to be,
though not too serious.
Alice Corbin is definitely a group person. several things resuited from these evenings. For :example, seven years later, a
group of us started a venture in co-operative publishing-an iiitricate and instructive. tale not to be gone into here. More for
· the general reader. is the story of· the· Poet's ROl.\nd-Up.
Alice Corbin, Margaret McKittrick, Sarah McComb, and
Maurice Leseman were sitting one afternoon in- Mrs. McComb'$walled garden· wondering how they could raise money 'for the
.New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs. Alice Corbin prothat
posed public readings by the local poets. Lesemansuggested
.
. .,
Margaret McKittrick introduce ~em' and the latter said ~e
would wear her cowboy outfit to do so. uThen it can bea rodeo,'·
someone suggested,uand the poets can be the horses." The
•
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was willing to pay ·money to. see the poets; and
there·ate always a good many poets in Santa Fe.. And the poets
were glad to co-operate. to help the ~ueblo Indians. Through .
the stormy time of the Bunum bill and afterWards, the Indians·
were in need-of help~ and their defender$ were in need of money
to help them. It .has been trUe of Santa Fe, from the first entry
of Kearny·s trooPs, this interest in the weIfareo~the peace-loving
Pueblo Indians~'It is a wistful interest, 'not without the suggesnon that· our own evolutionary path haS gone too far in the
direction of exploitation•.
In paSt ages poets, hav~ often faced their public, and it i~
good for the poets and good for the public to look at one anotIier. In contests in the past laurel wreathes have been prizes.
Poets have accompanied themselves on' musical instruments.
.The troubadors recited or sang the songs their jOl;lgleuIS had· .
written for them. At the Olympic games, poetic contests honored
Apollo. But I have not heard of any occasion quite like the
Round-Up.
To Alice Corbin, for the sake of performers and audience"
the affair had to be given a casual and semi-humorous tum.
Being intrC!duced as though they were horses coming out of
the chutes at a rodeo took away .self-consciousness. and it
amused the audience. Before and during the affair" Peach Van ,"
Stone (Mn. Walter Mayer) played the guitar and sang Spanish or cowboy songs. At first we held the R.ound.Up on. the lawn
to the north of Sarah McComb's house, under the tall cottonwoods alo.ng the river. There was always the fear 6f tai~, for .~
the rains come in summer, and at times we had deluges. There
was the whistling of the narrow gauge train from Durango,
which traveled at the tate of a fast burro. And there was the.
wind in the trees to contend with, a poetic rival indeed.
The audience sat on camp chairs arranged as near the chutes
as possible, and could hear and understand most of the poems, I
hope, despite time and tide and the nartow gauge train. Many
s~er public

, ,

.
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of ou~ auditon quneback year-eafter year, both residents of Saitta
Fe and summer visiton;,
I
Th~ penorme~ ofteq included pel-sonages like Mary Austin,
· Langdon Mitchell, Ernest :Seton.A110fus who wer~~to tead
would meet at Allce; Corbin's' the evening before, so that we
might arrange a baIancedprogram. It is not as easy as one might
~ink. to do so. People love to hear ballads and Stories and also
witty poems. but we had to fulve'a great dealtnore variety. Alice
Corbin sol~edthe difficulty" by "insisting that. the poet read"
'something ill"' his true vein..
_
.
She was nevermore tactful aI:ld casualthanm persuading the
reluctant, strengthening the dmid,advising_the~onfused,apd
this of course in the -midsto£ general convetsatioJiand -argu~ .
ment. I~ was her attitude of welcome to what each 9£ Ushad.to
give that made. a suCcess of it. Not alI· poets want -to appear-in
public; not all of t.hem want to dress up inblne jeansot Navajo
skirts and jewelry;~"not all of them havegoodvoices;tiot alI of
them, one "might say, find life worth. living. _But~the element of
competition is excellent, as our -kindlygovem~teminded US;
the written word -is destined for the.eye and mi.Jnd -of othets,. It
-is true that the poet is the.most independent of all artists, and
the only one who can afford to look beyond the questions- of
what his hearers might find agreeable. But\he' faces a diffi~ty
of a different kind, quite often~ ina natural reluct:3nce.,at
ally reading to the world what he has dragged up hom his own
insides. All Poc"ts are shy, I think,. even those
who appear
other.. ./
.

person-

..

,

.

.

."

WIse.

'- And one more thing about Alice Corbin. Once IlIad to while
-.away a good .deal of .time doing nothing mu~,and .I used to
recite to myself my favorite poets,' by .the hour. But a poem
which had haunted me f01 years, during the month of March..,.
and it was now March at its worst-one of Pound's, proved irr~
. coverableexcept for one line: ..
,
"Stepping beneath aboiSierou5 wind hom Tbrace:"
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...... I used to ask my friends whether they knew it or knew
where 1 could find it. It is a trivial episode; b~t afthetime, even
in a world full of apprehension and suffering, the 10550£ this
poem was ~ matter moment to me. This Alice Cprbin under~
$tood. If others. did, they· gave' no sign of it. It was she 'Who
trae:ked the poem ~own, typed' it off, and gave it to me to put
in. my ~let. I value this characteristic of Alice Corbin. • • •
She is: a gx:oup person, as I say; and by that I mean a good'
deal.. Sh~ lias been part of various good. movements here; she is
at home in that civic world, and often a leader in it. But there
u.anotber kind of group in which 1 always see Alice Corbin, in
which the end is simply to be with friendly spirits who· share
_ One'$ interests and enthusiasms; ·where people are valued for
what they are, it is not a question of whipping them into line.
Such groups, riaturally ~nknown in totalitarian states, are the
flower of the free nations, and the people who fit into them
easily, and fight to save them, are, I often think, our most
precious possessions. Fighting to save them may mean many
things, but in daily life it means not trying to control the atmosphere of one's group, and not using it as a place to show off. It
means paying others an attention full of perceptiveness of them
as individuals.

of

THE RABBLE

f,.

i

Spud Johnson
at the old Henderson house-the little adobe
with the deep screened porch at the comer, which·stood just
above the acequia on El Camino del Monte Sol. This house was
perhaps the humblest on the road, yet it always sparkled with
warm generosity and always slvanned with celebrities or neighbors, quite indiscriminately.
(Little Alice screaming in Spanish at Nella or her myriad
relations; Whippie telling a long, long western yam while
dinner cooled; Alice Corbin smiling benignly at bedlam or at
IT ALL STARTED

I
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. ,a: quiet conversarlon, with equal·¥ilin·and'keenunderstaJiding.)·

1 remember many evenmgsthere whentheafter-dinnergai~ty

was provided by playing aSonnet-writing~ewhrchGeo~e
called "BOry-may."· Whether thiS word came intoo~>(or tIly)
language by the Law of, Hobson.;.Jobson 'from a Frel1chword
which made sense, I .don't know. I have a vague recoUecdonthat
som~body once said, itdid~
~
Anyhow, the game consiSted of each person contributing a .
/ word, or perhaps- two or three, depending upon <how many of
us were playing. The, third and fourth words had, to rhYJ:Dewith
.the firsta.nd second, the seventh and eighth .wjth· the ,fifth. and
sixth, and so on 'through fourteen words, to make a Shakes~ean sOnnet. Then each person ~ote hisownsonJ;let,allof
us using the identicalend-wotds•.Surprisingly .en~h,- we al~
ways produced a remarkable variety of compositions:sotile .
..9uite preposterous, of course; a Jew very apt to be scatological;
and ocCasionally a'quitere$Pe(table poem.
It was a good game in itself" and proved even better ill its'
effect, for it'started all of us into a new frenzy of writing. ,Soon .
we were bringing things we had written during the week to tty
out/ on each other, or to ask forcriticiSlll$ and suggestions;' and .
our gatherings tended to become a regular weekly event, and to,
be limited to wr~ters, .rather ·than a. mixed'group of painters,
summer visitors, musicians and what not.
Alice Corbin had written very little sinc~ the pub~ication of
Red Earth. .Little Alice was growing up and then getting mar-,
. ried at fifteen; the new house further up the hill on the Camin()
was'being built-everything had/conspired to keepher too busy.
to write verse. So she was delighted. I think, to .have .usgive
that little push of incentive that groupactivity~ at its best, can
supply so painlessly.
.
Hal Bynner was then working on the Chinese translations,
almost exclusively. andheo'too,.was glad of this slight" prod to.
wiitemore of his own lyrics.
.

-
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. ·}lanielLong had recently come to Santa F~. and with him: I
~ it was a kind of re1iefto'~ talking shop with writers who
were not his students, for he h~d been teaching for ·many years
at Carnegie Tech.
Lynn Riggs and· I completed the group: we were the youngsters,just out of college, and thrilled to be included in' a group
of professionals who·discussed our work as gravely and seriously
they did their own.
So it came about, quite naturally, and with no plan at all, that
we were meeting every week, generally at the Hendersons; and
before we knew it, we were uAClub."
.
We were quite serious about it, yet gay, too. It was a workshop
group, ;md we were all using it to try out new things, to get an,
advance reaction before sending things out into the bleak world
of terse rejection slips; and as a stimulus to make us write· when
we might otherwise have fallen into the good old manana· spirit.
But sometimes we wrote things just to amuse the group', or ~o
burlesque each other, or simply to fill the gap between more
serious "inspirations."
It was in these deviations diat Alice was the ringleader• Her
eyes sparkled and darkened with a real roguishness when· she
made some gendy naughty crack, or pushed one of us off some
too-sententious height· with a ladylike but nevertheless bawdy
quip, generally in her lowest, most throaty tone, ,but.witli an. ,.
infectious gurgle of laughter behind it.
And that is how we got· our name: we seemed to. lapse' so
often into a Rabelaisian mood, that soon we were referring to
ourselves as The Rabelais Club, which was quickly altered, since.
that Sounded much too stodgy, to the simple informality of.
"The Rabble."
It's a litde sad to be recalling this now as something that
happened a long time ago; but the interesting thing is that the
group has not been c<?mpletely dispersec;l, and we not only meet

a:s
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frequently and speak ··often of our old c1ub~but~casionany
revive-it, with added members.
. ".
- For 'instance~al1ofus~ except Riggs, stilllive in New Mexico
,and not so many miles apart; and last year hewashel"eagain
~or several mon.ths-and, 10, the Rabblero$e up. on itshin~legs
and hadsevetil pleasant se~ons~.witb, three of·~e.found«;rS
'absent, but with' three new members informally added.' L
And'who knows but that. -\ret"Ses written. at these later gather..
ings·may appear in Alice\Corbin's next revised
edition
of Thtt
...'
,Turquoise Trail~ just as the Rabble'si firsteffons certaUilybad
.
.
a prominent place in Alice's own book The Sun-Turns J¥e$t; in
Hal's Indian E(Jf'th~ '. Raniers -Atlantides Or even porti~nsof
. PittsburAh Memorandum, in Lynn's Th~ .ITon- Dish,andfu my
Horizontal YellotfJ.
~
So 'thaDk. you for all of us, Alice. The Rabble madeusjolly'
-made us write-and it would not have existed but for yoUr gay,
hospitable interest in all of 'us, and in what wewel"e doing. ,
,

"
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THE PENITENTE
BOOK
,
\

. Oliver' La Farge
there' exists-only one book-upon the Peni,tentes of New Mexico which one can hand to any intere~tedper- .
sOn with the assurance that ~t is comple~ely dependable, and
that is Brothers of Light.1 I~ lending i~ to a friend, or stimulating one to go hunt hims,elf upa copy, onedoe~soalso~ith $e
pleasant knowledge that one is letting him inefor a re~l aesthetic
experience..
. '. ,
Many of the contributors to th~ symposiumhav~ referred
to the relationship between :Alice Corbin and her husband,

S'O FAR AS I KNOWj

1-

"

1 Brothers o/Light, the Penitentes 0/ the S()uthwest, by Alice Corbin Henderson,
illU5ttatioDS by William Penb;dlow Hender50n.Hat'COtlrt. Brace and Co. New

York. 1957.
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Penhallow Henderson. The creative demonstration of
this relationship is in Brothers ot Light~ a work. in which the
author .assumed a different role in many ways from her role ·in
her other published works. There are, first, two forms of fairly
obvious collaboration. The observ;ltions on the Penitenteswere
made by the two together, indeed could hardly have been made
.by a woman alone, since much of Penitente ritual is ~s business. There is the collaboration of writer and graphic artiS~, the
one producing the written work, the other contributing, not
only illustrations; but a finely worked-out typography and. for~t, sO much so that a new edition of this book-which is de. voutly to be prayed for-would be incomplete did it not closely
reproduce the old•
. This second element of collaboration, through which a largescale publisher was caused to produce such a book ~ ordinarily
comes from the special presses at a very special price, also reBectsthe fact that the author is indeed a poet, in the teclmica1
sense of the word. Your true poet's work is usually a slow distillate. His attitude towards its presentation inevitably differs from
~at of the prose writer, who produces an infinitely larger volume of writings of assorted lengths and deems his creative yeats
arid indeed if they do not leave him credited with a minimum
of a dozen solid bOoks. The prose writer takes a hard-boiled, professional attitude towards the manufacture of the volumes which
contain his work; .he would never think of harassing. his pub.
lisher with advice as to format. As for illustrations, all he asks
is to be spared them, for not in a thousand seekings will he find
one i.Ilustrator who will fulfill, rather than destroy, the images he
has created. Corbin turned prose writer remained poet.
The existence of this single treatise, this monograph-for the
latter term can correctly be applied to it-likewise derives from .
the poetic element. Corbin set out to write a book on the Southwest.Writers of varied ability, mostly on the modest side, have
turned out books on the Southwest, or on New Mexico, with all

----

..

~-
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mu.st have the~rfection of a pOem, has brought ;onlythis one
section to publishable completion. This one is notcomj:Jarable
to any other writing of simllarexpre~d.purpose that I know
of. It 'stands~ once the best thing'thathasbeenwnttenabout
the Penitent~ artistically~and'as'the definitive published work
on the subject ~o date. It is both scholarly and 'beautiful.
In the applicability of the adjectiveuscholarly," in the genuine re~arch underlying the .literary
.presentation, we find an.
.
other aspect of the Corbin-Henderson collabpration,infot1naI
andin~rect in part, perhaps, direct and overt in part,. I know. I
do not know how much of, dIe scholar Corbin had in hef to stan '
with; not too much Isuspeet. Henderson had tha~ bent defin~t~ly.
As an artist, as an arch~tect, as an observer and relisher of the
Southwest, he was
deeply,read, loaded with far-ranging compari.
sons. I suspect that it was from him: that'his wife acqUired the
habit of backing her keen observations, her poet's perceptions,
- 'with learning. It is definite that in BTothef'$ of Light a goodly
part of the comparative ~aterial which gives the book much of
its scientific weight was originally s-qggested to her by Henderson. Brothers 01 Light is a book which an anthropologist can
read profitably and cite unhesitatingly, not only as to theobservations therein recorded, but as to reasoq,ing and evidence onthe
history of the Penitente pattern. This i~due to a collaborati()n,
not just on one book, but in life, the constant exchange of the .
'
riches of two minds.
.
.
In the 1930'S;1 vete~n southwestern ethnolOgist constailtly .
belabor.ed her colleagues because, in considering the origins of
various Indian patterns ~d rituals, they completely, ignored
. comparable or contrasting practices of old Spam, data· which , '
might importantly change their thinking.2 In
1937 Corbin pub,
lished Brothers of Light, which does not, of course, deal with the
~
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j

2 E. g.:

Elsie Clews Parsons. "Some Aztec and Pueblo Parallels:' 4merican 4nthro-

polagist. vol. 35. no. 4. 1933. pp. 596-610.
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with a cult vulgarly supposed to be u~ique' to the
old Spanish area,of New Mexico. Her reasoning concerning its
origins and wide relationships is firmly based on comparative
studies of- Mexic;o and Spain. There are no foOtnotes in this
book, none of theappanage of science; indeed, the author merely
set out to be intelligent and complete. Papal prohibitions of
public flagellations may be traced back. to 1349, the descent of .
the Third Order of Saint Francis may be traced, but this is done
so smoothly that even the scientific reader is lulled out of recognition that the book is what, were it made a bit more formidable,
he would automatically call a ftmonpgraph:"
When a scientifically minded poet produces a poetical piece of
science, all one can do is praise God. The' temptation is to search
the book for quotations, but in a descriptive work this kind,
quotations of reasonable length are more likely to be demonstrations of inept amputation than of the full effect of the
author's prose. Here and there a line stands clear,. able to be
lifted out: in the discussion of Penitente music, on page ,s,the
paragraph entls with the Hashing, descriptive sentence, ccThese
shrill sounds of religious fervor suddenly lifted' above the bare
desert have the effect of poising the single soul against space:'
Most of us would take a page tryingto say that.
Fiction and non-fiction. we have had a great deal of "penetrating" or "understanding" writing about the native PeOples of the
Southwest. (Respectable writing about Spanish-Americans or
Indians by themselves does not exist, from any period, except
for certain autobiographies taken down by scientists. and even
these are" on the esoteric side.) Some writers muscularly lose
themselves in an alleged identification with their alien subjects.*
Some write studies from an Olympian, "we must ~pderstand
them" point of view. Some, like Mary Austin, create literary
images and then describe them, producing reality once removed.
One group, outstandingly D. H. Lawrence (one wonders what

of
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have given us) , sets out in .~. c:omplexsearch for
simplicity, peering through refraetionsofaniysticismthey bave
brought with. them and superimposed upon the.c:ountry,a sort
of prismatic vulva in which they ,see only their.·own.problems·
surround~ by rainbows.- when. this/ last tende~cy .is combined
with-neo-RousseauesquesentimentaIism,we reach the.impres:sively adorned abyss of Hiawatha in modem dress.
The writers' fallacies 4eriv,e from more general ones whicbwe
observe in the daily attitudes of what mightbeqilled "the reaQ~
ing class;"' -collector~ of Indian ar.t,.o'f Spanisb bultos and folk.~
lore. There is 1the Lord-and-LadyBountifulapproach.,
how kind
. . .
....., we are to these people, and· the attitude.whichJlSks you to ob, serve them treating the. quaint natives as if. they rec@y were
equals. There is the wildly Sentiniental.What is extremely rare .
is the. man-ta-man· relationship, with soli~ hard ,judgment of
one's fellow. man's weaknesse~and ·strengths, res~· both for one's self and fo~ him~ the tth,e frlendshipwhichwishes -to be
understood as well as to understand. It is this relationship w:hich
the Hendersons established with a great diversity of people, with _
the entire naturalness of thesi~ple.and of uue"artists. It is.
none. the less genuine for being enlightened with a poet's perceptions and enri~ed~y research·. Without it: nejther'the poems
quoted in Mr Fletcher's arti~le in this symposium nor -B~oth
ers of Light could hav~ been written..
\

.
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DANCIN G GIRLS
, A Dlove~nt of dancing in the street,
Just a hint,. touching each-other
Thet~o younggirls recreate last
Night's dance or this evening's.
Wewateh from the window and see
The splash ofa smile glinting
Up to'us, brushing aside the leaves,
Vying with the sun for color.
The dark arm as it catches·at the air
Moves my thoughts to you, and I tum
Andtouch your arm, contemplatively,
Feeling the skin, following the wrinkre
Ofyour elbow
.
They
so silly
And so abstract down there in the street,
Dancing, indiscriminently tossing smiles.

seem

TOM CALkiNS

VORTEX
When numbered pages of the night curl up, when air
strips eyes of loitering pain, tears follow, lights
collapse.
Then,. lonely,. my resemblance to these streets comes clear.
Steps creak.
Winds bum.
And fro~en in a fiction, all the tears tum back.
Then all the facets of the mind flash fear.
And every foot is dangerous and rich.
Heart splits.
Wheels whirr.
Departures, swallowed by the sound, draw in the
doonvays, rayed with rust,. and all the windows
stitched with steel, and all the gutters' menaces.
BYRON VAZAkAS
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remember that old man was the planetarium,'
which his el~ven~year-old son had wanted ,t() look into. Mr~
B¥t1e, white beard and all, was just another of. those long-mislaid and now tr~smuted memories being drawn back to light
whenever he assisted his "boy on curious,quests. Naturally they
couldn't pass up ,the planetarium, a thing. which looked,like ',a ,
monstrous igloo and was reputed 'to be full, of stars. The stars
were, there, all right, in an ingeniou$ simuiation' as proll)~.:- No man could ha;ve guessed" though,t~at old Mr~ Bartle would
be in there too, hauntiggly risen from oblivion, along with a
sea-changed.fragment of hisownehildhood.
Arriving ahead of the hour for the 'bigspe~tade, theY' found
to his boy's delight that a preliminary show was juststartin~in.
a crowded basement' room. The planets in their courses round
the sun were being' de~onstrated, with models, 'to the tune 'of
data confidently intoned by, astalfscientist.. Everything ~
under control. At, the middle of the c::eilingwas the sun, a bit
WHAT MADE HIM
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smaller than a basketball, of opaque glass lighted from withina fully domest,icated lamp, with no corona of leaping flames or
any other vari~bleness. The ,planets, sgspendedfr~m tracks
overhead, moved about at 'distances and speeds propoitionate' to
inalterable .law• The spectators' faces were all upturned attentivelywith the look of believers awaiting a Tevelation. In a·
.. memorizing whispet: bis boy began to call the roll of these
model planets, from Mercury near~t the 'center, but at Uranus
he stopped. Perhaps he knew nothing yet beyond Uranus, his
father mwed! and then looked with pity at the still frail shoulders of his son, irrevocably the child of an «a, also, and, its expendable hostage. AnyHow, Neptune and Pluto away across the
. ceilin~ beyond Uranus were too remote to hold a lad's attention
from all there was to watch nearer at hand. Here on their side
of the room went Earth, with Mars close by. Earth's moon revolved constandy about it, -and the satellites of Mars pursued
their rounds; one several times faster than the other, in a grotesque race toward no finish.
In one way Nature was actually enhanced, though, by this exhibit; the whole machinery was accelerated. While he and the
boy watched, Earth passed briskly through several months. Even
so, he·noticed, how slowly came on the cycle of Saturn's great.
year. They would not have time to see its spacious fulfillment.
But what an oversimplification it was when the solar system was
reduced to metal gadgets brought within a room and rigged'
to a flat surface-no hint of its perishing cold immense vacuity.
its swarming liveliness at least on Earth beneath a meager atmosphere, and its unstayed con,sumption at its fiery sun-center;
and nothing at all of its total drift within a starred waste where
measurement failed and finally direction itself ceased. This show
on a ceiling was no more than the system's primary arithmetic,
'the bare bones of the sun's province minimized almost to. nothing, j~t another of science's particular and appallingly naive tri- .
umphs~ The craniog spectators, however, seemed well pleased
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withthisapparendybestoi
aU possible dOckwor~above·thelp.
.. ..
'"
His son, too, after (hecking on its progressions for, several tnin" .
utes,~ declared i~.okay.
. .
" 'The lecturer finiShed. with ~e' sOlar system and dismissed
them. The. crow4 climbed the stairs to 'the' upper ,rooinfqrthe '
, big ~bow. His boy hustled him on·in the first :eager-wave,weU
ahead of the dragging. majority, who seemed 'aSSured that the
stars would wait. He went along with his son. They entered a
shadowy place like the inside of a.huge overturned.bowl. Ditnly
lighted, it gave an illusion of vast dark sky, and. ~e: conditipned
air suggested the cool of night. Its half-sphere was resonant l\rith
- music-Scheher,azadeona pbonogra,pb, amplified. At the center
stoOd the great intricate machine, fantastically bulbous ~like
some Martian import, which was to project its bundredSof lights
starlike upOn the inner dome and move them in their ordained
paths. G11ldually the circles of seats were filled by th~ shuftling
audience-some tourists, seemingly, and thre~ small contipgents
of spectacled nuns, but mostly children with attendant parents.
In that awesome cave even the youngest held their voices to
churchly whispers. Soon they were all seated, waiting.
As the music and the last light died out together, a learned'
astronomer mounted a kind of low pulpit and began to deal
familiarly with the universe. There was no first star they might
wish upon; at his touching a button numerous points of light;
fitly differing from one another, appeared instantly all over the
arched ceiling, like ~ electric advertisement turned on 'at a
moment in the dusk. What this celestial sign might be to them
the mindful astronomer then set forth. There were quaint pro. prietary j~ts~bou~ the constellations. The moon Was· com- .
manded to stand still in the, sky, and then to speed up. The
, heavens were made to tell the seasons. A thousand light-years
were, as nothing. 'Time had'a stop, and then was turned back 'to
a forgotten night's host of them-which some Babylonian astroIo. ger might have construed; then' time whirled forward unnl
~

-

-

~

. . .

.
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they saw what configuration of stars and planets men distantly
descended from his son might. admire or neglect~o notice, or
perhaps be driven to worship. All the while the,astronomer'in
the 'midst of the.mspoke on, ruling over this half-he~ven of his.
reciti~g with an air of cheerful omniscience certain facts which
single-.mindedmathematicians qad noted down of' thefinnament's showing. All the while the boy sat comfortably slumped
against the back of the chair, with face upturned wide-eyed. -Now
a!1d then he would roll his head cODipatiionably and give his
father a pleased grin in the faint reflected lig~t, but otherwise he
. nefer looked away from the artifice above him, nor did'he speak
until after the dispJay had culminated in a speedy techniColored
sunrise assisted'.by a Climax of music from tbe phonograph. Then
at once he wanted to ge,t out and get going, to the near-by museum of natural history.
They went quickly, the instinctive child shepherding the ~.
by the most direct route to the exit. On their way· they passed
that lower room where they haa seen the whole Copernican duty
of the solar system set forth. The lecturer had gone, and so had
the sPectators, all of them, but the machinery was still in motion. On and on around that unspotted sun went the ceiling-full
of tracked planets, seemingly as tireless as theirorigr-nals. H~
boy ~emarked that some one must have forgotten to tum it off.
. It was then that old Mr. Bartle, in immutable dignity, had corne
to his mind, for the first time in years and years.
He had been scarcely older than his son was now when he got
to know Mr. Bartle at first hand. In still earlier childhood,
though. he had often seen the elderly man ~ss by, just before
suppertime, tall, spare, white-bearded, but c:rect, on his way
home ,from work, bearing in th~ crook of his left arm the capa.cious lidded wicker basket which)must have held his lunch. From
the beginning he had seemed majestic, not only because of his
height and his solemnly direct glance, but especially with that
long thick beard. The likes of it were not to be seen on.any other
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man. 'So~e in that neighbOrhood had large moustaches.. Que
spare little oldgentlem~ who came regularl:yto ~urchworea
tuft· they called a goatee, and it. could be:.seen'.to wiggle when
he said the response' fast, uAs it wasinthebeginning, isnow;·and
, evershallbe: worldwithouteitd'!; but'agoatee ,w;iS\Dothing to .
·compare with .the·full beard of Mr. ·Bartle. ,He alone' apprp~ched
the kingly. appearance of 'God the Fathet:inthebulkyillustrated
Bible the chUd was allowed to look at on the floor if. he would
wash his hands and tum· the stiJf. yellowed pages carefully. The
Father's pictured beard, tapering to' a point that curved almost
flame-like, was perhaps a little longer, .but Mr.Bartle's~as
bushier thr~ughout~ It beCame a ritual of his curious childhoOd
to watch for the old man to pass by, plain but iinpos~ginthe'
I.evel sunshine 'of ~ummer evenings and infinitely mysterious 1n
winter dusks. At the parlpr wirtdow where he .'Wouldstand ,in
the ?eepening gloom he on~e found.'himselfSfl,ying ·'Thouon}y,
Mr. Bartle" ~ithout knowing just what heme-ant., <Nightly he
watched; and mghtly the old man went by. He never saw him
in the morning; like the ,sun, Mr..Bartle was about his business
before the boy arose.
Then came the time he ch~ced ~o explore an alley sever~
blcx;ks away,c-where he lookeq through the open door of a large
shed·to find Mr. Bartle, in a canvas' apron, at worka1one~his.
own domain. A resinous odor of .wood, h~ng there sweet and
~Iean, and the old floor planks gleamed, polis~ed slick by many
sweepings of scllvdust. There were indeed:machines aplenty to
make sawdust deep as.a November snow. By watching day after
day he soon learned what each ironcontraptionwasfor--the
ripsaw, a steel table through which stuck up aspinnit!gcb"c1e
, of toothed steel that would snarl along tl!e lengthof~ board
" as fast as Mr. Bartle pushed it--t4ethin Whinitlg band saw running like a belto_n two large iron wheels and sawing in curves
as the old man tumed the ooard, just the' way his·Dlothercould
make her sewing machine stitch a rounding seam-and most
,_
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~e planer, sounding like a, ·gi~t ~noring' when it.

drew· in the boat4s: fed to it and pushed them. out· the other side
shi~y·smooth"' Only now and then did Mr. Bartle use these
machines, however, and only, one at a time. MO$t1y he worked
at·his'benclt. in quiet except fora plane's repeated rubbing cut
regular as breathing, or the careful changeabl~ taps of mallet
on ~isel, or the hisses .of sandpaper like a far..mstant-engine .
.
.
~
puffing ~t.
T~en at home the i~quirjng boy learned from his elders
how the old man's-busines.s had fallen off.· There had been a
day, they said, when he an~ 5everal helpers were-kept busy at
everything from repair carpentry t9 the finest kind· of cabinet
.work, for which Mr. BartI~· had been famous throughout' the
town. Such a company ~f c;arpenters the boy could hatdlyimagine, though. It seemed more fitting that Mr. Bartlershould ~o
it, all himself, as he did now, without h~te or pause or sptecb.
alone and all-powerful. Again and again in the long free swnmer days of childhood he sat quietly observant on th.ethreshold
of the shop, or on the box near by to which he had been invited once and for all by a wordless abrupt gesture that seemed
almost a command. In his de\'oted attendance he always waited
especially, however, for the great momentS when Mr. Bartle
would throw the switch of an electric motor and gradually move
a control lever so that with an increasing hum and rhythmic f
-slapping of leather the whole noisy works would begin to go- .
not the machines themselves. but the connecting system moun~ed
on the ceiling-the shafts and wheels and driving belts. Having
. brought these tQ full speed. Mr. Bartle would go to whatever
machine he needed and push a hanging wooden lever to join its
belt to the moving force above. When he had finished the sawing
or planing, he would first diSconnect that machine and then go
at once and shut off the electric motor, so that all the shafts over- "
head slowed down and were still and no power wasted itself. It
was all as the old man willed.
• .

.

_

II

_

~
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Thus it-badseemedstrang~ip.deed.iQtheboy·()n~suDllller_
. day whenj.cQnUng to the.opendoorl.hehadheardtbebelts~inl
full speed but then 'found the shop cempty.lIecouldJit i~gine'
'Mr~Ba~tle'sforgettitJgto tumofE the ,motor beforehewent'out,·
n9 matter on how brief an errand. Certainly.Mr.Battlewouidbe
Coming back, too, for there hung bis''Wickerlundl basketQn its
hook.• So after. a mo~entthe boyhadsteppediIls!4~,'to sit down
on the box and wait. He star-ed :up,attheslith~.tingbelts'and
spinning shafts. He wat~ed'lc:lDger.thcur he na~everbad'a'
, .chance to before" until for once he had.seeneno\1gh· ofthelD..
. At least, enough of·them·,!ltho~tMr.. Bartle. Hefeltimcreasingly
~ the emptiness ·bf the room. The s~eadilycircl1ng~~fhum~g.
movement overhead had ,.b.egun to, oppress h4n. He,·longedfot;
beaided Mr. Bartle to return and' halt these' tirelesS, senseless
wheels or else join-them to
usefUl work. He would have!
~ed to shut them. off himself, had he known how.,force~in1y_
;- that was
what Mr~ Bartle would have wanted. But
be <!id,not
.
.
.
. know anything to do. It woqld. have to be left tQMr~ Bartle. iSo
he had waited on~ until a 1!nd of despair-came upon'hiJn; then
,he had bolted .out of the shop and had I'\lIlfor home, with a
vague eloud of dread close over him all the wayHe found out all about it, finally, but not_ 'until he had been
fut$er mystified.. His mother, sitting ather'deskin~e parlor,
had turned; such a ,serious ~ce toward him when he~e 'm
that he thought his own expression must have given him away.
But when she inquired where he had been, and he' .said .he'd
only gone down to 'Mr. B~rtle'sshop' again, then. she looked
really shocked, which surprised him, since she bad never seemed
to mind his going tb~re before. Had ~e seen Mr. Bartle, ,she was
, asking him now, slowly and very serIously. He told her no, he
~dn't, but that the shafts and wheels had been '~ingfull~peed,
and s.o he had waited quite a while for him to come ba,ck, but Mr.
Bartle hadn't come, and when he gOt tired of waiting and left,
the belts and ~ were still running, ther~ by themselves. He

sOme

I
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shouldn't WQrry aboutthe machinery, bis;mother told ~im. Some,
one would shut it off. Mr.'Bartle had become suddenly ill, sh'e"
added, almost ~, if it were an afterthought, and then she turried
back ~o writing a letter. So he didn't ask her anythinglnore. Not.
until nightfall did he learn why sht;had acted that'way.,
He went out of the house. and wandered about in the back
yard for a few minutes.. Gradually his impulse formed itself and
set him ·on his quest, walking fast. when he came b~ck tQ: the
shop, be found the door closed now-locked. Putting his ear
against its blank weathered wooden surface, he listened, but he
could h~ar no sound within. Propping a ~rd against the side
of the shed and climbing up, he peered in through a dusty ~n
dow. The wheels' arid belts,were still. But 'it could scarcely have
been Mr. Bartle who had shut them down 'and gone again; there
was his lunch basket on its hook. E;ven the basket looked different, though, in the familiar shop with the same machines that
were all strange now. Per~aps it was because up until this time'
the door had always been open to him and he haf:! gone directly
to it. In the new 'view through that high window it.was as if a
freezing enchantment had been laid upon everything within,
like Barbaro~'s deep long sleep or Lot's backward-looking wife
turned to a pillar of salt. Somehow then Mr. Bartle's lunch basket appeared as if nothing would sway it, had seemedmotionle$S
like a rock, as fixed as the solid machines themselves standing
like unpeopled continents in the aban~oned world of that room.
He had come down frOni the window, then, and had turned from
the locked and silent shop and walked away, for the last time, ,
" although he had not known at the moment that he would never
happen to go back.
'That night his mother told him the rest of it. Mr. Bartle was
dead. He had been taken with a heart attack while he worked;' he
had managed to walk as far as where the alley opened into Mill
Street, but there he had fallen; and when they picked him up, he
was gone. The boy had shivered to hear how even while he had
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lingered in that vacant place ·under the hum of all that ~a.sted
moti!>n, 'it has been without a nqster•.Ithad made·hUndreaDl~
too, that mght-a delirium of turning wheels looped by whisper- "
ing belts, and above them'Mr. Bartle's beardedface,lIlaJeSuu
and impassive, fQrevel\ receding until iiJaded from sight,-while '.
the forsaken system of ttue-runnmg wheels sped on and 011 to no
. purpose, but always wtet flJidwith increasing soUnd, becoming
somehow frightful. He had wakenedhi~1fcrying;ali:a to'his
shame,his mother heard bimandcame in.:Shedidn!,tbotherhim
with questions; she just .ga~e him ,. a. handkerchief and, brought
him a glass of warm milk. After she left he got .up, quietly as
, not to disturb her~ and sat 'by the openwindow~ He looked long
at .the summer stilrs, that.seemed as if' theyniade a greater silence
being so fiXed and so far. He thought.o~ Mr. Bartle ashe had
been at work-wordless, wise, and steady in purpose; betlt0ugl;l.t '
of how gOod it had been to watch. Under the immense quiet of
the night sky the boy waited. There~hy the'openwindowhe had \
grown Chilled. Finally he had gone ·back tp bed, to sleep without '
dreams.
.
Nor mall the years since had'he·ever been visited by that one
. dream again. Now as· he left the planetarium with his son, he
couldn't re-e~l just ·where along the way of youth he lladcompletely forgotten Mr. Bartle. Would'that augustly bearded·old
face ever have come back' to his mind again had not his boy ,
remarked of those mechanical planets reYolving" in an empty
room that some .one had forgotten to tum it off? This was all
the lad said about it, though, being.in haste to get to the, museum
of natural history, where something ~as to besee~ about the
evolution of man, whidt ~ey had agreed they might look i~to.·
.

.
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CAVE CA·NEM

pitiably lost in· the huge newness of
high-rolled overalls, was bent over a small mound of upturned
earth, which he patted down with care. When the entire mound
was smooth and compact, he sat down on' the shovel and inspeeted his handiwork. Then he read the labored pencil lettering on the small wooden cross: TEDDIE: Cave Canem. He had
run across the expression in an old school book of his mother's.
The Latin, he felt, solemnized the mound. He sat until it was
too dark to see the words and then with the shovel over his
shoulder, lim~d into the night.
John was fourteen. Be~use of his small size accentuated.-by
his short left leg and curved spine, people usually guessed him
younger. But now his £ace was the face of an oldman. His
wasted body suggested a legacy of rickets, for grits, sow-belly, and
sorghum were the staples of the submarginal farm in the Texas
rlver bottom.
Swamp rabbits-great gray-brown rabbits
as large as Billy
,
_ TQlmar"s feist-fried crisp and brown in lard, with boiled turnips and corn bread, were occasional treats. But since Mr. Tal·
JOHN HELDE.NST:RODE,
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mar's Negro, jeJferson, ,had died oftuIatemia the summer after
John's thirteenth birthday, John's father remsed to ,go hunung"
J,. except in cold weather. That ,meant January anc
lFe1?ruai-y... ,
Hiram had a horrorof'rabbit fever, and evenin'Wint~the nailed
rabbits by the ·~to the big pecan tteebesid~the house and .
skinned them with gloved hands, using a knife and a pair ,of
,,i p l i e r s . . - '
,
}''''There wer~ pec::ansand wild persimmons in thefaU,andcat-fish from the river-huge yellow and slate'monsters wmch when
,. caught gasped ,for'hours~ or until 'the ,hatehet quncbed 'behind
_their flatheads.':pos'sum:and.sweetpotatoes,.the~deo f the Sun.. "
day table, were rarities after jefferson',s death~ J~fferson, with'".
his gaunt red-bone hound, had been the ,best 'possum;hunter in
the bottoms. Many a night tillda:wn JohnandJefferson·~tld followed the hound's baying, dear on the dam.p night air. These
rapturous nights had--taken·toll of Johl1'sstrength, and- often
.Jefferson had carried his ·tired body~ome,,_alwaysputting him
- down gently ou~ o~ view of the house.
uJobnny, boy,'~he would say with great cheer, uthey's noki4
yore age can beat yo' all ona 'possum hunt. No~_noneat all. :
Yo'd best sneak in quiet now and get soDie sleepr'Thenhe
woul~ dump out John's share ofthe'possums--usuallytwoor
three, looking like huge -futrats-from the.towsack hanging
froni his w~st,and witha'smileonhis pinkD)outh wOllIdslouch
loosefy down the road, the hound meekly.at heel.. John would
'tiptoe in the back door to a~oid awakening his father.
Hiram Heldenstrode was a man of arbitrary viol~nce ~lDdfury.
A great hairy man, at fifty had corded muscl~s, massiveshoulders, and powerfuJ short legs•. Ten yeat$ _as logger in. the East
Texas pine forests had hardened the slabs of muscles across his
chest and. back. People still swore he could draw the temper
from ,a double-bitted axe in ten minutes. of chopping. If no one _had actually ~enthis feat, no one entirely doubted it. _. .
Perhaps in his youth Iliram had been attractive·in a robust,

he
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_wild sort of way, for even now the Jines in- his leathery face'
and the prominent. veins in his long beak nose could not. con-,
etal the attraction of animal vigor. But excesses and hrooding
had hardened his features. ,
At thirty-five Hiram had owned one hundred and ten acres of
rocky land adjoIning the fertile six hundred and twenty acres of
rich bottom land belonging to old Judson Pierce. Hiram was a
land man., In his blood burned the fever of land-black waxy
land, fat land, rich land-Judson Pierce's land~ The lust for land
became an' obsession. Old men, around .fat-bellied stoves still
recounted with fresh detail and leering surmise how Hiram had
paid'ardent court, to Susan Pierce, how at thirty-two she had
eloped with her 'vigorous suitor, and how oldJudson had grimly
'altered his will and sworn to shoot either or both if they set foot
on his land. For three years Hiram hoped and mrlted and made
vague overtures. Then he got drunk. He stayed drunk for twenty-three days, twenty-three days when no one saw him sleep ~r
eat~ twenty-three days when~ axe in hand, he,vowed to kill Judson Pierce.
But Judson Pierce died quietly in bed six months later, leaving one dollar and a curse to his son-in-law. From that day hope
died in Hiram, and a sadistic madness took its place. Against
his wife and son his malice burned implacably, as if he identified '
them with the unyielding little man who had died to deny, him f·
revenge. Blaming Susan for not effecting a reconciliation with
her imperious father, he promised he would see that she paid.
He kept his word.
'
Susan Heldenstrode was a gentle-souled creature, large-eyed,
calm, patrician. She had the slender Pierce frame and the br~ght
head-now faded-of her mother. Poverty and drudgery-in the
field and in the house-had not bent her. She would not bend
un~er twenty-five, maybe thirty, years of marriage, and ,then
she would fade and, wither perhaps-but never bend. Courage
brewed evenly in her breast, th(;mgh it was the courage of des-
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pair.. Uncomplainfug, she faced' the world without-the 'defiance
of the' cOll$Ciously .brave.. Old ladies,over)c.nitting,c<iuldfind
. nothing to ,herprejudicebeyo~dher. dismaying union with
Hiram. '
. Under the gl,lidance of his gentle mother,John ,grew:up·a
,gentle boy. She: read ·to him stories of chivahyffom the books
she brought with her as· a br.ide~stories()fenchanted forestsj .
castles, and gallant knigh~: Sir Launcelot, Kblg Arthut,Bay-.
ard7 #(Sans peur et sans Teproche." .
uJohnny,always' remember one. thing," she$li.d, her: eyes
strangely bright,ube brave;' always be brave•.B'e ..g entle lOO, if .you can; hut first of aU be brave:' And a shadow crossed her face
.
when she turned toward the door,. as i~ listening~
More than anything e,1~John wanted to.be brave. But he was
not brave. The long. hours ofdarkness stifled himwithJear.. .His
dreams were haunted by visions of .~ terrible,' s1avering~'gb1nt
with-of late-a great axe dripping slow drops of blood. Sensitive, ,
delicate, .his body was at the mercy of quivering nerves. Until
,,be was thirteen, John grew more and more shy·~d wistful and'
silent; happy only in the vicarious romance of the printed page,
of d'Artagnan and Robin Hood"':a world where legs 'and backs
1
were straight and wrongs were always righted. .
Then came Teddie. He appeared .from nowhere in the night,
a small brown form, pitiably suppliaIit,withgreat fawn eyesand
.eager stubbytaih Soft and fat,-writhing wiUtassumIlceofgood - .
will, he was all knobby legs and feet and ears.His,skin,swtable
for three stich dogs, hung in folds about his eyes, giving him,an
e~pression of preternatural melancholy and age, belied by" the:
vibrating stump of'tail.Multi-fathered, Teddy ha~the mongrel
'.
· self-effacing humility and capacity for love. '
uMother, may I keep him, Mother, please?"
"Yes, Johnny~J'she said smiling; "'Keep him,- of course, if
your father is willing. But you know how he ,is. rlI do my best,
but I don't know.~" ,
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She $UddenIy appeared tired.
JQhn knew what $he'was,remembering. At the age of eleven
he had nearly died of scarlet fever. The doctor 'pttsaibedsunshine and rest and milk for the convalescent-milk chieRy. Old
Mr. Dunning. who then owned the Pierce farm, lent Susan one
ofms fresh Jerseys. That night Hiram, seeing a stteinge cow
unpe1"the pecan trees, demanded In his harsh \1oi~:
"Sue, whQSe cow's that in my yard?"
UWhy. Hiram, old Mr. Dunning heard that Johnny needs milk
and had Tom. lead her over. It's a loan," she added, tighteniJt1g
her thin bands till the knuckles turned white.
.. Hiram stood hunched in the nickering lamplight, his large
hands clenched.
uDamn you. Sue, I've stood, all from you I'm going to. The
old bastard leaves me a dollar and then threatens to shoot
. me,
and nolY' you take a cow ofrn that damn land, which by rights is
mine.. A loan,ehll'll take no charity ofrn that land!"
The cords in his neck knotted and his shoulders swelled' beneath his faded blue shirt. He strode to the back porch, seized
his double-bitted axe-all in an in,stant. '
"Don't, Hiram, wait, ob, waitt"
Susan rushed to the door and stood barring the way, her
small head thrown back, bel' cheeks drawn.
'
'''Get ou13 my way," he roared. "Get out, 1 say:'
He raised bis axe threateningly, but his wife 'remained in_ the
doorway. John lay in his bed, paralyzed with fear. screaming
,
.
wildly, --Don't} Don't! Db, don't, Dad!"
As long as he would live John would hear the crunch as his
father's fist struck the defiant face. She fell without a sound, and
Hiram leaped over her body through the door. Stumbling from
his bed, John somehow pulled his mother from thedooTWay
into the kitchen, where
he bathed her cheek with a wet towel.
,
For days in the succeeding relapse he saw that fist smash into
his mother's unflinching face. It seemed part of a horrible night,

r

,
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mareJ"partJculady H!!am inihedoorway,and'tJ;1e'axe drlppigg:
slaw' chops of blood.. ,.'
'
' . " . -,
Hiram 'swayed drunkenly moment, dropped. theaxe,-·.and _
slowly walkedtIttoughthe'door.
'
cCDanul y~u both,uhe said.
-, . '
.~'
'During, the three weeks John>andSusan.spentw~th·Aunt
S~in Austin, John'inws delirium beard the W'eadful'woras
of his mother ,as she oPened. her eyes that riiglltandstared '
dumbly: 4cOh, God, I wish he were deadllwishhe'Wet~_deadl"
It,took Susan ~.y~ of knitting and darning t() pay
Dunning for the cow. In the fall J(}hnS()ldthre~ hundtedPQUDds 'of
pecans in the village for' ten cents a ,pound,'aitdprou~ypr&
sented his mother 'With the proceeds in a fruitj,at.,
John remembered, and looked at his1ll0therwithoutsPeaking~
But Jo~ kept Teddycfud f09nd'cOItlpanionswp, 'and. with.it,
joy. Every afternoon after. school inth~crispfa11 weamerJobn
andaneCsiat-ic~eddie roame~thepec:an furest in the river'bqt': .
':tom, splashed with autumn color. 'Giant sycamores, white and
yellow in thesurilight; the smoke of wilddogwood,throughtJ.ie
bronleoaks; the-soft. darkvelvetofthecedat~al1drencbedin
...
'ight and. shade-entrancedthe boy. Teddie' .gamooled.·and
frisked in frenzied joy, chasiqg leaves,' rabbits, 'andbirdsina
nurry of loOse'legsand flapping ears--alwayswlth ~ne .eye.on his
master for signs of disapproval., He soon .l~,medt(} retr~evethe
flailing sticbJohn tlu;-ew into the trees"andbarked whenthepecans fell among the bright leaves.·When John,exhaust~dfrom
throwing, laid his twisted body on the. leaves, .his head'on the
sack ofpe~s, Teddie, all anxioussolicitati(}n,asifashaJIiedof .!
his own superior energies.Jay frog-fashion by h~sid~aninqUir-'
" ing eye on the boy's face. The ~etronomeofhis tailkept time
the music df the dog's soul, beating slowly now, furiously when
John ~edhis ears.
"
- John'S fourteenth summer was the summer (}fdrought. Spring
began wet. Then no rain fell ,from April 17, until September 5.

a

,Mr.-

,

.

.

:

-'.

.

.,:.'

.-'

"

. }
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The-river became a sluggish brown trickle a pw1 could leap .
across. Even the rank growth in the bottqmsshrivded with jaun- ..
. dice at:ld died.'·The shtinking s~eam left festering ponds ·in
which great catfish, slimy with Jtl()~,.struggled; ftounde~ed, and
died. W~t~r moccasins, thick as a bofs forearm, perished under
the rotting sun, their white ribs, frozen in·the final death writhe,
resembling the fossilized legs of some antediluvian centipede. .
That was the summer when the land gaped wide in crat~s that
would break a horse'sleg~ Boys etplored the depth of the fissures
with fishing poles and solemnly pronounced them' bottoml~
Old Mt-. Dunning ran water from his artesian well' down one
dad ·for four days and nights until indignant neighbors said
hiS-shameful waste was inviting the. wrath of God.
During June cumulus c1ouds.slid over the ,southwestern horizon, hung in die shimmering heat, and disappeared into the
northwest. It seemed as if all the clouds in the world were rushing to fill the northwest. Both horizons were. packed with billows
of cotton apparently cool with rain; but above, the clouds were
detached. They were fewer in July, smaller, less distinct through
the quivering heat; ,and in August they disappeared altogeth.er.
Only the blue sky and the sun remained.
By the middle of July every chigger had died on the Johnson.
.grass, and every insect had sought the cool damp beneath stones.
By the middle of August the underside of all but the largest
stones close to the shrunken river was bone dry, and sO were
the hollow~ crisp shells of the insects.
.
For weeks the temperature rose above 100 degrees in the sultry
shade. The hard-baked land seemed to writhe in pain. Corn and
cotton, so auspicious in the tender shoot, rose only to shrivel
and die beneath the sun. Dogs went mad an~ terrorized the
countryside.
Hiram's farm was the worst hit. The soil, rocky and thin, lost'
its moisture early, and the green growth of on~ week drooped
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brittle theriext. HiraIn's t~mperwas ominousin'theelectric
'heat.,
-:'
,
On August 23 thetemperat~e rose tOtlO' degrees. john$lt in
a feeble wicker chair on the front porch, a book opel1onlu$'
, lap. Before the door~ taking advantage ofa slight draft, Teddie
lay pan.ting,h~vi1y,his eyes, ~~.With,' ·.the heat~,openin.,.g slightly,'
, every few'moments
to watch\hIS
master. John's
eyes
were not ,
_
I ·
'
,
.. '
,
upon the (page, but upon his father heavilywalkillg ,lip the .
bright road leading to the house. Each stepterl~d a' pUff of dust _
which whi~ened his shoes andoveralleuffs. He;"W'aIkec:ihunch~
over, his aimS swinging clear of his body. As. heappr()athed,the
oily sweat glistened on his face and throat. The hairoD his chest,
visible in the V of his opened shirt, clUng wet and matted.
His eyes dull, he strode slowly onto the porch without~peak
ing. Seeing Teddie lying before the door;- Hi~ <grabbed the
startled dog by the loose .scrUff and heaved him over the railing
far out onto the sun-baked groJlltd.Teddie· tolled; in the ,dust '
and then yelping frightfully ran limping under the porcli.
Hiram looked at John,. who, had risen white and shaking...
"Damn, if you ain't just alike:', he sn~ered. "Get .thrown' a
little and you both limp lilteold women. I'm through with that
dog around here,d'ya hear? Ifhe's around here' to~orrow, I'll
kill him on'sight."
, He was not drunk. John would have preferred him to be~ for
he would probablyhaye forgotten his threat by' tomorrow; .but
, he meant this and would not forget.
John limped from the porehand Teddie~eptout~ shivering,
his tail almost,tuc~nghis quivering haun~hes betWee~his front
legs. He licked the proffered hand, whined, ·and walked about
as if to reaSSure his ~aster.
John sat on the front steps ,for an hour,'his eyes focused on a
vacuum. Gra~ua1lya ,look of settled paill creptover his face, and
,
I
'
he entered the house.
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'~Mother, I want to aSk you a question. Will you promise to
answer it honestly?;' He had never spoken just like' that before.
Susan silently nodded her head. "I'll answer anything I can,"
she said.
"How di~ I get crippled?"
He stood With his arms folded across his chest-a characteristic
position which seemed to· keep his back nom tiring. Susan
turned her back casually as she poured the corn bread int() a
muffin pan. Then she faced the boy for a moment, her eyes
bright and hard.
Her shoulders slumped and she sank into a chair sobbing
aloud. John had never before seen her cry~
They stared into each other's eyes in silent despair.

At midnight john tiptoed through the front door into. the
pale moonlight. By the side of the house he whistled softly until
a small brown form, appeared slowly from beneath. the porch.
Teddie whined,· sniffed, and yawned, stretching first his front,
then his rear legs. He Walked around looking up inquiringly.
uQuit!t, Teddy, quiet."
.
. John turned'and walked toward the river bottom. In the forest
the blackness was oppressive. The air hung lifeless and humid·in
the ground heat. The leaves drooped without motion. No sound
. of cricket or treetoad broke the stillness. john lit a candle, which
threw a flickering radiance about his feet. Then he limped r,apidly toward the river.
Daylight found them miles from home on the highway to
Austin. The sun, brassy even at dawn, beat upon the concrete,
and by ten o'clock receding mirage-pools flooded the highway..
John's thirst became intense, and he put a small hot pebble beneath his tongue. But it did no good. At a crossroads hamburger ,
stand he drank eagerly. Teddie drank none of the water the
proprietor placed in a pan for him. john bought two hamburgers
and gave one to Teddie.
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"Say~ son~ ifn the dog:'~ hungry, rve got scraps bee'neat.
You. don't need for to give :hambutgers t~ dogs:' He appeared·
indignant. "Bring.him'back of thecounter.":~. .
. "Tltanks~mister, thanks," john said.
"Coin' far~ son?"
"Austin:'
. "That's a fur piece fur a cripple, ain't it? I noticed you kinda
limp," he added ~y way .of, apology. "You'd best make that limp
a Ijttle worse. You c'n.get a ride a heap sight easier that way,,"
john nodded, washed the last bite down with a full gla~s of
water and.struggled off the counter stool.
"C'mon, Teddie," he called.
."That dog didn't drink no water, son. That's a bad ~igli in this
weather. Better watch out. Jfn you can't get a ride, you'd best
git outathe sun in the middle of the afternoon.~'
"Thanks, mister-for the scraps' 'n eveqthing:'
At two o'clock a Model T Ford-trud pulled up taa shuddering halt beside~e boy, and a red face set ona red neck yelled,
"Hey, boy, you and the dog ,want ~ lift?" He spat a curve pf tobacco juice onto the blistering pavement to give his; inyitation
time to sink in.
.'
/ ''rm going to Austin,," he added.
It was dusk before the exhausted boy found the home of his
Aunt Sarah. And it was eleven before he found that she was out
of town to escape the bea~-had been out of-town for two weeks..
He slept ~at, night, supperless, on her-front porch.
Three days later, at twilight, john limped painfully ont~ his
father's farm. Around his left ankle hiS blood-stained handkerchief was ~ loosely bound. Wan' and tearful, he was dragging
Teddie by a rope. In his left hand he carried a long ~t!ck.
"So you've come back~ have you?" said a harsh voice.
john whirled about with a gasp and confronted his father, ..
indistinct in the dark. Hiram struck a match to a .squashed hand-,
rolled cigarette.and lurched heavily forward.
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was taught a lesson. C'mere. I'll teach you to

run awayftom home, by God.u
Suddenly Hiram noticed Teddie cowering in the dark. .
USof you've brought back that mangy mutt. You know what
I said I'd do:'
He made a lunge for the dog.
HDon't, Dad, don't touch him. He's • • :'
His words were lost ina hideous growling, which ended in
yelping, mingled with his father's curses. It was ~l over in a
moment: John saw the brown body crash into the pecan ,tree
and lie twitching and kicking in the hot dust.
"He bit me-~it me in the hand," Hiram said slowly as if in
disbelief.
The following evening, when John, the shovel thrown across
his shoulder, limped away from' the s~all brown grave.. he
had the set gray face of a man walking to the gallows.
For three weeks he wandered deep into the--woOds-returning
home only at night, always hiding the terrible swelling of his
tooth~tom ankle. \Vhen the pain was an agony throbbing up his
leg to his groin, he still limped slowly to the brown grave to read
over and over: TEDDIE: Cave Canem.
··Cave <::anem-beware the dog, Teddie. It wasn't your fa~It,
, biting me. You couldn't help it. n
Then days later the horri~le ~lack thirst qune upon him, the
thickened tongue, and the wild maddening dreams-just as he
knew they would, just as the old Home Medical Advisor in the
bookcase said.

But that was all right.
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CHAOS IN\ THE VALLEY
My love perspired at the window
of the jellied city on the plain
with houndstooth and dogwood andwinterbane
on shelves before her in formal attitude.
Ohitwasgood
to walk in that time before the grated window
like a silly lover; the cock preens before the hen.
.>

.

My unclean love made water at the window
from her armpits and star~ ,
the dust down the dehiscentalleys
of the city wrapped in ,cellophane.
The endless rubbish, pins and buttons
and old shoe buckles that accumulate.
At the window that lookS iti upon the city
standing and squinting-she sees the
disaster of the age. Ruin and unclean man.
JENE L·YON

(First prize: Category 1)
101
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CHARLOTTE CORDAY TO
THE TRIBU'NAL
H~reare words for you, men of death,

.

Words that will be remembered:
Mark me: you win chew them bitter with your bread,
They will mingle with your sops of blood
Until the final <:hokeof yotirown violence;
For you have ravishedyour"mother France
And I am her horror'd voice that screams
Unholy! Unholy! Unholy!
And you, you Parisians, you mob
\Vho mandate these tyrants,
0, like so many chunks of mutton.jelly
Your fond faces'will hang blobbingon history;
You who,dandle your leeches, .
Bait YQur traps with yourselves like hunters
Mad for your own destruction; .
I tell you Rousseau did not know you,
Your one dignity is to follow these Judas-rams;
I, Corday, who stand here made real
One heroic instant before you,
Tell you: you are unworthy of libertyl

r

I have killed one of your Caesars
And you have sainted him.
Outof love I give you my life .
And even now an evil worms my heart
And tells
That you will defile my poo~ sacrifice
With spittle • • •
Blood, blood from Sc:ptember,
Blood to July •••
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o you peoplehow wewho die loryou .
Have always loved you! '
..
It is our anguishthat Iies~'ypurhard bedat night,
.Our cold bellies that swell with your meanfare,
Wedimb on crosses fotyourevil,
Blade off our heads for yourfreedom:
...
Must it be always your sons and never you
Who receive us? .
,
.

No face here bas love for me.
I'speak as your child {or you are my parents France.
I speak as your mother for I have killed to protectyou.
I.speak as your sjster 'forI suffer and I am afraid.
But youreates gape and your eyes arecatnal. .
. I am alone.
.
.
We who love you are ·alwaysalone•
.Shall I then twist it, .
This great shining thing I have done, .
Into a feast for your carn~ty apdhope
Through b~imageryto at lean enter you,
Fall anywhere near your heart and thought? .
My:~oble, noble~Paris-

Shall. feast you, my nobles?
, See, then, how pretty I am.
Brutus was a. man;,I am a Brutus.
am
. But1
.
. a woman., Even women have noted
HtllV angelic was my beauty; but I have soft heats
And men have told me.
On the coach from Caen a young marquis.
.
Asked me to be his wife;
But Paris I was coming to buy a knife for you:
Was that not a cold lover's band
To be between my breasts?
.
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Thatfat evilman in his bath:
That was the lover I took for you, Paris•.
Thistottedstatemu5t coddle his dignity
Arid they tell you he was covered by a desk,
But mine was th~.hand that held the knife
And mine the eyes that saw ~m-naked: .
Filth!
I havelain in the hay under stars made warm
By my longing
.
And like many a French girl
Worked visions of delicate lust:
Here then, Paris, was the lover I took for you:
I took the male knife and made
A woman of his heart. .
Fitting: that my greater love for you
Should make me perversely
Play the part of man in the act of passion.

But no, you cannot feel it.
These soft, womanly parts that could collapse
And all but conceive at a man's touch,
If the times held different stars,
Found strength to do what no man could.
Your saint who did not believe in God
Called on God.
Lasciviously, his heartblood seared me and
Laurent Bas shouted to his men:
"Seize the monster by the mamelles!"
That the greatest deeds hold such
Moments of violationI
That the god in us be made less than ~ rat,
. Seized so, thrown to the floor and kickedl
Mymother's kisses all gone, France,
All my little-girl goodness,
My untoupted womanhood, gone, gone,
My womb kicked and steriled up • • •
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ForyotilForyoul .
I cannot bear that you should die
Because these men want power.
My brothers, sisters, my~hildren, my parents,
You, Paris, with your strickenidiot faces,
.·Give me, I beg you,.so'meof the pity I need
To die,
.
And let me hope that from that pity
Will grow a wonder:afterIam.gon~
And from that·wonder clearness ,
And then that you.willlilli your butchers
As, even-'now, I .
Would kill a thousand Marats!
Here, I hold it up in this shrivelling time, .
,. This hand to be your model:
Through all the violation see it consecrated,
For your peace, your dignity;
Through obscenityto shape'your w~rth.
Outside now, JulyfaUs bright and beady
On infant mouths
.
And in my throbbing.womb lremember old urges
To kiss July sweat aom my children's lips.
No matter: sWeet things are becoming
Like a dream I scarcely had.

,

.

.'

Take this with you to the days I will not know:
Charlotte Carday did-not weep:
She stood at the end like any man
'Vith stomach for noble crime'
And alone for her people cried:
PERFID1'!

(
I

HUGH MCGOVERN

(SeconciPrize: ,Category 1)
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ARE THE EYES OF CHR..IST
FOR CHRIST ALONE?

Ate the eyes of Christ ;
for Christ alone?
Shall we expect, 0 900,
to tap out waters from the stone?
What miracles and wonder stare
at us, from silent and iconoclastic air?
What sources of clear water spring
obscure to us by day, who search by ~ight,
with angry ratde ofour slide-rule
and intimidating light?

o moving God, You blind our co.mplex. brain
with Your simplicities. The monosyllables of pain.
cry out, but crash on pills and perfumed bandages.
We understand You not.
We bind our mind with involute ideas:
we catalogue precipitation of our tears.
, Mathematically, the mental fugue unwin~
its ornamental melody~ We find
an emptied hall, the light grown dim:
and still no expl~nationof our '\vorld, nor Him.
0, we are ieft
with only cold, unpleasant instruments to trace
reason and cure for our disgrace.
Sextant and transit: our linear tools create
alinear world that can explain
~o miracles, nor even adumbrate
meanings from stone.
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In desperate hope, we tlleorlze ourSDla1l c~nfusions:
for only You, o God, remain as barrier
to great conclusions. .
Our anguish is immense to know
anatomies of space '
Our Soul distends iueU to seek
the roDto\lr of Your face.
We cry,
we cry al()ud in dreams
(while Christ taps on our shoulder blade
and points,for us to see, "
the Hand of wind create
motion and music in the siInple tree~)
J. T. YERCIVAL
(First Prize: Category 11)_

WHO CAN WITH GAILY
.

-

COLORED STRINGS
Who can with gaily colored strings
.
dance round and round the maypole, ,
. shouting hours' ends alvay
with something more' than pieasure.,. • .•
Who climb the twiningnight-tree's branch
to feel the air that
. has tio wind,
.
whispering hours' ends away
with something more than ..pleasure

~

••

Who find himself at the tree's end,
at the string's end untwined, \lntwinned,
dying hours' ends away
with something more than pleasure • • •
J{EN LASH

(Second Prize: Category II)' ' ,
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Robert Bunker'

.---

FAULKNER:
A CASE. FOR REGIONALISM

:1\.·
I

~

.--

BO; CARRIES W,'.illi~m

Faulkn,er's burden, in In~rudef', in
the Dust.· The boy is made to wrestle with the South's
" " whole social turmoil, especially as, this reflects in· the
treatment of the Negro. He must 'furthermore fight off every
temptation to refuse responsibility. D~riving from the' ~Y's
struggles a novel of extraordinary emotion; Faulkner has at the
.same time defined that regional creativ.e strength which so 'many
of his earlier heroes Sought to achieve..
For Faulkner's regionalism becomes a self-discipline, a seeking for own resources to meet own problems. His heroes must
exert' their own creative strength, each'shaping h,is own pattern
of the world's tolerable' meaning, and each somehow matching
one action, one accomplishment, even one vai,n effort to that
pattern. I do not intend the obvious false analogies between
minorities in South and Southwest-I shall try to e~plain what
Faulkner says about man's creative strength in Intf'udeT,an4 its,
implications for regionalism.
"The boy" is Charles Malliso~. As it. happens, his action is
successful; he saves an old Negro from lynching. But this success can hardly be Faulkner's point: Too ,many other heroes
• New York: Random House. 1948.
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in ~Fau1krierhave,failedin their efforts to prevent a 'lynchiDg. ,
TIie boy's methpds~ too" are hardly advanced 'as a regular mech..
ani$Dl for insuring, raclaljusticetWithan old woman and a
frightened ,Negro .friend h~plunges,.through.,mght Tideigrave
r()bbings, and neardisasters, carefully cast in the comic',traditioll,
,not the heroic.1Jldeed, I find no claim-in Intf'U~rtbatthesOuth
is any' closer to' ultiJilate solutions, thana boy cart: be.
'
\
-,
, Fa~lkner's point" rather" must be that the boy'~ '~d~oes .
create his own sense of what a world must ~,;valid enough'and '
cOlJlpelling enough so that he will trY. to save LucasBeauchamp·
-a Negro whom he dislikes.. and~·resents .. The boy does sa.'Ve .'
, Lucas. But'first he must speildtwenty~fouragitatedbours.pifk- .
ing t<>gether a rationale, an 'ideal for· the sake of.which ' he ,<:an'
. perfo~ this'act of d~otion", 'We ,stay thii twe~tyJour hoUrs .
with the boy; we study with himthoseexperientes of which 'he
creates his own necessity for action., ' .
We review, in particular, .the boy's relationswitbthosetWo
men who have'most inRu~nced him: his Uncle.and Lucas. Both
are admirably characterize~.But whatever more they may be·
come, Charles' uncle is ..the lawyeruandLucas «'the fal~lfac
cused,'~ both long familiar in,Fa~ner.. We mu;sttherefore in.,
quire what "lawyer" and '''falsely accused" 'have come to repre,sent in the boy's and in Faulkner's scheme()f things, as creators .
of truths.'
___
,

.
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'
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been writ~en of the series of .set speeche~ dellvered
to the boy by his unde~ the lawyer" page after page.t~lling us
that uthe North" had bes.t- call.ofEcivilrightSprograms.,Any
special Southern understanding of the' Negro is ,specifically
denied; the argument is simply! that -the (white) Southerner
must,answer fot himself. There is someembarrllssing stufEabout
Sou~ern racial hom~geneity and consequentregiona1~uperior
ity. There is an equally emba;rrassingassumption
that the Negro
.
.
MUCH HAS
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will be wi~ling to wait while die· Southerner searches hiso'WIl '.
soul.
After aU, legal inequality is only one of the n.umberless uglinesses. ag3.iJlst which· oFaulkne.r'$ heroes may test themselves.
Faulkner himself, in his treau:nent of fictional tnaterial, sug.gest$ oagain. and ag3in the.impaS$e of ~anwithtooman,prob-.~ lel1l:So; Hi$'Very style is all immediate ~lustration, as lie tries·
osomehow to sweep along matter that won't fit properly.into
sentence structure or novel's c;ontent. A chaTacter in Light in
A.ugflSt put the ~culty best, whether for novelist or ~ovelist's
.. h~oes: "Too much happens."
The complaint is as £rom one who welcomeS the chaIice to
-shape or combat'the ugliest forces-provided they are at all co- .
herent. For FaUlkner has granted hi's heroes vivid intimations
that the South can be more than a chamber of horrors. Landscape.loved, past. times honored, even that unfonunate sense of
caste, all these may suggest, or rather help' the individual articulate, ideals which by occasional chance he can match with
significant personal action. For example, Horace ~bow, the
lawyer in Sanctuary, explained: "Can't you see that perhaps a
1Ilatt might do something just because he knew it was right,
necessary to the harmony of things that it be done?"
It is- no accident that a lawyer serves as Faulkner's stand-in. A
lawyer, coping as best he can with social forces, articulates only
too well the difficulties of coping. Faulkner has given us not o~ly
Charles MallisOn's uncle, and Benbow, but notably jasonCompson 111 in The Sound and the FuryandA.bsalom" A.bsalom!
These lawyers, preferring less active participation, seeking a role
as chorus perhaps, still cannot stand apart from Faulkner'sdramas sWirling about them. Each finds his own necessity, asserts his own particular values, makes his own distinctive effort
at shaping something he can believe in. Each knows identically
with Faulkner the near impossibility of creating order; still
each feels he must make the attempt.
o

0

I

•

J

I

I
,

,,.
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Of these lawyersonlycliarles' 'llntle'can ,atall'Iilakeevents '
fit the formula in which hewo'll1d l'e.qeate life-and his patti.. "
cipation .u., those evenis,beginsinglorlouslylate.Benbow·sdient·
was lynched; his }Darriagewas so. indifferent ast~Qefeatallhjs
~tfortseither toil~uminateor tocOncludeit.CO~pson~ finally,
was one ~f Faulkner's fathers who live only in ~batthey,would
aeate for their children; but Compson's '.V0nderful 'children'
became spectaetalar failures.
"
"
Nevertheless thelawyers are the thinkers in Faulkner's middle·
generation, trying toacl:tieve ~~e ~easibleorder .of liv~g,"sollle.
minimum illustration of an ,ideal" "Only so, I illla.giIleFa'll1!u\er",
assaying,-isa nwi's life worth living. .
,"' For Faulkner's characters, once So situated theYcannpt'treate,
-shrivel up and'die. Jason Compson'schildren, once out of that
house where they and their fatller' hadcreated·their,.o~ Telatio~ps, re~lledagainst 3: worldin whichthey,foundnocQm~
parable satisfac:tlon. Quentin's suicide,-Candace's di.sappearance, ,
even Ben's insanity, seem more tbeir~risidered aesthetic ,com..
mentarythan any elmoral" deviation. When Sutpen, in Ab$al()rn~
Absalom!, at last loses hope of foun~ng a dynasty, he,~ himself,murdered.
'
.. •
'
And similarly with'the potential victims of lynching. Reviews
of Intruder have naturally-made much' of L~cas' unwillingness
to defend himself against a murdercltarge~an~ 'tbenceagainst ,
sure lynching. That unwillingnesSispattofJ...ucas' "N~gro an:-ogance" whiclltheiboyso resents but.JIDds he mU.st liveWith~ But
Lucas is not simply UNegro," nor yet ~er~ ca~lyst to pronlote
.the boy's growth. Like everyone else in Faulkner's wor1!i-"like
'. a white man", is th~ crux of it":"Lucas too is unwilling to'liveex;. cept by his ownaesthetic~ For no betterT~ason, tee Goodwin
""in Sanctuary 'never told ,the story which ·wo'll1dhave saved'.bim
, from lynching. EvenP()peyewould "not refuse thefcilse cbarges
on.which he was"hanged. Joe Chri~tmas, in Lig~t in .A.ugust;,returned to the aowd pursuing him. Like all these,Lu~will ap--:" '¢.
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parendy take no trouble to shape or even avoid the meaningless.
HiS life as such be finds less valuable than' the way he leads or
et~tes it. Lucas does not need to feel superior to the niobthat, 1 think, would be to 'underrate him-but needs to know
some meaning greater than himself.
It is, th~n, the aCt of devotion to some ideal in which we typi. cally find. Faulkner's heroe$~ Despite any sense of theiro'WD
we~kness" all·seem to feel they can share in 'Values onlY.a$ they
act out theit own contribution to their own "harmony of things."
They must create their own ideal, their own compulsion, their
:; own individual role-a role if obsessed still centrally significant.
not aberrant. Faulkner's theme is thus' the creative strength he
finds around him. Call his work regional, tlispar~ge any specific
Southem ·-message" as you will; still it isa marshaling of
strength, a re-creation of the sources of strength, impressive
strength in itself.
,Charles .Mallison, the boy, after all, nearly decides he cannot
help Lucas. We are very much with him as he'seeks to find what
is his strengtll, what shall be his necessity.

is hardly named. Again and again where he would
naturally be addressed by name in conversation, he is not: Thus
for a full hundred page~ at the start of Intruder he may represent Faulkner struggling, he may be the reader jf the'reader is
willing, he is any child or man of sensitivity who might in some
measure want to justify or ignore some measure of racial toler-'
ance. For· as Lucas, long before the near-lynching. feeds the·boy,
" somehow perpetually obligates the ~y, there rises in the boy that
need to demonstrate superiority. that nee~ for an order, of lower
being, which is racial intolerance. Lucas' will not accept direct
payment, nor the attempted indirect payments the boy urges
pn him through the years. Always Lucas will have. done more fOf
THE BOY
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the b<»y than the b<»ycan ~etutn..·Lucaswill paypropet legal
to the b<»Y's uncle, hence owe· nothing to the boy, and always
·the~e· will be older .repararlonsstill ~~rig
Negro~ Always
there will remain jn'the boy some ~gcfat the ··subordinate~'race
both fot having I>een ·subordinated.and for'accepting noqui~-
tance. It will be the boy'sconscious irony that he is saving Lucas
pardy as attempted payment· of undesired debi.< In the long'
which -is the boy's struggle 'to find weaning and 'understanding and· some tolerable position vj8-; .isilie ~neold Negro,
Faulkrterconveys aU the strain and
os of man' ereatingaway
for himself, because the way he will - eate is. the way thingS have _
to be, easy .or DO.
The boy never fipds; or seeks .to find, meaninginsuth~a .myth
(or long-ago .-truth?) as the sweet Southern love of the" N-egro.
Rather, he moves~y()ndany necessity ,fo~>self-justi6.~tibnand
into the necessity of shaping what is, with what means he has.
He
accepts too,. a~, .last; Lucas',J similar necessitY.,.
1;'he
smell of. _'
.
..
... .
Lucas' house and the taste of Lu~' SOrry food -stayexttaordinarily with us, realities we' know when the boy6rst un- .
thinkingly accepts them, when he can think back on them as
proof ofNegro baseness, and when at last he understands th~m as
the "what is" '~at Lucas begins with and ,somehow shapes.
. I would ask anyone. if nothing else, to read these first hundred
pages of Intruder; for they are as moVing an explorat!-on as 1 can .
imagine of man's attempt to become Man. And Faulkner proves
every point he'sets out to prove-for the.one boy, for the single
sensitive Southerner. I musttaki the rest of Intruder as tentaUve,
an extension of one boy's and' one author's will into a .pattern
that might some day give their efforts larger pleaning. '
I could_ceitainly reject Faulkner'~suggestionthatonly from
racialuhomogen~itycomes anything of a people or for a }>eople
of durable and lasting value-the literature, the art, 'dlesqence,
that minimum of government and police which isthe·meaning
of freedom and liberty:' Yet I would be Willing to grant such'

the

pOem.

.
;
.~
r
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values to everyregionts homogeneity that can be based on some· .
.(OIlltnOh· understanding of common strengths, tather than on
the hopeless.heterogeneity of our specific:: individual problems.
For despite its unforttmate application, Faulkner's· central
. thesis remains valid, that at least one region has certain.strength,
potential and available ~ndcreative, 'and bitterly hardin its ..
fintexercise.The proelaDlation of that strength pr()vide~ Faulknera very fine~ if imperfec~, novel.
..
I cannot, in such a review as this, equate problems of "the"
South and Hthe" Southwest. From New Mexico to California;
quite in c()n~t with ~fississippi, th/e groups romanticiz~ in
our literature are the groups- primarily abused in our economy.
But we do not seem to ask, in the literary Southwest, whether
inc:lividual exertion .can be pittedaga~nst widespread abuse-or
even by what available means group relationships might be improved. Our faults are portrayed, but hardly -With hope, let alone
.ove. Our writers alternately sentimentalize an~ point wi~·
scorn; Saroyan, Mc'Villiams, above all SteinbeCk are immediate
cases in. point. But they all fail to suggest the necessity and the·
. agony of taking first steps. All these writers failsignally to grow.
The reader I]layobject that it is no business 'of the artist to
suggest first steps, that he must be poet rather than technician.
.But the acceptance of the initial responsibility, the efforts to
take first, steps, the testing or· even the fearful
rejection of our
.
own strength, these are the essence of man's struggle to create;
these are m,aterial for a first-rate poet. Faulkner is such a poet,
probing such material.
.
A novelist may properly brood over landscapesj even those
that already brood enough by themselves. Generalization from
. New lvlexican religion to universal problems of belief is.an old
but fair' game for visiting ,and even resident writers. 'Ve can
probably even put up with those who blame their own philoso.
phies on the Indians. But there is no special use in calling their
I
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products 'lregi~ar': These are merely vclticles ofperspnalcom..
pensation or oiItrage.
- ;
..
,Regionalism is not properly an ~chais~ lii)geJ;ing ,in Old
)\lbuquerque. Regionalism is lleithersimple hushin,g. Jp'nor
Savage:screaming of regional faults. R.:egionalislnissu~a belief,
in our values and ,strengths as to force their testing in quest of
t:mr urgent purpo~s. We strive to create. We improvise, likely
we borrow. Wt; see~ some available way to follow. And Faulk...
ner's:example very 'much concerns uS, if we would be such,way:farers.
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On the,Limits of ~oetry; Selected Essays~ I828-r948~ byAllen Tate.
New York: The Swallow Press and William Morrow and Co.• 1948.
$4.00•.
.-

~ . .

T

Mr. Tate's own selection from three previous books of
. essays. His prose style is typically that ofth~causerie-invari
abl¥ long-winded. though rarely tedious. Its stylistic te~ture, a.mirror of the writer's athletically sober mind, is_ disciplined, -informal.
digressive and dogmatic, plying a purpose' which never imagines
itself as sacrificing the rigors of a total view to the manner of
pression. And yet tliatis exactly what it does, what it niustdo, and
what, in fact" it thrives on in order toaccomplrsll its own perfecti- ,
bility. If the unadmitted sacrifice were not soon' apparent, itwoul~'
strike the reader on .finishing the book' like the tingling~nsati.on
of having been exposed toa sun be bad earlier thought of as pleasantly warming hirit-'rather than capabl~ ofbur,nitig. One has been
exposed to the glow of an original sensibiIity~ the heat or a deliberate art. In appearance :Mr. Tat~ works off his insights and appraisals
nev~r with the whole hand but 'With the quick touch of fingertips.
The touch
is frequently
everything;
and the touqt leaves itsrnark.
.
•
.
I
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Mr. Tate·" mark. u that ot his ausade against the unlverWobtuscation of literaryvaluel by the l*udo-sclence' of historical scholarship
"with "itt SC)Cia1and psychologic:al determinism. LeSs insistent in its
,Celt tWlStety tbanthe c;riticaIachievements of Henry James, andT. S.
Eli()t," in -Wb_ shadow Allen Tate 'Works, his c:ase is more distin·
~ed and

more compelling than

that of his immediate .contero·.
pcnrief,.~ly ~c:.use he has bothered, as the othel'S have.not,
towotk o~t. dutable way ,0£ ~ying things against .the corruptions
of lUte -which tUl'l1$ aitica1writing into a Huffy bY-Pr04uet of Time
journalism or into a muddy ritual of academic burial ~go. '
EDWIN !lONIG

English Institute Essays, Z94'l, edited by James L. Clifford, R.udolf
Kirk, Dayid AUanR.obertson, Henry H.' Wiggins. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1948• .$2-5°.
THE VOLUME s published
b~ University Press have

..

for the English Institute by the Colum..
the unattractive title, English Institute
Essays, with the year as a kind of signature to mark one set'of offer·
ings from another. Yet any student of English and American literature learns to anticipate this volume for its pertinent and lively
materials, ranging from the problems of specialized schoIarshi~' to ~
, those of aitical evaluation and of'aeative expression. Volume: VII .
is nicely balanced in this scale. a tribute to program planning and
editorial selection.
._'
Donald Stauffer and Richard Chase treat of myths as literature
and mytll in the modem world, 'the first writer stressing the literary
aspect of myth guWng as one of adding imaginative and symbolic
values to experience, the second seeing the process historically in
. terms of group experience highlighted by an int~preter, like
Yeats, who provides a code of symbols for whatever is already belief.
I recommend as supplementary reading to these essays: Halliel
Long's Notes fOT the New Mythology (1926) and Malinche (1989).
In the latter one encounters a myth-ideal of a woman living in the
Western Hemisphere cis vividly as the myth of Deirdre among. the
Irish. M~ A. Shaaber and Matthew W. Black bring reports of editorial liberties taken with quarto and folio versions of Shakespeare·s
plays. Both favor texts closer to the original printings with editing
-that presents Shakespeare in terms of the sixteenth century playhouse, 'Elizabethan psychology, and sources known to Sh~espeare.
M. M. Mathews, of the University of Chicago Press, makes virtual
announcement of a forthcoming volume, A. Dictionary of American
WOTds and A-Ieanings, defining the'scope of the new project and
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. pointing toinc()Jnple~ness in the lexicogr,aphy of
lJictionaryof
A.merican English. One pondenthe relationship of tbisworktothe
,Dictionary ofAm~rican FolkSp~ech,.material forwhidl. is ,¥ing
collected by, members of the American DialectSociety. Tbere would
seem .to be an interdependenq' berewbich, Dr. Mathews, already
known for admirable work· in' the.fieldofAmerlcan.English,showd
not permit to become duplication. ProbleDiS in the l'elation$hip ~
,tween Shakespeare~s-spelling and his pronungationaredistusse4l>Y
Heteward'T. Price. The' StationeriCompanyalld~venteenthcen
tury copyright .practices are-treated by Giles E.·Dawson~ EiIJ.ally.,
,. W~lliam Carlos Williams'presents a·paper. on the role of tb.e·1Dotlern
poet who, the poet-lecturer insists, must be prinlarilytoncerned
,with aeatinga form characteristic of the 'age: "1 would baveyou
understandaIi the irregularities that you find .in. modern v~
bizarre and puzzling-are attempts or related initiatives toward the
discovery (and ~) of a new measure."

,"

T. M. PEARCE

Prize Stories 01 I948: the O,~ Henry Awards, selected and edited by
Herschel Brickell. New York: 1)oubleday and Company" InC., 1948.
$8~OO.
. ,
,The Best American Short Stories, I948, edited by Martha Foley. Doston: Houghton- MifDin COmpany, 1948•$8.'15.
the"total numbU of stories (fifty-one) in these two
volumes, one discerns a shift from ~Ithe slice of life" formula towards '
a more fully realized character projection within the limiting art..
~ework of the modern short story. An indication of this, change is
exemplified by the fact that the New Yorker, which popularized the
fonner pattern, is represented among the tWenty-three _stories in
the O. Henry collection by only. one story. "Welcome Home/'by
Elizabeth Parsons. In The Best A.merican Short Stories appear only
two stories of this type:-"1 See You Never:' by Ray Bradbury, and
"The Second Tree From the, CoI'!J.er," by E. B. White. The inclusion
of two "accomplishtpent plot" stories in the O. Henry volume, liThe
Saddle," by'CoUI1Dey Terrett, and "The Ascent" by 'Ray B•.West,
'Jr., is ~a signifiCant signpost f~r present and future writers.
'
The creation of ~ensionalcharacters by·a DUmber of current writers is~apparently being achieved. through a mor~skil1ful use
of the flashback.. As a result of this technically controlled device,
the reader is able to identify himself ~th' dominant chaiaeterconmet from the viewpoint of immediacy, a quality so often lOst by
'backtJacking. The most nCltablestory ,illustrating such' skill is, of
AFTER.R.EADING
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course, Walter Stegner's ·'Beyond the Glas$ Mountain'" first printed

in llaTpeY$ Magazine. The story, included in both anthologies, won
for the author second prize in the O. Henry collection. Other wiiters
giving indication of similar 'skill, but in' varying degrees, include
the following: Truman Capote C'Shut a Final Door"), 'V'illiam R":
Shelton ("The Snow Girl"), Elliott Grennard ("Sparrow's ~t.
Jump"), Frank Brookhouser rShe Did Not Cry at AU"), Victoria
Lincobi. C'Monnng, a Week Before the Crime").
.
From. the viewpoint. of substance the volumes reveal interesting'
conttasts. All. of the twenty-eight stories in The Best American Short
Stories are woven from what Miss Foley refersjto as Utension" psychologi~ patterns. In analyzing the cause for such absorptiori~. she
states that '-writers reflect the emotions of their countrymen and
therefore this must be a national attitude." Judging from the O.
Henry collection, however, there.is a slight shift from such anemotlonal cultural' pattern, because offsetting the the~atic stories of
frustration and defeat is Ray Bradbury's "PowerhoUse," a symbolic
projection of hope; and making a wholesome rift in the neurotic pattern is the delightful picaresque $tory, uPico Never Forgets," by
Richard Malkins.
Publications from which The Best American Short Stories were
selected span The Atlantic Monthly and The Ladies"HomiJoumal,
but the ·"little magazines'i are represented only by a selection from
Kenyon Review. Five of the winning stories in Prize Stories of 1948:
the o. Henry Awards were from The.Atlantic, four from Harper's,
and three from Mademoiselle. The "little magazines'" represented
are the New Mexico Quarterly Review and the University of Kansas
City Review.
The publication of these two anthologies is always an excitin~
and significant event. In the opinion of this reviewer, the reading
public owes the two editors a debt of gratitude.
JULIA KELEHER.

The Unsentimental Joumey of Laurence Sterne, by Ernest Nevin
Dilworth. New York: King's Crown Press, 1948. $2.25.
proposed-and answered-in this small book is
"What is the nature of the sentiment in Sterne?" Mr. Dilworth really .
answers the question in his dedication, which is a quotation from
Sterne, to wit: uL_dl said my mother-u He who still regards Sterne'
as "the prince of sentimentalists~' is no Shandean, and Mr. Dilworth
is about the best Shandean who has happened along for a great
while. Sterne sentimet;ttal? Let him who thinks so study carefully

THE QUESTION
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'that eloquent blank page upon which Yonck invited his reader to
describe the heroine, for himself. It's a joke. son, 'and daughter too..
And so are the tears'and the tendern~ and the quivering ett1otions..
All part of a colossal jest. an endless. deathless jest. a Shandean jest.,
Yorick's tubercular. -leering commentary on life and everythingin'it.
Yes. of course. as Mr. Dilworth says. SterJie'ssentimenta1ism ('-r.-:.dl
said my mother~") is a parody of thesentiinental tradiJion~ This
much. and more. Mr. Dilworth makes completelyconvmong--for
those who need to be convinced. He does it by ,splendid analysis ,of
Sterne's life. letters. and.novels. and he does it in the.livelieststyle,a tru~ Shandean style. He' leaves no doubt", that Sterne is not :the
"prince of sentimentalists" but the king of, jesters. that Sterne's
sentimentalism is neither upatbolc>gical"nor "grossly affected" but
that it is like everything else a huge joke. Oneexpectsgreatsincedty
from a great writer.. Dilworth does not deal with the nature,and
degree of Sterne's sincerity; it is perhaps beyond the scope ()f the .
present volume. Sterne meant to be funny" and ,be rneantto show
his contempt for life and the world by laughing at it.
C,•. v. WICKER

Santa Eulalia: the Religion of a Cuchumatdn Indian Town~by
. Oliver La Farge. University of Chicago Publications in Anthropology: Ethnological Series. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1947·$4·00.
'
THE SIX-MONTH field study, the findings of which are here presented, was made by La Farge in 1982.Santa'Eulalia,·with a popula-' tion of abOut 7.000 Kanho~al.speaking Indiaris and about 200 Ladi;.
nos. lies at an altitude of 8,800 ....
feet ill the heart of the isolated
mountain group known as Los Altos Ouchumatanes, "l'he Hei~bt5
of Cuchumatan," in the northwest corner ,of the Guatemalan high.
lands. For perhaps two hundred years until 'the late nineteenth
century, the Cuchumatcin area, including Santa Eulalia,' had ,been
relatively neglected by central' authority and the 1)utsidewQrl¢
,Even as late as J 932 none of the,area could be reached by wheeled'
vehicles. It was under these conditiollS 1)f ge0gf3.phicalandctl1tural
isolation that the present-day'religious syncretism of Santa Eulalia
, developed,. a syncretism of Christianity and native. Mayan 'religion
in which the former appears as appr,eciably subordinate to' the .
latter. The Santa Eulalia' Indians. we are teld(p. 79), "have ,not
the faintest idea of any conflict between the most ptirelyMayan
, religious practice and the' most orthodox Catholicisui."
This 'unequal mixture of Christian and native Indian beliefs and
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rltu,alpraetites, locally known under the general term of cost~mbte,
~f a lay ritual centered
around the family and home and conducted by the headof'the
family with the assistance of his wife; a much at~enuatedandcon
fused Christian theology and ceremonial; a specific arid intensive
cult of the cross or crosses; a predominantly non·Christian cycle of
more _elaborate rites carried out by a formal nativ~ organization
and based· on the still surviving Maya ceremonial calendar; and
various shamanistic and divinatory practices.
The .whole study here presented objectively.and dispassionately
. but without sacrifice of the human touch or of literary craftsmanship is a. notable addition to our growing understanding of the
religious syncretism being revealed as characteristic -of so much of
the Indian and Negro culture in the vast region from our own
Southwest and the West Indies to Chile and southern Brazil. -

is described in detail. It is· made up mainly

JOHN M. COOPER

The Symbol of the Faith: a Study of the Apostles' Creed, by George
Hedley. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1948.$2.50.
I

TUlS IS decidedly

a must book for the modern educated person who,
finds himself unable to accept intellectually what he has learned of
Christianity, but wishes that he coul£' Liberal~minded, orthodox
people will find the book. disappointing, perhaps 41dangerously
heretical"; but ona second reading they may change their minds.
The spiritual and moral values of the Creed are emphasized as
all.important. An honest, intelligible effort is made to find out the
meaning of the articles in the minds of those who formed them.
There is impressive scholarship behind this work, but it is readable,
not pedantic.
In his effort to prove th"!-t physical miracle does not of itself indio
cate spiritual or moral quality, the author fails to recognize the fact
that spiritual and moral excellence often issues in physical wonders. He could be just as persuasive by stating that eternal life is
primarily a quality of life without being so doubtful that it also
involves everlasting duration. \Vhen he rejects our ability to believein "the resurrection of the flesh" as the early Christians "tried to
believe,'" he~ems to do so because he cannot figure out the ultimate
disposition of such risen body in a Copernican universe. However.
- it is quite possible that this problem would be simple to the- Creator.
It is also quite possible to believe in such a physical miracle without
sacrificing the meaning and value of the spiritual resurrection of the
living Christ.

a
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However, this book, in not asking too much of themoderil person
schooled in' scientific materialism, .might weIr open the· door to
faith and life- for him.
....
.
LL 0 Y D W.CEA lutE
~

Aesthetics and History in the Visual Arts3 by Berna,rdBerenson. New
Y:ork: Pantheon Books, Inc., '1948. $4.00• 1
.
.

.

are "ideated sensations"? Such aesthetic terms are often
left undefined as a/flattering gesture to the .reader. Bernard Beren·
son, however, not only defines histerms butdevotes anentirecbapter to "Definitions and Clarifications!' A cliche is revitaIize~and
becomes newly significant in his ·context. No hint of the fanatic mars
his argument, and he is convinciJlg because he is able to showtbat
a work is more than techn.ique or artifact. It is unfair to attempt
to capsule Berenson's 'ideas. For instance, the answer to' the 'lead'
ques'tion is"in part" "ideated sensations are •• ~ those that'existonly
.. in imagination, and are produced by the capacity of the object to
make us realize its entity and liv~ its life •• • works of art arid not
mere artifam!' .Berenson. adds several pages of explanationwitJt
many effective cross references. His exposition, the product.ot long,
: rich experience, avoids the pedantic; his ideas are (ilife.enhancing"" to use his own terminology" about works of art~.
;
For those artists and stutfents who are confused by the art world of
today-and the majority 'Ve-this book ·is required reading. The
author shows a ~ay; and, With irrepressible enthusiasm, he gives us .
hope for the future of art in our time. A cheap, dull dust jacket,does
grave' disservice to Berenson's fine taste and belies,his text, whi~ bas
aU the refreshing variety of a personaltaIk~. The 'new.generation of
art students. needs his stimulating advice. not because \he is an .
authority in the field of art history. but because his bOok is. the
product of an unusually welMnformed mind with enough! curiosity
. to continue to grow and explore.
JUST WHAT

'LLOYD L6zES GOFF

We Fly Away, by Robert Francis. New York: The Swallow Press and
• William Morrow.and Co., Inc.• 1948. $2.50..
.
ACCO~'DING TO the pubiishers' cQver jacket. Robert Franci(We

Fly Away is "told with simplicit-randcharm-a novel of life· ina
New. England village!' This description. contams' only .. four mis,statements: not even by the farthest stretching of what is achnittedly
an elastic word, is We Fly Away a novel-nor is it distinctively New
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England. It is not "told with simplicity" but with l~bored strainingfor significance. Its "charm," if it has any~ is. of too anemic a
. type to compensate for thin substance, pointless progression, insipid
style~ .
. .
Mi. Francis has evidently endeavored to make"copy" of a temporary part·timejob as handyman for an elderly widpw. If he hoped
thereby to achieve an American Cranford, his -hopes have not been
realized. None of his charac.ters come to life: neither Mrs. Bemis~his
employer; Mrs. Teal, het housekeeper; nor Henry, .~. transient
. roomer; not even the "Robert" who is obviously Mr. Francis'alter
ego and as such, with all his poetizing, philosophizing, and general
_adolescent floundering, is portrayed with narcissistic approbation.Th~ pattern of the changing seasons invites comparison with
Gladys Hasty Carroll's A.s The Earth. Turns-unfortunately for
Mr. Francis, for when compared with Mrs. Carroll's sympathetic
• detailing of seasonal activities, both in and out-of-doors, and her
intimate underst;tnding of New England folkways, We Fly Arvay
seems flightier than ever: the abOrtive attempt of a patronizing
outsider to cash in on a cursory connection with an old lady in an
old house in an old village.
LUCY LOCKWOOD HAZAR.D

The Case of Ezra Pound; with opinions by Conrad Aiken, E. E.
Cummings, F. O. Matthiessen, W. C. Williams, Louis Zukofsky; by
Charles Norman. New York: The Bodley Press, 1948. $1.50;

1"

A NEWSPAPERMAN has put this pamphlet together substantially out
of the same material which appeared in PM three years ago. Pound's
f
wartime "political activities" are reviewed; his role as· midwife to a
literary generation is demonstrated for the hundredth time; and his
present fate, incarceration in a 'Vashington mental hospital,· is
piously lamented. The result of hastily calling in the literary author- .
ities is inadvertently to show that there are others besides Mr. Pound
who have, as the occasion demands, a hard heart and a soft brain or
a soft heart and a hard brain. The occasion now induces the ghoulish and premature post-mortem flavor in such remarks as Mr. Norman's (""Alas, they that share evil ideas partake of evil to the extent
that they share them") or the bloodshot look of sadistic liberalism in
Mr. Matthiessen's ("As an eccentric he must be judged") or the
clinical aestheticism of E. E. Cummings' (""Every artists's strictly
illimitable country is himselr') and Zukofsky's (""He may -be con·.
demned or forgiven," but posterity will find Pound's character "as
Charming a subject as that of Aaron Burr"). W. C. Williams, who
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.makes the most. realistic statement, alsO observes with'ptegnant
vivacity that· Pound is less dangerous' than ."some', 'of. the.. vicious
mindS at large among Us ••• which have the pUblic ear:'
Mr. Norman's .account of Pound's' case is pitifully inadequate
and anachronistic. \\That poiritis there now in repeating<the. muddled and embarrassingjourmilistic sensation Of194S? It is time that
someone qualified wjth more than sympathyunde:tt()Ok·toexamine
the whole career of Ezra Pound as. a cultura1pb~nomenon. As Dr.'
Williams implies, sOmething. definitive needs to ~ ·written aoou.t
the whole movement of American .artists and' intellectuals, who,
since Henry James, fled from "the democratic virus:' .to. Europe, and
. about the fate.which brings back the most notorious of them, under
federal custody, to langUish in a mental jail.
EDWIN HONIG

Ethics fOT the Atomic Age, by Ana· Maria O'Neill. Boston: Meador
Publishing Company, 1948. $3.00.
invigorates, with its downright,performance of debunking left and right. Only Christ,. Socrates, Kant,'
and John Dewey remain unscathed from the ordeal•. Ana Maria .
O'Neill, resident professor at the University of Puerto Rico, lays
about her deftly 'and ruthlessly as she invades. the sacred groves of
the modem cultists, the educationists, the Freudians, sOciologists,
economists, and scientists.
No ivory tower academiti~. herself, the author sweeps through ..
the writings of the ~odeins to build up a working system of ethics
for a world hyperconsdous of things and science~How to reconcile
a world which has on the one hand atomized matter and on the
other adheres to a monolithic system of morals is the challenge she '
would answer. 'Vltat are the bases for functional demOcracy .in modem, large-scale political, sOcial, and economic Ii(e? How add cu~its
to minified mass-men?
. By fiatof·the author,ua rational morality does not deny God but
it does not start with God." Metaphysics barred, th~writer thereupon nimbly accepts· the dualism of human personality. With an
.. accepted creed of human rationality, society has a humanistic stand~ ard' by which to gauge right from wrong. In measuring todayis in.;,
stitutions' by this .so-ctlled "Greco-Christian"conceptof man-the
affinity for correct sOlutionS rather than for things-the· book comes
off with a remarkably high score of thoroughgoing,hard-hitting
jUdgments on our fumbling civilization. It would "appear that the
conclusions derive from an intuitive sense of traditional sOCial jusETHICS FOR THE ATOMIC AGE

.~

I.
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tice rather than from hard logic. -More accurately the author might
-. have referred to the 'uGreeo-Rousseauanu concept of man; there is
'small semblance to "Christian" in the vague, amorphous and
anemic entity who adds a pathetic touch of "love," a non-rational,
populist love,· to his moral motivation.
.
,
Western civilization was nursed on meat, not sentimental pap.
If -modern society is to rationalize demOcracy, and therefore the
integrity of the individual human person, we need more Jhan the
Buidstandard of the categorical iniperative or of pragmatism. Totalitarianism admits of a fine, transCendental brotherhe>Od before
proceeding to atomize man. The best Greek thinkers refused citizen:
slJ.ip to workers. Only when men stand together on the firm Common
ground of divinesonship do they bulwark human PeiSOrialitywith
impregnable dignity.
-ROBERT WILltEN, O.F.M.

The Role of the Lan'd Grant in the Social Organization and Social
Processes 0/ a Spanish-American Village in New Mexico, by Olen E.
Leonard. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Edwards Brothers Inc., 1948. $2.00.
ineo-authorship with Dr_ C. P_ Loomis published in
1941 a community study of EI Cerrito, New Mexico. That excellent
study, called The Cultur~ of 6 Contemporary Rural Community,
is one of the very few published studies of present day SpanishAmerican culture.
In this recent study Mr. Leonard uses the material of the earlier
report as a basis for a rather intensive study of land tenure and its
relationship to social organization and to -such social processes as
competition, co-operation, accommodation, social mobility and
social stratification. Mr. Leonard's basic assumption; taken from the
work of Dr. T. Lynn Smith, is that ..the manner in which the rural population is arranged on the land is one of the. most important
. aspects of rural social organization:' The particular hypotheSis he
aims to test is that the nature of the original Spanish and Mexican
land grants has been a dominant factor of inBuence upon the social
organization of Spanish-American villages and all social relationships of the Spanish-American people into the present time. He sees
the land grant, with its stipulations for land distribution and use,
as the main reason for the perpetuation of the Spanish-American
village settlement even though the lands which would make such .I
settlements economically sound are no longer available to them.
In his discussion of the land grants and in his analysis of land tenure as a significant factor in social process Mr. Leonard has made a
•
loiRe LEONARD

~;.;-
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of

. real contribution to the litt1eanalyzedproble~s Spanish-Anted.;.
can life. But in his zeal to validate his hypothesis he carries hisargument.much too far. It tends t() become,an untenable one-way' cause
and effect relationship. Comparative cultural.valuesasdynamic
factors ~ largely ignored. Certainaucial histoli~fatts,especially.
those relating to the nat!1re of 'Spanish political and'generalsOcia1
control and the deviant kind of control 'developed by mestizo,leaders, are neglected. Too scant attention is paid,toenvironinental factors. No one asks that a ~ingle studyincltide all or eve~ most of
~ible variables. The limits to valid' measurementinsocia.Lscience
mak,e impe~tive a limitation of variables. But limitation ~ n9tthe
same thing as claiming too /muchforasingle relationsbip~ Mr.
Leonard, weakens his oWn argument by claiming too much for it•.

the

FLOR.ENCE R.OCKWOOD KLt1CKHOHN

. Bowie Knife~ a Saga of Early A.merica~ by Raymond W. Thorp.
, Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1948.$.3.000.
~BOWIE

.

.

ltNIFEbegins with a gory duel with knives on the Boor of
. the· Arkansas House of Representatives and ends with the death.of
the most famous knife-fighter of all tim~, Colonel James Bowie, in
a blOod-spattered room iIi the Ala'm.o. It' is the' s~ory not of a man
but of a weapon:· a weapon that made history for and against the
law, in high'places and low, as indiscriminately as it made'wi~ows,
from Natchez-Under-the-Hill to Oregon Territory.
~Few people really mow ClThe Knife"itself, much less its history..
The true Bowie was a fearsome thing, a far CJY. fr0ll!:the puny little
$ix-inch hunting knives of today that often bear its naine. It had,
(has) a tempered blade never le~ than nine inches and more Commonly twelve to eighteen inches-sometimes as much as two feetin length; a blade three-eighths of an inch or more thick at its back,
heavy enough to chop off a man's arm or to cleave down drrough his
skull to his shoulders; a bla,de·double-edged to razor.sharpness at its
, curved point, the better to disembowel! It was a weapon made by
a s~ith who mayor' may not have had the fabled ClDamascus secret"
of metal tempering,' made for a man who knew. what he wanted for
, a purpose with which he was intimately familiar.
. Jim Bowie was a fighting man and 'a knif~fighter of fame even
before.the birth of the knife that bore his name. The famous, "battle
of the Vidalia Sandbar," in which twelve men ddueled"with guns,
knives, and fists in a quarrel having to do not with the virtue but
merely with the veracity of an unnamed c'lady," was fought by
Bo~ie with a common bu~ expertly wielded butcher knife. It was

.

'~

'\
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not until some ,three years later (1830) that Bowie bought-from.
James Black, a skilled metal-craftsman and smith from New Jerseythe first of the great blades destined to fame under the name 01 the
user as "Bowie Knives:' The knife was forged partly to Bowie's
pattern, with improvements suggested and executed by Black.'
Bowie clinched his own fame and that of the knife only a few
months later in a fight which Thorpe describes succinctly but graphica1~:
.
te. .. • BQwiewas attacked by three desperadoes, hired for. the express purpose of killing him. These three rushed Bowie from the.
underbrush, knives in' hand. One seized the bridle of Bowie's horse,
.. but as he did so Bowie drew his new Knife, reached over the horse's
neck, and with one blow struck off the assassin's head. One of the
others succeeded in stabbing Bowie before the latter~uld dismount,
but the blow was a glancing one, ·on the calf of the leg. Bounding
from the saddle, Bowie swung his Knife upward, diserilb9weling this
second antagonist. The third at once attempted flight, but Bowie
overt~k him and split his skull to the shoulders."
S.malI wonder that such a man, and 'such a. weapon, should, on a
bloodtpirsty frontier, make undying legendl
Bowie Knife is the product of years of painstaking research, cut..
ting a new and apparently authentic trail through the jungle of
falsehood.aJ.)d folklore that has grown up around Jim Bowie and..his
, Knife. It is a tale that will make the reader shudder frequeritly if
he is blood-squeamish; a tale that will make him chuckle'frequently
too if he is able to overlook the deadliness that lay dangerously near
the surface of frontier humor. (Witness th~ report of the man who
responded to' too much raillery by slashing out with his Knife to cut
the legs off the chair of his back·tilted opponent!) In any case, it is
a tale that will almost certainly give the curious a new picture of the
history of our country and of the men who made it.
E.

B. 1\1 ANN

j\furder and Af)'stery in Ncw Mexico, by Ema Fergusson. Albuquerque, New Mexico: i\rmitage Editions, 1948. $3.50'

bookshelf has been greatly enriched by the recent
publication of Erna Fergusson's latest 'and most appropriately
named literary offering, .MuJ-der and l\1ystery in New Mexico~ a
volume of some two hundred pages.
'.
.
Born and reared ,in New Mexico and proud of it, Miss Fergusson
has written about people and places and· thhigs long familiar ~o
her. She 'has selected the stories included in the book with care and

THE SOUTHWEST
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discrimination. Well aware that old timers are quid to detect mistakes and to point out slips in a date, }\fiss· Fergusson has done .her
work painstakingly. It is quite apParent that she visited the scenes
of the aimes she writes about, interviewed allavailablestirviving
witnesses, examined the cOurt records, and. talked to many· People
about the characters in her stories. Outstanding in the book are the
chapters on "The Vi~lantes of Socorro," "Billy the Scapegoat,"
'tBlack Jack Ketchum," uThe Manby Mystery," and "A Na.vajo
Killing."
.
. Dedicated to. the memory ofHarveyBut1erFergu.sso~,a·distinguished laWyer and political leader of territorial days, father of the
author; and handsomely illustrated by Peter Hurd of San Patricio,
Murder and Mystery in New Mexico is destined to become a classic
of its kind in New Mexico.
W. A.

KELEHER

The Souihern Americas: a New Chronicle, by Abel Ple~n. New
York: Creative Age Press, 1948. $4.00.

.\
..- ',.

notable book and well worth reading. It is notable because
it is an accurate and, at the same time" easily read (and- almost
poetic) historical .narr,ation. Mr. flenn, ruter years of. personal
study and editing, has chosen passageS of historical importance frO:p1
the pages of New World soldiers, churchmen, tpen of state, scholars,
everyday men, and passers-by, and blended them into an extremely
readable total. He presents events and personalities in the development of Hispanic America through the eyes and with the words of
those who saw or knew them. The discovery of the Indies is written
of by Columb~; an ecclesiastic desaibes an early auto-da-fi as d~s
a condemned man, Louis Rame, his trial and imprisonment by
the Inquisition; Sarmiento himself writes of the Argentine backlands of his day; -:an intelligent Latin American's opinion of the
United States is given by Manqel Seoane, second-in-command of the
.Peruvian Aprista Party.
Introducing and linking these selected passages Mr. Plenn writes:
what appears to be a series of prose poems or poetic prose essayettes.
Although it may be argued that Plenn's ulinks" are overly emotional
and entirely too subjective for historical narration, it can also be
said that· Hispanic America invites poetic and subjective treatmentone need but· recall· Archibald f\.facLeish'sConquistador and W. H.
Hudson's Green Mansions.
The Southern Americas, as Mr. Plenn terms them, demand that
the outsider, the extranjero, take' sides. One may write of the
THIS IS A

I
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mariachis and the dancing giI:ls, the country clubs, the Andes by
airplane. or one may write of the black and rust.colored 'peasants ,at work, the first sprouting of a field of lif~iving maize. the'bl<KXi
on the street where a political leader has been slai~. Abel Plenn
has taken sides with progressive Latin AmeriCans; The Southern
Americas is the history of their lands as they might tell it•.
SAM SCHUt-MAN

The Negro in America. by Arnold Rosc. New York: Harper Brothers. 19~8. $3.75.
by Arnold Rose. is a timely condensation
of Gunnar Myrdal's An American Dilemma. Mr. Rose was associated
with Mr. Myrdal in compiling information for this first exhaustive
study of what is commonly referred to as the American race problem.
In The Negro in America Mr. Rose has condensed into 321 gripping
.pages of smooth. flowing lay-language all the factual information
and conclusions drawn in the original 1483 pages of technical phraseology, charts. graphs, bibliogr;tphies and footnotes of the Myrdal
work.
The reader may not agree with Messrs. Myrdal and Rose in the
conclusions drawn from the'~actual matter in this monumental study.
He may hold with thi~ reviewer that no "dilemma" (insoluble situation) is posed in the American race problem. He may. review the
problem as one deeply rooted in the profit motivation of- our economic structure instead of being a strictly moral issue. 'Finally, he
¥lay agree with the reviewer that, whereas the elimination of racial
prejudice may yield only to the gradual therapy of education, much
of the resultant racial discrimination, the highly provocative and
immediate irritant, may be countered by the direct cautery of legislation.
Whatever views are held, the reader's approach to sound conclusions will have a firmer factual foundation after he is acquainted
with this highly important work. No busy person interested in one
of the most vital problems of our times should be without this very
readable condensation of an urgently important study.
THE NEGRO .IN AMER.ICA"

HOB ART L. LAG RON E

Latin America: Continent in Crisis" by Ray Josephs. New York:
Random House Inc., 1948. $4.50.
WE ALREADY knew that Josephs could bring us an inipressi~nistic,
well-finished picture of the realities of a country. His Argentine
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Diary showed us that. His new boOk is on· the same order. The
author has the ability of offering a pan~ramic view-as. com.plete as
it is possible to do-to the countries he studies.Theboolfd~·not
cover Central America nor Mexico; it omits ParagUay in South
America, and studies only two Caribbean republics.
.
.
Josephs sees qUickly, and sees well. His pages'are·wrltten on location and have the vitality of freshness. He does not intend to be
methodical and achieves his purpose. ·At·times~ he leaves a subje~
unfinished to return to it later, a practice which .haxppers thestudious reader from finding topics coherently organized.
The political information is brought up to date, and data on
economy, the labor movement, and the press should be of real value
to those interested in knowing Latin American conditions. Reading
the book, one can see the appropriateness of his. subtitle. Latin
America is in crisis, but what country today is not? The chapters on
Peru and Venezuela help us to understand the two coups d'etat
which recently occurred there.
'
The author is objective, but he cannot help giving ~:ownpoint
of view. This does not detract from the value of the work, for his
opinions are generally sound. The book is hurried, as was the trip
of the writer, who does not pause overmuch to choose his words. The
prose is sprinkled· with Portuguese and Spanish expressions. It isa
pity that the manuscript was. not submitted to someone with a
knowledge of foreign languages who might havepro~cted· the
author from the frequent errors appearing in the text. .
.

"/

~

·MIGUEL ]"ORRIN

Malinche, or Farewell to Myths, by Hilde Kreuger, translated from
the Spanish by the author~ New York: Storm Publishers, 1948. $2.50.
is an attempt at partial interpretation of the Conquest of
Mexico, concentrating upon Marina· and her relationship with
Cortez. Reac!ing it is, on the whole, an extension of the experience
one undergoes when he comes upon'such a passage as this:
UTo attempt to find a logical and congruous explanation for a
life such as Marina's, which was certainly far from everyday routine,
wO\lld be to violate the· very mystery that gives it such charm. It is
- not merely curiosity that has impelled me to examine you, Marina
(to want to know only for the sake of knowing is an attribute of the
plebeian soul); I have approached you and that rich past· to which
you belong w~th the desire to give you ~ew stature; for that is your
charm, the charm with which you have fascinated so many and now
fascinate 'me."
I
THIS BOOK

I
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Save for an interesting and surprisingly rational interpretation of
. the origins of the name Malinche as applied to ,both Cortez an~'
Marina, the book floats in a welter of wet romanticism. And it is
a dangerous romanticism, self-conscious romanticism which, dimly
aware of the dank stream of self-love and self-pity which nourishes it,
hides behind the beauty and validity o~ myth and the mystic. .Qne
has suffered too much recently from this kind of grotesque rclzz1edazzle. It'ispemicious and contemptible.
KENNETH LASH
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-Lyle Saunders and Frank L,. Baird·

A GUIDE TO THE LITERA'TURE
OF THE SOUT:HWEST, XXVIII

rr\n~ BmuOGRAPHY1 a se~iceof the University of New 1vlexico's

. ~ Research Bureau On La~ America and Cultural Relations inthe Southwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs, the Departrilent
of Sociology, and the New Afexico QU({Tterly Revietl/I. attempts to
list, with such thoroughness. as time and resources permit; current
materials dealing with the' Southwest-The ,Sotithwest,asbere defined, includes all of New Mexico. Arizonaj and Texas, and parts .
of Utah,.Oklahoma, COlorado, Nevacb, and California.
,The symbol (F) designa~es fiction; (J) is used to indicate ma, terials on the juvenil~ level.
Included in this issue are mainly th~ titles which were. published or came to our attention between September 1 and December
1, 194t.
Recurring items of a general nature ordinarily listed only once
a year to conserve space and ne~ess repetition (indicated in· the •
Spring. 1948, issue by a star) are being thoroughlyftlecked and will
.
appear in our next ~ue. -

BOOKS
Allen. Betsy. The secret of BlacJc Cat
Gulch. New York. Grosset. 1948• $.75.

m Adventure. romance and solution

01'2 mysteries. all in New Mexico. For

teen-age girls.
Bidwell. John.• In California before the
gold rush. lAlS Angeles. Ward Ritchie
Press. 1948. $5.75. Biography and his·
tory of.california before and during
the gold rush.
. ~"
Bonham. Frank. L,ost'VGlley stage. New
York. Simon &: Schust~. 1948. $5'50'

(F) Stage·stealingin El Paso-Tuaon '
area during pre-Civil War period.
Busch. Niven.' The furies. )~ew .York.
Dial Press. 1948. $S.oo. (F) New fdexico in~I880·s.
.
Cheavens, Martha. Crosswinds. Boston,
Houghton. 1948. $2.75 (F) TeXai border country.' .
'.
Cullimore. Clarence. Santa Barbara
tzdobu., ~~~-PJltbara. Santa Barbara
Book pu.blishing Co.. 1948. $4.go.
Donoghue, Gerald. For peace comes

\
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dropping slow. San Antonio•. Nay~ot
Co.. 1948~ $~.75. (f) R.eturned IOldier
firtds conierttmertt on South Texas

ranch.

Dougherty. James Henty. The wild
wild West. Philadelphia. McKay. 1948.
$1'.50. ill Verses~bout the opening of
the West from the time of Daniel
Boone to the United Nations Charter.
Haley. J. Evetts. Jeff Milton, a. good
man with a gun. Norman. UnivCl'Sity
of Oklahoma Press. 1948. $5.00. ,Life
of late 19th and early loth century
southwestern law enforcement officer.
Harkey. Dee.
as hell. Albuquerque. University of New Mexico Press.
1948. $S.oo. Old West reminiscences of
law enforcement officer in the New
Mexico and Texas of 1881-1911.
. Hibben. Frank Cummings. Hunting
American lions. New York" Crowell.
1948. $3.75. Mountain lions of the
Southwestern United States.
Jefferson. B. C. Fair havens. New York.
. Maanillan. 1948. $S.5(). (F) Oile man
makes his fortune in Texas.
King. Ernest L. (As told to Robert Eo
Mahaffey) Mainline. Garden City.
Doubleday. 1948. $3.00. Biography of
one who rose from telegrapher to one
of the top Southern Pacific executive
positions.
Lauritzen. Jonreed. Song before sunrise.
New Yor1. Doubleday &:. Co.. 1948.

Mean

$s.oo.(F) :Indudes· Navajos in New
Mexico of 184o'..
.
Lenski, Lois•. Boom Town boy. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott. 1948. $~.50.
0) Discovery of oil in Oklahoma.
Myers.' Virgima. Angelo's wife. Indianapolis. &bbs-MelTiII, 1948• $3.00• (f)
Ollif()rnia of 18Seis.
'. .
'.
Peyton, Green. Amer,'ca's heartland.
Norman, University of O~ahoma'
Press. 1948. $!.75. Development of Oklahoma, Texa$. Arkansas, Louisiana,
and New Mexico from days of Indians
and cattlemen to their present cultural renaissance.
Taylor, Katherine Ames. Yosemite
trails and tales. Stanford, California,
Stanford UniVCl'Sity Press, 1948. $1.50'
A guide book for the tourist.
Timmpns, Bascom N. Garner of Texas•
New York, Hll!'Pef. 1948.$S.oo.
Tousey. Sanford. Davey .Crockett, hero
of the Alamo. Chicago,~. Whitman,
1918. $1.50' (j)- For boys 9-n.
The Westerners brand :book. (Limited
edition) Los Angeles, Dawson·s Book
Shop. 1948. $'1.50. Lore and history of
Indians. ~ly settlers, apd others of
. old West.
.
Wilson. John W. High John the cbnqueror. New York, Macmillan, 1948.
$2.50• (F) Texas negro farmer and
. domination by white landholder. .

PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
Anonymous. Anaplasmosis in Oklahoma cattle. Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin B-3IS.
Stillwater, sept. 1948.
'.
- . BeUer oats for Oklahoma.
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment
Station. Bulletin B-S2l. Stillwater.
sept. 1948.
--.......-. "Oklahoma-region of oppartunity~·· The Reclamation Era, 34:
202-G4, November 1948.
Afanasicv, M. Preliminary stUdy of tree
plantations in Olelahoma: relative surviValby species, and factors affecting
suroival. Oklaho~a Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin, T-2g. Still·
water.jan. 1948.
Beard, Charles Noble. "Land forms and
land use cast of Monterey Bay:· Economic Geography, 24:2S6-g5, Oct.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss1/1

1948. Monterey Bay region. California.
Campbell. John DJ Pic lahoma Farmers"
,r
experiences with collon strippers. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Sta- .
tion, Bulletin B·SI4. Stillwater, Oct.
.
1948.
Claussen. W. Edmunds. "Cowboys need
plenty horses:· New Mexico, 26: 18~
19+, Oct. 1948.
.
Durbam. S. Pastures in Oklahoma.Oklahoma AgricultUral College, Extension Circular 82. Stillwater, n. d.
Easton, Robert. "Farmer Stiles." Holiday. 4:104-05+, Dec. 1948. Farmers of
Texas hill country.
Erickson, Franklin C. "The broken eotton belt:' Economic Geography, 14:
263.68. Oct. 1948. Includes parts of the'
southwest.
Johnson. Rich. "The farm and the future:' Arizona Highways, 24:14-17,
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Nov. 1948. Present status and future
ligations. oftb~Sanlrtunf)sbe1l
needs-of Arizona agriculture.
.
',mound. San Mateocou~CaIif()J.·-"
Rowe.·P. B.lnfluence oj woodland chania-"EI Palacio,.:55:51'1~25•• Oc:t. .1948.
parra' Qn .wat" and soil in central --.·_·.-•. ·.. Mollusca·of tn~eastern basin
CaliJQJ"!Iia..Califomia ~t. of Natul!l1' oftheChacorlver. New Mexico.'" ''the
~esources•. Div. of Forestry. SattaNautilus. 62:5"sdulYJ948•. '. •• .
m~mto. 1948.
.
(k)ldschmidt,. Walter.~~SocialotganUaS<:hlehuber.A. M•• W. M. Osborn. and
'tion in native California and the ori..
T.lI. Johnston. Oat varittyand cui-gin of dans~" ·Ammcan·4nthropolQturaltestsin 01clahQma, J92,-zp.f7. '·gfst,50:444·S5. July:sept. 1948. '.'
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Jo~. Volney Fl. ··Anew.and unusual
Station. Bulletin T -55. StUIwater. Nov.Na'Vaiody~{endothiasingularis) .:'
,1948.
•...
Plateau. ;1:17-24, Oe:t•. l948.. Southern. J("H. and J. R. Motherat. Laudermilk. }eqy•., ·'TheY. left their
Sales oj farmland in three T~"as
pJ,ints instgPe.'; The'. Desert Maga.
_ counties. 1947.· Texas Agric1l1tural Ex:.ine. 12:22-24. Dec'. 1948. Fossils and
periment Station. Progress Report
fossil prints in the Grand Canyon.
lU9. Colleg~f.Station. May 1948.
Arizona..
.',
Thomas.' W. I. UMand cotton produc- LeOnard.-Olen. Thef'ole ,of the land
tion in' Arizona. ,Arizona Agricultural
grant ·,in.. thesocial organization and
Experiment "Station. Bulletin 214- . so~l tn"0cesses of a Spanish.iJfm~erican
Tucson, March 1948.
.
village in NtW Me:(ico.Doctor's thesis.
Privately printed. ·Austin. Texas. 1948.
Webster, J.' E•• J. Sieglinger. anci F.
Da\i~.. Chemical tomposition of sor$2.00.
ghum plants at tlarious stages of McGregor, johnC. "A. c1ay$llDdallast
~owth. andre1ation of composition to
'froIJi Utah,'· Plateau,~n:2'4-28. Oct.
chinch bug-'(Blissus .leuco.pt~) in1948. Fl()m Butler Canyon. Utah.
jury., Oklahoma Agricultural Experi- SMith, .MaripnB."Comparison)Qf the
ment Station. Bulletin ~T-!O. StiUwaeduc:ational..attainments of rural and
tel. Feb. 1948.,
.
...'
urban populationol the Southwest,"
Wilkinson. Galford.. "Remalting a farm
Southwestt:mSocial Science (loort"ly"
in a day." The Reclamation -Era, 54:
19:125'56, SepL 1948. Inctydes Texas
215-16. NovmIber 1948~ Farm reclaand Oklahoma.
.
'
mation project near Tucumcari. New Tichy, Marjorie F. ~'VaIuable northern
Mexico.
- ,
. Rio Grande valley Spanish colonial'
Williams. Matty~ Wilson. ''Visit the W.
colcbas received." El Palacio. 55:351C. Austin project." The Reclamation' 35. Nov. 1948.
Era. M:2og-u.Nov.I948. W. C. Aus- Trumbo.fTheron MarCos. "The-mys~
tin project neat Al~us. Oklahoma. on
tery of the pottery. disks:' New. Me:enorth fork of Red nver.
iCO,16:IO-21~. Oct. 1948. San Andres. c mountains.
- '
ANTHROPOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY. Weight. Harold O. "Shining rocks 'of
AND SOCIOLOGY
Sidewinder," Desert Magazine, 11:19Arnold. Oren. "Winning a degree-the . 24. Oct•. 1948. Rock deposits near Colpick and shovel way." Desert Maga·
orado river. Yuma(~) area.
zine. 11a5-18. Oct. 1948. University Wayne. Donald. ''Texas c:attleman."
. of Arizona Archaeological .Field
Holiday. 4:g8-105+.
1948. Cattle
SdlooI.
.
industry of West Texas. near Vernon.
Austin. C. "Arizona gold; SOuth MOJ,ln- Wendorf. Fred. "Early ,archaeologiCal
lain park:' Recreation. 42:115-17. Aug.
sites in the Petrified Fo:restNational
Monument. Plateau, ~n:19'32, Oct.
1948•
1948~
Chapman. Berlin B. "Freedmen and
the Oklahoma lands:' Southwestern
ARTS
Social Science. Quarterly, 19:150'59.
Dickey.. Roland F. "Revival of N;,ltivc .
sept. 1948. _
Arts:· New Mexico Quarterly Review.
Dobie, J.. Frank."Wildc:atter:· Holiday.
.
4:106-og+. Dec. 1~8. Texas oil work- , 18:305-14. Autumn 1948. '
FiSher. Reginald. ,"Thirty.fifth annual
en.
Cxbibition of painters and SCUlptors of
Drake. Robert J. "Archaeological inVes-

nee.

OJ
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the Southwest-statement:· EI P.laciol
55~1'17"78. ~ 1948•
Glicksberg. C6~les J•. "The

poel!Y of
- D•. H. Lawrence'" New lrfexlCO Q.WlTteTr, Reviewl 18~18g·303. Autumn
1948•
Keen. Harold. "Lazy but full of beansthat's Gordo. seftor,·· Editor and Publisher, 81:46, ~:i 18, 1948• Gus Arri. •• author of "Gordo"
ola. La JQlla.
comic strip.
MacKenzie, Christine B.. "Artists of
Scottsdale-·· The lHseTt Magtuinel 1I~
7-10. Dec. 1948. SCOttsdale, Arizona.
Schlater•. Katharine. "Thirty-fifth an~
nual exhibition of painten and sculptors of the Southwest-statement..• El
Pclccio.55:1'19-go, Sept. 19.t8.
Sims, Agnes C. "An artist analyzes New
Mexico·. petroglyphs:', El Palacio, 55:
soae09- OCL 1948.
Tanner. Clara. Lee. "Southwestern
Chronic1e~ Southwest Indian arts and
crafts." Arizona Q.uarterly. 4~156-'111,
Autumn 19(8.
BIOGRAPmCAL
Kidder, Alfred Vincent. "Sylvanus Griswold Morley:· ·EI Pcltldol 55:167"74.
-Sept. 1948.
Olson. Bert H. "Levi Strauss. western
pioneer manufacturer:· The Q.uarterly, 30:209-111. Sept. 1948.
Richardson. Toney. "Pioneer trader to
the Navajo." The Des('(t Magtuine.
11:16-29. Dec. 1948. Hermann Wolf,
fonner trader in Northern Arizona.
Walker. Stanley. "The lively hermit of
Friday Mountain:· S4turda, Evening
.Post, 38-39+. October 16, 1948. Roy
Bedichck. Texas naturalist.
Woolf. James D. "Thc treasure in thc
hean-·· Reculus Digest, 54:39-41. Dec.
1948. Ann Lee of Amarillo, now producing pIal'S for Santa Fc·, E1 Teatro.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Capps, Etb.el S. "Saquaro flowers won't
pose:' Tll(~ Desert Mflgtl;ine. II1:lIQ-ll.
Dec. 1948. Thc giant satJ.uaro ~etus
in Arizona, northern MexiCO and 00Iatcd spots along thc Colorado river.
GodsiJ. H. C. A i»:elimiM'Y population
study 01 the yellowfin tuna and t~e
albacore. Sacramento. 1948. CalifornIa
Dept. of Nat. Resources. Div. of Fish
and Gamc. San Francisco. Bureau of
Marine Fisheries.
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r

Halloran, Arthur. "WhistlinJ. sWaDs in
the Tules..• .4rizona W;ldllfe-Spom~
m4n. 9:7.· Nov. J.948. C4lorado .River
near Yuma, C41orado.·
'.
Stebbins, G•. L"lr. "Chromosomes and
relationships 0 melaSCquoia and sequoia:' Science, 108:951J8. July ~,
1948. California lequoias.
'
CONSERVATION
Anonymous. "C4loradO-Big' T -Granby dam and reservoir key units"·
Western Construction News, 115:80-85,
Nov. 1948. Granby dam on Colorado
River.
- . "Dike in thc.desert:· Roculs and' .
StTeets, 91: 47-50. Nov_ 19{8. Pro~
tivc earth dike iystem along the Coachella Canal. Southcrn California.
- . "Tulsa to build new dam and
pipeline:· .4merictm City. 63:90 Sept.
1948•
Fox. Lester C. "A· 800d came." Soil
conservation. 14:108-111.Dec. 19{8.
Flood in Hydro. Oklaboma~
Lamb. N. Raymond, and Lea County
Oe,eraton Committee. New Mex,co
0,1 and GelS statistical dtlta fOT 19l7.
N. M. Bureau of Mines &: Mineral Resources and N. M., Oil C4nscrvation
C4mmisaion. Circular 19-A. Socom).
lM8.
•
.•
- . New MexICO 0,1 and GM En·
gineering Data fOT Ig47. N. M. Bureau
of Mines &: Mineral Resources and N.
M. Oil C4nscrvation C4mmissiori. Circular 19·B. Socorro. 1948.
Lo\'C, Frank H. "New unit-in gas conservation program:· The Petroleum
f
Engineer. 19:u)'1-uo+. Sept. 1948•
Absorption-type gasoline plant. Tomo.
connomeld. Texas.
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Anon}'JDous. "Four-IC\"cl super 'crossroads:· o Roculs arnl. Streets, 91:58~64.
SepL 1948. HollywoOO-5anta Ana
parkway. LoI Angeles.
- . "Kitchen grinders.. a sanitation
measure"· The AmrnClJn City. 65:11.
Oct. 1948. Sewerage disposal. Raymondsville. Texas.
.
- . "New residents 8000 California"· The Christi4n Century. 65:
1058+. OcL 6. lM8.
Chrisue, George V. "Arizona, IggS,"
Ariwn4 High!!!Jf1s, 14:56'38. Nov.
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" ,1948. Arizona's future.
,
Lavine, Harold. "Crowded California:
Ianclof conie-one. come-all." NeflJs·
tl1ee1c. !1:S6-'T. OCt. 11, 19{8.
McK.~ver.H. H., "p~ on express.
way a;lDstruction in .A!nerican oties....
Roads and Streets. 91:58-67+. Aug.
1948. Houston., Texas. '
,
McWn.
"Pueblo gardens:' A.ri·
%01JG H,ghtl1ays,14:!0-S5. Nov. 1948.
Large 10'W-coIt housing project, near
Tucson. Arizona.
Petty. George sessions. "Your neighbors
the Hayneses:' Satuf'clGy Evening Post,
31-53+. October IS. 19{8. Story of
Negro family of Cap Haynes. ,Milam .
county. Texas.'
,
Sister M~ Philibert. "NUDS in New Mex·
- ico's public schools:' A.merica. 80:10708. November 17. 1948.
Spencer. Steven M. "We need more
country doctors:' SatUf'day Evening
.Post. 56-57+. October 90 1948. Dr_
Callan. ~untry doctor., m R.otan.
Texas.
Taylor. F. J. "California's biggest head·
ache:' Saturday Evening Post, 10-11+,
Aug. 14, 1948.
Waten"~ Frank. "Crucible of conDicto"
NefIJ Mexico Quartetl)' Review, 18:
175-81. Autumn 1948. Navajo ~d
Pueblo culture. ,
~

,lerry.

-185

FlCIlON

Sullivan, Fnnk. flAn inn~t in Tex·

·u.!j+. ,'Deco 1948.
HumoIOUS"'piking" ()f tum()rs about .Texas.,
.--..
as~'" Holiday.4: ...

Fic~on.

.

-::..

FlNANClAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Anonymous.. "A.I,1tf~.and InternationalMining Days meeting. at El
Paso "Ouutandingevenl."NetIl:!tlexico
Miner,antl Prospedor~ ,10:I.N9v. )948.
- . "Boeuigcrto Giragi:'NitlIs.tl1ee1c.. 31:50. August 9. 1948. l'hOenix~

Arizona newspapm. " .'

"Chance-Vought movc=s south
to Dallas:" Manufactuf'eT$ RecOf'd, 117:
42-45, Sept. 1948· ",
.
,
.
----...COmmunity applaUds indus·
try at Duncan's oR appreciation week:'
Oil
Gas ]oumiZl; 47:7.1. Nov.
1948., QR appreciation. week~ Duncan;'
Oklahoma.
~. ..Inspiration....drizorfa Hi$h.; ,
ways, 14:8-1S. Nov. 1948. Inspiration
COnso1i~tedCOpperCompany. Globe·
Miami area.
"New gaspi~ line from New
Mexico' to Califorma J?}aDS constrUction:' Nevi Mexico Maner and Pros-"
pector,lo:4, Oct. 1948.,'
.
- . "The magic circle." Fortune,
'S8:S2·S.s. OCt. 1948. J.»ro~oting, indus·
trial, movement to central yegion.
EDUCATION
including Oklahoma and North Texas.
Anonymous. "Oklahoma A. " M. col- - _ "World's first synthetic glycerlege sells record-sized bond issues:'
ine plant now operating:" Petf'oleum
Scht>ol and Society, 68: 150. Sept. 4.' Refiner. 17:111'114. OCt. 1948. Shell
19{8.
Chemical Corporation pWit near
Brown. Broce. "Westerner round-up."
Houston. Texas.
. .
Student Life, 15:17. Nov. 1948. West· David. Hemdon. "A. A. O.G. group
ern celebration. Lubbock Senior High.
bears Ieport on ERP and. new Call'
Lubbock. Texas.
fornia field... The Oil and Gas JourJames. Ann and Rose Johnson. "Regunal, 47:S8, Nov. 4" .1.948. Oil fields be·
lar or modified Phys Ed:' Student
tween Cuyama valley and San Ardo,
californ~.
.
l.ife. 15:11. Nov. 1948. Tucson Senior
High School. Tucson. Arizona.
Deloach. O. C. "Modern small refinery
Johnson. Joan: "Hazel Kirke." Student
design: the McMurrey 'plant at Tyler.
Texas:' Petrokum Refiner, 17:156-3S.
Life. 15:15, OCt. 1948. Drama produc.' .
.
tion at Will R.ogers High. Tuba. Ok--- , OCt. 1948..
lahoma.
.
Duff, Dahl M. ·'Flare-gaswaste· greatly
Teduced, operators tell Texas commis·
McCaslin" Leigh S., Jr. "Texas A. "
M. instrument course deals with oilsion." The Oil tJrId 'Gas Journal; 47:
, industry uses:' The Oil and Gas
49-5°. Nov_ 4,. 1948. Texas .oR "fields
and plans for utilization of gas Baring.
Journal, 4'1:40-41. Nov. 4. 1948. Texas
DUff. Dahl M. '''Southwest's crude oR
A. " M. College.
,
Stilwell. H. W. "Who will call the
shortage easing as ~upply improves:'
tunar" Peabody Journal of Education.
The Oil and Gas JouriUil. 47:150. Sept.
16:81-84, Sept., 1948. Increasing state
'1S~ 1948•
'
supervision of Texas schools.
Herndon. David."Californ~ natural
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LYLE SAUNDERS AND FRA-NIt, L. BAIRD

IQOUne meQ lee, no.1imit on propane
&rowtb:oThec Oil Gnd' au JouiMl,

8
R ch
47:66. Oct. '.. 1!K •
Jenningso; G. P. aDd David A. oa.
"'Semiautocnaticpump-station controls
011 Borger. Texas-Denver products
Une o~ted,'joint1y by Phillip' and
ShamrOck."' TIZ" Oil 4Ift4 GIll Joumtll,
47:lQ4-1Q6+. 5ept. 13- 1948•
K.iIIlbalL John 'to '·Matkets." Arizona
High'llMys, ,.:18-19. Nov. 1948• Arlaona's potentialities regarding market-

formed:' ReCf'efiion, .,:I$f-ss. Aug.
'948. Folk danCe federation ~ Califor-

~~is,
C. Grant. "The captive b"ar in
California." We$tem FolTcrore, 7:356-

",.'Oc. Ift.R. CapU've bean in earl.y
~
":rtJo'
Califoplia mining,camp.
,
GEOL.I'V!ICAL SCIENCES
."""
AtkiDS, G. T. "A 'Texan goes p~iog uranium_" The MineT.logist, 16:
5 11-513. Nov. 1948• Presidio County.
q.
'
Big Bend country.
1:00D<e; Bob. "on aDd watermalc.e Lov- BlaCkford. Jobn L. "Tinajas-eanteeDS
iDgton. boonto" New Mexico, 16:uof the desert:· Naure M.cine, 4':
a5+. Oct. 19{8. Lovington. New Mex.71, Nov. 1948• Potholes atid natural
~
basins in the deserts of the Southwest.
~. Herbert A. MArOOna. 1948." Deegan. Charles J. "New seismic shootAmona High..,.'$, 14:4-7. Nov. 1948•
ing method demonstrated at San AnBt,!sinaapfns and population groWth
tonio." The Oil· Gnd GeLS JOUniGl,
in moderil AriJona.
47:114+, Nov. u. 1948•
McCaslin, I.ei~ $.. Jr. "No oppoaition GiUerman, Elliot. ·'The bedding.:rehas dc\'elo@toOrderdOlinga7placement,ftUonpardq»Olits, of S~
Texufie1di.~ The Oil .nd GIll Jou",
Valley. Eagle mountaiDS, Hudspetb
47:48te Nov. a8, 194.8. •
•
county. Texas.'· Economic Geology,
- . "P~ts ol8·mile ·naVlp- , 43:509-5 17. $cpt.-Oct. 1948••
dOD bne in Gulf to present case this Green, Morton. A netr1 SpeCIes of dog
week." The Oil Gnd GIll Joumtll, 47:
from 'he 10000er Pliocene of Cplifomi4.
117. Nov• 11. 1948• Houstoo-Galveston
U. of Calif. ~blidltioDS, Bulletin of
~rt area.
De~rtment of Geological Sciences.
Rains, Floyd A. "Materials." Arizona
Berkeley. Univenity Of California
H;,hflHlYs, 14:14-17, Nov. 1948• Arl~
prtst.
raw materials, markets, man- Knox, Clinton C. ImJt:$tigation of Melpower, and trans~rtation.
rose zinc-lead district Otttnl1G county~
J{eed. Paul_ "Todays natural ga conOIcIGhoJ7UJ, and Cherolcee county,
ItrUClion methods in laying 16 &: 30-3'
KllnsCLS. U. S. D. I.. Bureau of Mines,
inch pipe lines." The OU and GIIS
Report of investigation 4337. Wash-.
Jou,.".l~ 47:180-184+. $cpt. 13. 1948•
ington. $cpt. 1948•
.
New southwest pipelines.
Mallory. William Wyman. "PennsylState of California, Dept. of Natural
vanian stratigraphy and structure, VelR.esources. Division of Oil and Gas.
rna pool, Ste~ens county. Oklahoma."
Sumttmy of opertatioflS, Califomia o!'
Bulletin of the American AuociGtion
fields. 33m annu~ tepelrl of ltat~ 011
of Petroleum Geologists. 31 :1948"9790
and gas supervuor. San Franasco,
GeL 1948. '
••
Jan.-June. '947·
,Stormont. D. H. "Dallas geophYSiCiSts
Wauon, Campbell and Don Taylor.
and geologists study reefs ana seismic
"Mirror's bow on Oct 11 opens battle
methods." The Oil Gnd GM JOUf'fUI'~
of L A." Editor Gnd Pufjlisher~ 81:
47:60-61, Nov. 15, 1948• Symposium of
13, Oct. 90 1!K8• Opening of new Los
Dallas Geological and Dallas GeophyAngeles Mirror.
sical societies.

.w,

aona·,

FOLKLORE
Braddy. Haldeen. "Pancho Villa, folk
. hero of the Mexican border:' Western
FollclMete 7:349-55, Oct. 1948•
Devereaux. George. "Mohave coyote
tales:' Jounual 'of AmericGn Follclore,
61:133-55, JUly-5epL 1948•
•
•
Grothe. W. "Dance federation 11

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss1/1

GOVERNMENT AND POUTICS
Anonymous. "Biscuits to helicoplcn:'
New RelJl'blic, 119:8. August 90 1948•
Texas politics.
- . "Calmer waten; upper basi~
states agree o~ division of Colorado
River water:' Business Week, Aug. 7.
1948-
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- . "Five upper basin ltatesmakc
pact to share waters of Colorad~
river." Electrical lVorld News, lSO:S.
Aug. 7. 1948.
-',
- . "Los Angeles j>Ukway-first
four-level ~de separation," Western
Construction' News, 25:75-78. Sept.
_1948•
,
...:..-. "Neck and neck," Time, SI-15.
Sept. 15. 1948. Texas senatorial contest.
- . "Photo finish.' :pemocratic primary for 'senator:' Newsweek. 51:16.
Sept. I!, 1948. Texas.
- . "Texas seesaw," New Republic,
119:6,'7•. Sept. 15.. ig.{8.Texas bemo- .
cratic senatorial nomination.
Green. Hartwell. ''Texas Rangen... ·
Holiday,4: u 4"U5. 155-157. Nov. 1948.
Kelso. Paul.· "The Arizona ground.
water act," The lVestern Political
Q.U4rterly, 1:178-81. June 1948.
Leuchtenberg•. W. Eo "~eVolt in Colorado," Nation, 167:160-61. Sept. 4.
1948. ,
--Ware. W. L. "Town builds a park in
one day," Recreation, 42:19'"94. Oct.
1948. San Gabriel riverbed. Azusa. California.
Young, ColonclC1arence M. "FIDO
clears .the fog for Los Angeles." The
American City, 65:117. Oct. 1948.
Zettel. Richard 1\1, "Taxation for highways in California," National, Tax
Journal, 1:107-IS, Sept. 1948.

mescal va11ey.~· The Quarterly,!O:IIg.{6. Sept. 1948. Southern California.
HaDllllond. Guy 0, '''Early days in the
Uncompahgre Valley," TheColoratlo.
Magtuine,IS:.l61-66. Nov. 1948. Uno,
com~hgre Valley. and 9uray district
of Colorado.
Hand. Irving F. "New· Mexico diary.
1846," New MexicoiI6:14+, Oct.
1948•
Havins. T. R. "Texas fever.~· The '"'0

Southwestern Historical Q.U4rterl" 51:
1'{7-61. July 1948. Mid-19th century
.ravages of Texas fever on cattle industry.
.
\ '
,
Jackson. Willi~ S. "Banking in Colorado Springs-the first .sixty-two
years," The .Colorado Magtuin-e, 15:
16g·81. Nov. 1948..
LathrOp. Barnes F. "Migr-ation into
East Texas.' 1855-1860," (tont.) The
Southwestern Historical'C!WJrterl,# 51: '
184-.108, Oct. 1948.
.
McLendon. JamesH. "John A., Quitman in the Texas revolution,"The
Southwestern I:list.orical. Q.UtJrterly, 51:
165-85. July 1948•
MOigan. John. "Garland City. railroad
terminus, 1878:' The ColorJUloMqGzine, IS:~59-61 •.Nov. ~948.1t~'print Of
letter written from Garland City. onetime Denver and Rio Grande. Railroad terminus.
.
Mtiir. :£mma. "Shakespeare becomes a
ghost town," New Mexico, 16:1&-17+_
HEALTH
Oct. 1948.
.
'.,
New Mexico Health Officer, "Annual Reeve. Frank D. (ed.). "Puritan and
Report: '194S." Santa Fe: New Mexico
Apache: a diary," New Mexico HisDepartment of Public Health. 1948.
torical Review, 15:169-3°1. Oct. 1948.
Biographical material on Henry M.
'HISTOR.Y
welle and parts of his journal while
at F~rt ~liss. Texas. '
Allen. R. S. "Pinos Altos. New Mexico,"
New Mexico' Historical Review, 15: Sears. R.W. "The pioneer store at
Greenhorn on the Santa Fe trail," The
5°1-51. Oct. 1948. Development and
,history of Pinos Altosr.. New Mexico. , Colorado Magtuine, 15:IP~.5I. Nov.
1948. Trading'post at Greenhorn. ColAnderson. Jean C. "The Pacific railroad
orado.
survey in California." The Q.UtJrt~I)',
'50:l71-g6. ~t. 1948.
.
. Stanley. F. "New' Mexico as a remote
Burroughs•. Harold A. dReturn of Porcause of the Clivi! war," EIPalado, 5S:
lola." The Santa Fe Magazine, 41:9-10•. 545-48. Nov. 1948,
.
. "
Oct. 1948. 179th anniversary of Por- Westphall, Victor. "Albuquerque in the
.tola·s discovery of San' Francisc;o Bay.
I 870's," New Mexico Historical ReField. John. "The little bear and the
view~ 13:153-68. Oct. 194.8. Based on
Westphall's History of Albuquerque
big bear." The Colorado Magazine, 15:
,18io-1880, Master of Arts-Thesis. Uni155-M. Nov. 1948. Pioneer experiences
.in the San Luis Valley of Colorado.
versity of New Mexico. 1947•
Gould. Janet Williams. "The Indians Wilson. H. ~. W. "New clues to the
pegleg gold," The Desert Magazine,
and pioneers of Corona and the Te-
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LYLE SAUNDERS AND FR.ANltL. BAIRD

11:. t-I•• Oct.I948. Borrego badJandJ.
California.
), Winklet•. Eo W•. "Cbect list of Texu
.iDlprints." (amt.) The Southtl1eSttm
HislorittdQ..,.rt~"i 51:tog·l6, July

19(8.

.
Ml$CELLANEOUS
AnonyJIlOUS. ·'ArilOna'. Highway Opportunity.." Nature Magazine. 41:47~
. ~;.~ew of a report on

eorl .NGlional Monument~. Ari:o.....

Wash
fice,

,.-

::N~n: Go\'ernment Printing Of..
TRAVEL.

Anon;rnou..

'tAppointment in the
lligh'!'1t1Y.s, 14u6-15.
Sept. 1948. Arizona writer resorts.
- _ "em.-aoMing highway 101 betw~ S3n Francisco and. Los Angeles."
Sunset, 101:14-19. Nov. lM8,
..
t'Tail
and
Cardwell.
Laurence.
- . "New construction will· double
long twilight," Arizona Hig ways 14:
LoI Angeles. county aewerage:' West8-11.
Sept. 1948. Arizona mo nta~ reern Constnu:tion NewS.IS:81-84, Sept.
wrts.
"
.
1948•
- . "WAL-Arizona deal." Aviation Dobie. J. Frank. "Texas: Part no" Holiday. 4:g8-GG. 116-14.116-17.. Nov_
lfeeily. 49'50~ Aug. 16, 1948. Arizona
1948•
.
.
all'\\'3}'S.
Freeman.
Catherine.
3Jld
Dick.
Freeman.
Ahrens. Robert E. "Riven of steel that "Red Rock. Canyon." Natural. Hisflow to Los Angeles!' Travel. 91:15"
tory, 57:408-1'1. Nov. 1948. RedRock
17+, Oct. 1948. Aqueductlfumishing
,
Canyon
in Soulhem California.
water for Los Angeles.
Bill, .Louise Price. "Arizona passport- . Nordyke. Lewis. "The Panhandle,"
HolidaY. 4:uo-U+. Dec. 1948. Texas .
c:asualliving," ArizOna HigliwtlJs. 14:
Panhandle. IS. Sept. 1948. .
.
Fergusson. ErDa. "What the Southwest Oak. James. "Austin:' Holidtiy. 4: 1040'1. 119-SI• Nov. 1948. Austin. Texas.
means to me," Ari:ontJ Quarterly. 4:
Perry. G. S; "Rumpled angel of the
197-201. Autumn 1948.
slums," Saturday Evening Post. Ill:
Ingalls. A. G. t'Night on Palomar;
S2-SS+. August II. 1948. San Antonio.
present problems and future astroTexas.
. '
nomical plans," Srientific American
Peyton.
Green.
"El
Paso,"
Holiday.
4.:
179:11-17. AU!l' 1948. Palomar observa:
III-IS+.
Dec.
1948.
El
Paso.
Texas.
tory CalifornIa.
Muench. Jpyce R.. "When Tombstone ~. "San Antonio." Holiday; 4:
108-11. ISI-SS. Nov. 1948.
came ~o Monument Valley," Desert
Magaune, 11:6-10. Oct. 1948. Filming Smith. Gusse Thomas. "Escape from
winter," Ari;onaHighways. 14:4~.
of "My Darling Clementine.t• MonuSept. 1948.·Southern Arizona.
ment Valley. Utah.
South.
Marshal. "Desert trails," The
Sutton, H. t'Books. beards. and bottles,"
Desert Magtuine. 11:17-18. Dec. 1948.
Saturday Review 01 Literature. SI:18.
Santa Rosa mountains. wutheastern
cAugust 21. 1948.
.
.
California.
.
Ul}i~ed S~tes Department of the InteStilwell.
Hart.
"Magic
Valley," Holidflr'
rIor. NatIonal Park Service. Carlsbad
4:101-oS. 119. Nov. 1948. Lower Rio
Caverns National Pari, New Mexico
Grande valley.
.
Washington: Government Printing
Woodbury.
Clarence.
'tBoom town' of
Office. 1948.
the
new
frontier,"
The
American MagUl}ited Sta~esDepartment of the Inteaune. 146:14'15+. Sept. 1948. Midland
rior. NatIonal Park Service. Mesa
and Odessa. Texas.
_
ferde National Pari. Colorado. Washmgton: Government Printing Office. Wright. Harold O. "Rock. trek in the
~lorful Cadys," The Desert Maga1948•
.
U~ited S~tes ~rtment of the Inteu~e. II:U-16. Dec. 1948. Cady Mounnor. National Park Service. TumacataIDS. east of Barstow. California.
IUn:Ari:o~

5

t
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drawings in this issue were expressly
done for .the magazine. The~ver
omamentation,
alsoreproducedeJse.
EDITOR'S CORNER
where,. is a new,design of the symbol
"~Moon, MorningStar and Evening
Star:' used by the artist in his fam.
.
ous canvas with the~'letide-.
,
4'Blumy:'as
his
in
'ds
call
him.,.
" " RED E S I G N I N G.The
foremost contributor to this first is- has acquired many· . the honors
.sue of our new periOd. is HELEN - that come toa great ardst:a score of
GENTRY.,. who has redesigned, for us 'medals, awards, prizes,an~ rep~n
practically every feature of the mag- tation in the most important galazine. She was graduated from the leries and private collections. He has
University ,of Califomia; learned illustrated 10rCentu",'Sc,ribn~~
fine printing. at the internationally McClure's, Harper's, American, and
known Grabhom Press in San Fran- several book publishers. As an art
dsco;worked as an aU-around print- , aitic he is are~d authority,
er and conducted a press of her own having served as judge in notable '
.beforegoirlg to New York tWelve ' art shows.
One of theorigin~ll"aospainters,
years ago. In New York she helped
organize Holiday House of which he lives there withl,his wife MatY
she is a member. During the war she Shepard Greene and daughter Helen
took. over administration of book Greene, both of whom are also 'giftprodudng .' for Simon and Schus~er. ed artists, in a rambling adobe strucShe has had a very successful Career' ture where good' art everywhere
as a designer and typographic ex- meets the eye. New MexiCQ -paid
pert, her work having been exhibit- homage to .Blumenschein when the
\ ed by the American Institute of ,Museum of New Mexico organized
Graphic Arts and The Trade Book from May go to June, 8°,- 1948, in its '
< Clime. Helen 'Gentry, with"ber hus- Art, Gallery'~ "Retrospect Exhibiband, the distinguished writer and' tion of Hi$ -Life Work-" Solemn ex-.
editor David GreenhOod, spends a emses were held in St. Frands Audipart of each year in the Southwest. torium in Santa Fe, with partidpa~
The lettering on the Cover has tion of .Be~ 'Phill,ips, Kenneth M.
l?een done by ROBERT S. WALLACE, Adains, Theooore Van Soelen, Howof Swampscott, Mass., now a.GI ,stu- ard Cook, Christine Hayler Anderson, Reginald, Fisher~and' the late
dent in Fine Arts at UNM.,
Sylvanus G.Morley, Director of the
_
AR T SERIES. The Quar- Museum, whoawarde.d him a parchterly is gratified to inaugurate its ment with the tide of first New Mex"
series of illUstrated issues' by leading ico Artist Fellow.
artists of Jheregion with the work of
Blumenschein's critic, HOWARD
ERNEST L, BLUMENSCHEIN.,. whose
CooK, fully measures to his task.

THE

'-r

.\
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One of the brilliant young Amencan artists, and,awriter as well, he
has won in the various media many
important awards in this country
and abroad. Besides oils and murals,
-his success in the graphic arts has
been extraOJ;dinary.. By tommission
of th~ War Department he led the'
South Pacific War Unit in the Sol..
Omon Islands. Colliers appointed
him artist war correspondent. He
has been guest professor at the Minneapolis School of Art, Fine Arts
Center of Colorado Springs. and the
universities o£ Texas. California.
and New Mexico. His eighth oneman exhibition in New York City is
scheduled for this Spring. Howard
Cook was born in Springfield, Mass.,
and moved to New Mexico ·several
years ago. He lives near Ranchos de
Taos with his talented artist wife
.Barbara Latham.
,
WAR TICLES. It was in the
Spring of 1948' in the course of a
conversation on· the contemplated
reorganization of our· Quarterly,
that Oliver La Farge and Witter
Bynner suggested the project of paying a tribute to ALICE CoRBIN HENDERSON-poet, critic. editor, and one
of the leading citizens of New Mexi·
ca, always ready to stimulate intel·
lectual interests and to sponsor just
causes. The idea was accepted with
enthusiasm, and both were assigned
the editorship of the forty.seven
page section devoted in this issue to
her remarkable personality. Her
story as told by the contributors, all
associated with her in one way or
another, converges into a memor-
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able portlait. Three of her poems
are published here for the 6rs~ time•.
WlTTEll BYNNER., author of sixteen
books of poetry and prose,-lecwrer.
editor, has been for many years one
of the - recogniz~ leaders. of the
Santa Fe group. Every initiative that
can bring intellectual prestige to oui'
State finds response in his generous
mind. He divides his time between
Santa Fe and Cbapala, Jalisco. Mexico. His latest book is Tale A:way
the Dtrlmess.
.au ER LA FAIwE, who lives in
Santa Fe, has authored a dozen important 1?ooks and is now waiting
the publication in June by Houghton MiRlin of The Eagle in the Egg,
a, story of the Air Transport Command. La Farge's novel Laughing
Boy won the Pulitzer Prize in 1919.
Santa .Eulalia, his latest published
book, is reviewed in this issue. An
unusual combination of scholar and
creative writer, ;he encompasses'anthropological studies, fiction, and
essays on public questions. He has
been an indefatigable defender of
Indian rights.
GEORGE DILLON has been on the
staff of Poetry for twenty.four years.
Whiie an undergraduate student at
Chicago he served as Associate Editor with Harriet Monroe from 1925
to 1927. He engaged for a white in
advertising and spent two years in
Europe on a Guggenheim fellowship. In 1937 upon the resignation
of Morton Zabel. who had edited
Poetry for a year after Miss Mon·death~ he became editor and
mained until drafted into the Army
in 1942. In -e45 he resumed the

roe"s

re-
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· editorship. M:r. Dillon's contribution lishingventure. He is author of over
to the Alice Corbin symposium is . a dozen books of .poetry and prose.
the generous ttibute of one genera- His Pinon Country is .a 'Very semition to another.
. live interpretation of the New·Mex~
JOHN GOULD FLETCHEll has abril- .iean region.
.SpuP 10HNSON conducted for
lial!t career in a score ()f boOks as
poet, prose writer, aitic, and uans- many years in the New Mexi~o.
lator. He was awarded the Pulitzer Quarterly Review a department unPlize for poetry in 1989. The Uni- der. the title "On and On." Born
versity of North Carolina Press re- / in'lllinois. he hu~spent most of his
cendy published his Ar1cansas. .
life in the West. A newspaper and
CARL SANDBURG" poet. journalist, magazine editor, he has heenon the
Lincoln scholar, American folk.song staff of The New Yor1terand Sunset
n;citalist, and radionatrator, has Magazine. Besides books of poems.
he has -published .paIllphlets and
~cently authored Remembrance
contributed to periodicals. At p~sRoclt~ lIarcourt Jlrace.
'
,
ent
he is.. editor of El CrepUsculo~
PADRAIC CoLt)M,. well-known Irish
poet. dramatist, ~tory writer. and le.c- 'raos weekly paper. Through his as.turer has been living in the United sociation with the Harwood·foundaStates since. 1914. His Anthology of tion and other enterprises, he has
lTish Verse. was published last\ year participated iil many New Mexican
cultural activities.
.by Liveright.
The, New Mexico Quarterly Re. RUTH LAUGHLIN" a native Santa.
Fean, has published in national view 'thanks the editors and conmagazines and newspapers. Her ttibutors, extends its greetings to
book Caballeros. a study of.spanish Alice Corbin Henderson. and hopes
· colonists and their descendants, has that she will accept the words here
· gone through twelve printings. The collected as an ~xpression of gradWind Leaves No Shadow, a histori- ,tude for the great conttibutions
cal. novel picturing life in the Mex- made by her and her husband, the'
ican province' during the climactic late William Penhallow ,H~nderson.
years before the American occupa- , to the life of New Mexico.
In 1935 DUDLEY WYNN published
tion, published last year by Whitde. sey House. will be issued in Danish a stimulating article "The Southwestern . Regional Straddle:' Ever
next summer.
HANIEL LoNG is one of those cul- since he has been in- ,scarch. for antivated gentlemen who has made swers to some of the problems that
- Santa Fe .a more habitable place the present direction and the future
I
since he moved there 'in 19;!9 after of cultur~ in our region .raise~ His
a /distinguished career as journalist, studies on Mary Austin; his essay
editor, and professor of English. In "A Liberal· Looks -at Tradition,"
1933 he organized the Writers Edi- published in 1936;. his ch~pter
tions. a non-profit, co-operative pub- "Ameriam Culture Today and To-
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monow"in Foundations 01 an Am· synthesis of his k.een observations in
mcan Philosophy 01 Edllcation~ various parts of Guate~ala dUring
1941; his work as member of the the summer of 1948. ~rn and eduBoard of Directors of the Second cated in Germany; he came to Latin
Regional Conference on the Hu· America in '1985. fleeing' from 1the
manities held in Denver in 1944. Nazi regime. A£ter five years· of
the proceedings of which he edited teaching at the National University
. in: the volUme The Humanities at of Panama~ he entered the United
Work; his directorship of UNM States.wherc he has ~me a citipublica\tions; and his edit9rshiP of zen. Among ..ather· institutions. he
the New Mex,'co QuaTterly Re- has taught at UNM and Colgate
vitu1~ 1940-1947-are all significant University. where he holds the posicontributions to the critique of the tion of Professor of International
culture of the Southwest. Born and Affairs and Chairman of Area
educated in Texas. he has taught Studies. Professor Bellrendt has pubEnglish at New York; University and lished extensively i'nthirteen counthe University of New Mexico. and tries in the German. Spanish. EngOccupies at present the position of lish. French. and Flemish languages.
Professor of English and· Chainnan His latest publica:tion is Modem
of the staff of the Humanities pro- Latin A.merica in Social Science: a
gramattheUnw~~ofColornd~ Selected and Annotated Bibliography (University of New Mexico
W STORIES. WARREN BECJt~ Press. 1949.)
the author of "Shadow of Turning,"
"Cave Canem" is the first pubhas been professor and tutor in lished story of NOR.TON B. CR.OWELL~
English composition at Lawrence of the English department of UNM.
College -since 1926. One of the best This stark. tale of the influences.
short-story writers in America to- physical and psychic, of environday. he has been represented many ment on man·s actions, contains
times in anthologies. Some of his symbolic values whichp the discern'
,
stories have been collected in two ing reader well-acquainted with
volumes The Blue Sash and. The Texas .will discover. A native of
First Fish. His two novels Final Iowa, Mr. Crowell resided in Dallas
Score (1945 Friends of American from 1919 to 1987 and took a B.s.
. Writers AWard) and Pause Under and a M.A. degree from Southern
the Shy have also been published in Methodist Universi~. He was an
Englancl. He hascontribtited to Ensign. USNR. in the last war. and
leading periodicals articles on the received his doctorate at Harvard in
short story, contempornry poetry, 1946. The son of the well-known
Faulkner. Virginia Wpolf. Sinclair poet, Grace' Noll Crowell. liternry
trndition ruils strong in the family.
Lewis and E. B. White.
Within the compass of a sketch, He has just finished a book. A.lfred
RICHARD F. BEHRENDT has given a Austin: Victorian.
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11) NEW MEXICO POETRY dent at UNM, has been" pUblished
CONTEST. The response to the by Story 1tlaga;ine, .UniveT.sityoJ '.
New . Mexico -QuaTteTI, Review Kansas City. Review, CommOi
. Poetry Awards announced in our GTound, l~ttnm, N~ ·.Signa'UTe$,
.Autumn and Winter issues was be- and the New. Mexico Quatterl,R.e-.yond expectations. A· total of S55view.He isnowwritingan~vel.
poems was submitted from pram- and aCritical~tudyoll(.enneth
cally all sections of the State. Judges Patchen. J. T. ,percival. from BrQOkwere Witter Bynner.Santa Fe; chair- . lyn.· New. York; now living in Al. man; Paul Horgan. Roswell; Dean' buquerque, organized .and operated
Mowrer. Albuquerque; and Edwin asuttuner theatre at Bedford VUHonig. Sandoval.
!age. N. Y. He is completing a threeThe judges decided to read "in-' a~tplay. "Are the Eyes of.Cbrist.for
communicado" the poems unsign~d ,ChJ;ist. Alone?" isbis6rst pUblicaand only identified by a number. ,doh. Ken Lash, born in N$ Brit-·
awarding points in separate iists ,ain, Conn.• is a member. oIthe' Engwhich were checked and rechecked lish department of UNM. He haS
in our ·offices. On request of the published, ttitic:ism and Vet$e' in
judges. we are giving the points re- Journal of Philosoph;, The ~"pli
suIts. as to the prize poems: Catc., CdtOT, and New Mexico Q,uaTte.rl,
gory I. JEta LYON- (points by Mow- Review.
rer. Honig. and Bynner); HueH
Honorable· mentions were awardMcGoVERN (by Bynner. Honig. and ed' in. Category I to Helen Kress,
l\{owrer). Category U. J. T. PERCl-. crown Point. Ind.. for two poems;
VAL (by Horgan and Bynner); KEN
Tom Calkins. Albuquerque. two
1.AsH (by Honig and Mowrer). Evi- poems; J~e Lyon. two poems; AI~ dently the judging of poetry' is a
bert Cometti; Albuquerque. one
task in which general agreement is 'poem; L B. Wallerstein. Los Angewell.nigh impossible. Mr. Witter les, one poem; Daniel A. Skillin,
Bynner contribut¢ $75 ;lnd Mr. .New York City. one poem. All ate
John B. Jackson. of Santa Fe. $50 students at UNM. In Category II:
toward thF. pri~e money. The Editor to .Allison. R~, Albuquerq~e,. for
expresses ,gratitude ~ to the donors, three poems; Sam Schulman, Albuto, the judges for their labor, "and to querque.one poem;, JettaCarlson.
the contestants for their interest. Albuquerque, two poePlS; Peggy
The four prize' poems are pub- Pond Church. Taos, one poem;
lished in this issue. Jene Lyon, from ·Laura B., Beleher, Santa, Fe, two
Kansas City, Mo., a senior GI stu: poems; and J. T. Percival, one
dent at UNM. former editor of The poem.
.
ThundetbiTd, and now editor of
Albuquerque contributed about
The MiTage, aas had verse pub- 89 per cent of the entries; Raton,
~Shed in Accent. Hugh McGovern. Santa Fe, Clovis. Tucumcari, Los
from Detroit. also a senior GI stu- Alamos, and Gallup,' 45 per cent;
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and nineteen other towns the re-

maining 16 per cenL
' " OTHER. POETR. Y. HORE. ILuoLTON, a native of Madison, Ind., spent his boyhood in
China, where his parents were missionaries andteache~ He has contributed prose and poetry to many
reviews and published a volume of
verse, Through the Moongate. He is
now teaching at Rutgers University.
This is his first ap~a&nce in our
Quarterly. MYRON ~ BROOMELL,
now living' at Hesperos; Colo., has
contribut~often to these pages. He
- is the author of a book of poems,
The Time by Dialing. BYRON VAZA1tAS, a· New Yorker, has also--appeared before in our Quanerly. A
contributor to most literary magazines since 1940, he has figured in:
several anthologies and published a
book of poems. Transfigured Night.
TOM CALKlNS.. from Albuquerque, is
a GI student at UNM. His first published poem appeared in our Spring,
1948 issue.
ACE

.

"

W'J'B 0 0 K SAN D C 0 'MMEN T. The leading review in this
issue is "Faulkner: a Case for Regionalism" by ROBERT BUN1tER... a
native of Boston. After four years in
the Navy he joined the Indian Service, where he works at present. His
novel Amanda Said the Grass Was
Green was published last year by
Swallow-Morrow. Mr. Bunker has
been a regular contributor to our
Quanerly since he came to New
Mexico. In his review of Faulkner's
Intruder in the Dust.. he' discusses
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with originality. some of the complex problems of regionalism•.
Other reviewers areEDwm HONIG..
our Poetry. Editor, now holding a
Guggenheim fellowship for the writing of critical studies on compat:ative literature; LLoYD L6zEs Gow..
Albuquerque painter and an critic:
who has just finished the illustrations for Roland F. Dickey's New
Mexico Village Arts.. to be released
in April by the University of N~w
Mexico Press; JOHN M. CooPER.. the
noted anthropologist from the Catholic University of America; LLoYD
W. CLAnE.. Dean of St. John's Episcopal Cathedral, Albuquerque; ROBERT WILItEN, President ·of the Catholic Teachers College", Albuquerque;
FLORENCE RoaWOOD KLUClWOHN of
the Graduate Department of Sociol.'
ogy at Harvard University; E. B.
MANN.. Albuquerque writer. author
of seventeen westem novels, and
Guns and Gunning editor, Fly and
~hell; W. A. KEUHER... proIninent
Albuquerque attomey, author of
several books on the region: HOBART
L. ,LAGRONE.. President of the New
Mexico State Conference of Branches of the NAAC~; and' C. V. WlaER, T. M. PEARCE, JULIA~E1t.,
LuCY LocKWOOD HAzARD, MIGUEL
JOWN, JAMES McNAN (pen name);KEN LASH.. and SAM ScHULMAN, all
in the faculty of UNM.
CIA Guide to the Literature of the
Southwest," is compiled by LYLE
SAUNDERS of the Department of Sociology. UNM. on leave at the University of Texas, and FRANK L
BAIRD.. of the School, of Inter-American Affairs. UNM.
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Warre.Beek·

~::to~~Il#T~~1!;n:~~·J3:~
acclaim
o£American WgtersawanL
inc1u~theFriendl

B,!Jt it is in the,ihort story tbatWarrenBeck 4U•• achieved
his ~test IUcceIIeI.Often telectedfor The•. Best, Short
Stone$ of theYearco1lections~hisltoda have won a wide
. audi~nc:e by their iJu!ght, compassion,
ludcll~le. "These
two volumes gacher diebest,ofthemto,date~ ; . .

and

THE BLt1B·SASU'
.·.." .... StiWI. ,

C'

'•••. ~ • 'cie6nitely a ·di$coveiy.U~· •.awift,.. lean
.nervousanclatingingancldelicate, Mr.'Becihasa ". tylor
. transmuti!1JratherordiDatyJitua,tiODs into~metlUnglUbtly
. ancla~rbmgly intereS~."-NewYor1c·Time$ . .... .' .
UA.· writero! considerable range, craft and .Jensitiniy'·....
N.) Y., Herald
TribuM, .
"
.'.
' , . , . . , . . , ,·c. ,
, ·1Jndou~tef!ly one ~~our .finesta,rtists in the :ahortltory .
ge~'~PJa.liuJel1'h'41nqu.ter

12 atories, 198 pages

,1

$2.00

.......

,'THE' FIBST PI8d
..".",.

'-He is, a ~<:ere·andearnestartistw~oalwalSstri.ves,oftell.
most .successfully, .to .'express •the'?-talpto~lettlS ,of .very
hUll1aD peopler....The Statur" ReyzeUJol L.tet4ture'·

"Mr•.

Beck-. range o~' thesea,ofh~emotionand

ex~enceislOundly

~.He fisheI<ln the~

oriented..

'oftime,which Dlovesquietly,blitin$Ometimesfrightening
deeps~"-Sf.LouisPost-Dispatch

.

., .

IIH~ writes about ordiniu:y .middlec1ass peoplecIq~
ordi~ .~.HispartiCularabUityis
. to .. reveal,.·the·"
,'.complexity an(lsi~fi~ceofsud1pe9pleinsuchaetion.~~- .
U. $. !4uarterl, Boo1r.LlSt
'
.
lSI!Ories,212~' . ,
"~.50

:;

THB' ANTI.eD·PRBSS

A ...e;.,..·.",.,A.".~• .~ Yeu.wS.~.".
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